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Foreword

Here is a book that answers a great need of our times. And it answers
it very well.

That need is for a rational and informed description of how to
a.pprehend the forces that form the structure of the 'inner rnro.ldr,,
those hidden forces that underpin and mourd trr. ort..-oriatt 

"t 
*"

know through our physical sinses. For a realizatio" 
"rirr. "..a tocome to terms with these other dimensions of reality is fast coming

upon IJ7estern man.
Those who have not yet understood this need are at times dis_

*?y,.q by what.they 
:.ee 19 a 'flight from reason,. Ho*ever, this'thght' ought to be realized for what it is. It is not a mindless rout of

the irresponsible but the winging pinions of an informed i"r"i,iln ""longer content with intellectual preoccupation *ith r"if".. "o*;;-ances.

.9**: decry what they choose to call .dabbling in rhe occulr,,
yfi:h they consider either .idly foolish or perver"sely ;iG;iJ;.
whilst we too would not wish'to .r.or.rg. the occult aiiJtirni.,
those of us who have spent more years in thls ..r."r.h rh* ;;;;;
to. remember_ feel, with..all due humility, that we haue g"i.r.J i,
wisdom and human fulfilment rather than lost.
. _ 

There- is no shortage among us of able, responsible citizens _ even
if those less well informed may sometim.r gisp incredulously when
confronted with our view of tiuth. we who"know, t 

"o* itlo u. 
"ofacile escapism, but a hard and testing, though iniinitely..*"iJi"g

struggle towards truth: truth about wf,at we Jurselves ,r., ou, ,lr.Ein the universe; and our duties before God and the .;ra"i ;h;
creation.

. Stock political, scientific and re-ligious answers to these questions
leave many people unsatisfied r"dr.Seeking within i;; ttilili;;
issues may be one way out of a nuclear or ecoLgicar .ririr - "lthl-rijhultimatelyit is mo.re profound even than that! erises pass - or.ori.
to pass. Man's relationship to eternity lasts for everl

John and caitlin Matthews bring to the subject nor only erudition,
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balance and commonsense, but also a wide practical experience. In
some areas of that experience I have shared and so I ionfidently
recommend anyone to put themselves in the guiding hands of thl
writers of this book. They will not be led astray.

Furthermore, the authors have a breadth of knowledge and
wisdom that puts many more strident occult pundits to sh^mi. They
are as much at home in the angelic heights ofchristian mysticism as
with the 'lordly ones' in the depths of the hollow hills. And this is a
living experience, not mere book knowledge. Although as readers
will-soon gather, their literary resources ari profounJ.

This is an instruction book for the present arrd the future. The old
time occult groups with their body of doctrine and rigid esoreric
structure are fast becoming a thing of the past. Their good has been
done. Their weighty volumes of doctrine rimain as mlnuments and
milestones along the way.

They may still help us now. But the esoteric students of the present
and the future will be ones who take what they can find, in iclectic
freedom, for the immediate purpose in hand. i'heir training will be
no less rigorous for being more open and unstructured, thJir work-
inggroups no less powerful despite their relatively transitory, even
ad hoc, nature.

To use a familiar, if somewhat over-used phrase, this is the
approach to occult training in the New or the Aquarian Age.

John and Caitlin's WesternWay willprovide an nriadne's-thread
,o. he]n.a ley generation of seekers find their way through the
labyrinth. And go some way to enlighten less adventuious souis as to
what the maze we call this world is all about.

INTRODUCTION
The inward spiral

[Our task is to be] the Secretaries, the interpreters and pre-
servers of the memorials of our ancestors.

William Stukeley

Mankind, more than is realized, is an expression of the part of
the earth upon which he subsists. A rose of the \U7est should not
aspire to bloom like a lotus of the East.

Gareth Knight: Tbe Rose Cross and the Goddess

THREADING THE MAZE

In 1968 a book appeared called The Western Mystery Tradition
(105). Its subject matter was the bedrock of primitive myth upon
which most systems of Western magic are based. Its author,
Christine Hartley, was a member of one of the leading esoteric
schools of the time, and she was thus uniquely placed to comment on
the magical tradition from within. Surprisingly, her book was almost
the first since the Renaissance that attempted to deal with the
Western Mysteries separately from those of the East, and with
particular emphasis on the primitive material. There have been, and
there still are, numerous publications on Qabala, Tarot, Astrology,
and any number of other disciplines; but there has still been no
serious attempt to follow Christine Hartley's lead. rtrThile her book
is still valuable for its insights and perceptions, it leaves many
questions unanswered. It does not, for example, attempt to relate the
more ancient, native mystery traditions with those of the later,
so-called Hermetic schools. Yet the one could scarcely have existed
without the other, and an important relationship still exists between
them. It is in part to fill this gap that the present work has been
written, as well as to disprove the old adage that you cannot bring

Gareth Knight
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-anything back from the world of Faery. There is indeed much to be
brought back, much that can be of value to us now, in our perennial
quest for a transcendent reality. Above all, it is our intention to
present a conceptual rather than a chronological view of the lfestern
Mysteries: one that will serve as a practical guide to that vast realm,
where, $ough we may go visiting, *...-"1., largely strangers in a
strange land.

But first it is necessary to define some of the terms used throughout
this work, and which, for various reasons, may be unfamiliai.

The first is the term ''western way'itself. ny ihis we are referring
to a body of esoreric teaching and knowledge which constitutes a
system of magical technique and belief dating from the beginning of
time - the 'Foretime' in which our ancestors first began to .*pio..
the inner realms of existence. And it is a 'rfestern'waito distinguish
it clearly from the Eastern and oriental systems which have fould so
strong I foothold in the west in recent years, but which are really less
applicable than our own native tradiiions.'IJ7e have chosen to use this term rather than the more usual'Y.rlgrl lvlystery Tradition' for rwo reasons. Firstly, because
the.disciplines normally included under that heading 1 q"b"lr,
Alchemy, Gnosticism, the Occult Sciences - do not clnstitite the
yb-ol. story; and.secondly, because it is very much a path we shall be
following: one which has been walked by many otheis before us, and
which will be walked by many more to come. None the less, the ierm
still stands as a most useful frame of reference when it comes to
definitions: ''Western' rather than Eastern; .Mystery, 

because
hidden, an esoteric knowledge; 'Tradition, becauie it consists of
material handed down orally or received from the group soul of the
planet or the racial consciousness of the tribe.

Vith these few definitions in mind we can begin.

Imagine, then, that you are about to embark on a journey to an
immeasurably distant and strange country. I7hom do you take with
you for companion and guide? If you are wise you will choose
someone who knows the way and is familiar with the terrain. In the
same. way, if you choose to explore your own inner landscape,
peopled from your cultural background and tradition, you shoulj
seek to know all that you can about those you may meet along the
way, what they will say to you, what symbtls thef *itt rtrot."yo"
need to know the words that will open certain doors, and how to
address those who guard them. You will need maps.

INTRODUCTION: THE INVARD SPIRAL

The inner spiral The outer spiral

Figure 1 Tbe Maze

. One such map is the symbolic diagram known as the maze, and
though you will meet with many other recurring images throughout
the book - the tree, the circle and the cross, to rrr'n. o,"rrly threi it is
91.. o{ the most important. The maze as a symbol of'the path of
initiation is found at many mystery sites throughout the worli. It is a
living glyph o{ tlre lil7esrern ![ay, through which all must pass in
pursuit of their destiny within the framework of the Mysteiies.

.Taken together,. the two volumes which make up this'work con-
stitute a completed maze pattern. That is to say, a journey inwardrto
the centre; and 

_a 
journey outward, to the periphery. Volume one,

which deals with the Native Tradition, from its origin in the Fore-
time to its present day manifestations in Neo-paganism, is the
inward spiral. Volume two, which concerns itself wit[ the Hermetic
Tradition - so called after_its supposed founder Hermes Trismegistus
- from its beginnings in classical Antiquity to its current renaisfance
in the work of contemporary magical schools, is the outward spiral.

Together these two paths form the prima materia of the \tr7estern'$Vay: the Native Tradition, more intuitive, earth conscious,
Goddess-oriented; and the Hermetic Tradition, with its emphasis on
the pursuit of knowledge, oneness with the godhead, *p.r.or-
sciousness. Tog-ether they balance each other out: the one probing
deepet into the first mysteries of human awareness; the otherieekin!
to utilize this inner understanding in a clearer, expositive way. HerI .

the traveller learns to u9e yh_at was taught on the inner journey -carrying it back into the light of day. By definition the journey
outward cannot lead back to the same place.

- _Tlr. Hermetic Way is grounded in the perennial philosophy; the
Native Tradition in the Orherworld. God or Deity isieen inierms of
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elemental forces by the Native Traditionalists; while in the Hermetic
Schools perception shifts from 'God out there' to God within the self.
The evolution of consciousness is encompassed by both traditions.
Just as the Hermetic cannot exist without the foundations of the
Native, neither can the Native progress without the projection of the
Hermetic. They are the root and branches of the tree of the !flestern
I7ay.

Christine Hartley pointed out, in her pioneering study, that 'the
original working of the Mysteries looked first backwards, and then
forwards, and upon their basic teaching we may found the traditions
and mysteries of our'$Testern schools' (105). The two-way journey,
into and out of the maze, is a continual spiral of discovery: we go
inward to come out again, and when our thread is wound out fully
we must return inwards to take stock, to garner our findings and rest.
This is the pattern we must follow, if we desire to learn.

WESTERN FOLK.'OTEAVE

While most people consider the 'real''S(estern Mystery Tradition to
reside in the Hermetic Tradition, others are coming to see it in the
context of its foundations. Those who look to the major civilizations
of the Middle East and Mediterranean for insight into the Mysteries
fail to see the past about them. A tradition, like a prophet, is with-
out honour in its own country. Other grass is greener and more
succulent, and so it will ever appear. \07e have drawn many examples
from the British tradition, not only as representative of the Western
\07ay, but also because we have drawn from our own experience,
ancestral memory and traditional heritage. What we have done here
can be done just as well for other traditions and cultures. The Native
Tradition of the West is approachable by all who have a'Western
consciousness and cultural identity.

Ultimately, East and'$7est are unimportant, but each has its place.
The l7estern '!(ay has been so neglected, mostly since the onset of
organized religion, that the individual quest has tended to be lost
sight of. The saviours and prophetic figureheads have all had their
purpose, but it has been above all to stimulate that interior search.
'Seek you first the Kingdom of Heaven -which lies within you' (21).
To go beyond organized forms o{ religion we must first pick up the
pieces of our development, the cross-currents, the influences and
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causes, before we can go onwards to the time when mystery trad_
itions will be neither Eastern or'W'estern.

How, then, do we define V7est in rJfesrern Mystery Tradition?
Geographically, from the Middle East westwardr. C.rltu.rlly, the
margin is less- easy to define. None of us are really natives of
anywhere any longer. Even those families who lived in, say, Scotland
for generations, were originally Norse, pictish, Gaelic-invading
stock,. with perhaps a few drops of .native, blood. There are no
pure blood-lines, no incontrovertible evidence for an apostolic
succession in folk tradition. what happened once in the British Isles
has now happened in the usA and elsiwhere. Ethnic minorities have
'invaded' America in successive waves - English, French, Spanish,
German, Scandinavian, Italian, to mention 

"rty " 
few. Latterly the

cultural margin has been extended by Jews of all lands, Greeks,
R5:r."lt, Japanese, Asian and African peoples.

This hotchpotch of racial types tends to kiep up its various narive
traditions in its new homeland, for a few g..r.rrtio.r, at least. Trad-
itions were once upheld for longer periods, but now the influence of
the media is rending to break down all separatist barriers.'sfhatever
th.e.prognostication it is doubtful whether humanity of the futuie
will be possessed of one skin colouration, one cosmo-iulture and one
language: differences matter and home ii still best. But the r-.o,ior,
century has uprooted many people who are 'exiled' from their homes
as refugees. or immigrants in a itrange land which no longer knows
its own cultural identity.

The authors hold no brief for racism or extreme nationalism of
any. kind, merely wishing to point out that humanity *"rir,, of
territorial animals who want their own plot of land and thei. own
customs. For those who cannot achieve that much, their cultural
being isdeeply important. The folk-traditions and religious d;;;;i;;are mad.e more precious because they are the one poisession which
cannot be taken away - they can-be practised'under tt. -Lrlrigorous tyranny, as we know from the Jewish experience of the
Holocaust, from Christians in Russia, or indeed ,ll ..ligron, 

""d.ithe present regime in Albania. yet even in communis"t and non-
religious states, the folk-soul is never jettisoned, since even h;.;l;l:
understood how deep is the appeal to the people.

Hitler's reversion to Teutonic mythology'during the rise to
popularity of the National Socialist firry hal'been polnted or, ,""
salutary reminder of what damage the foik-soul can'wreak, *[;;i.;
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loose or harnessed to one manic individual's vision. But while it is
true that following the native tradition too closely can result in
reversion to type, and that beneath the veneer of civilization, religion
and sophistication, the folk-soul is still strong, this is not a negative
factor in our make-up. It can be powerfully on our side in times of
crisis and war; it can serve to anchor us if we are confused or
unhappy, and give us a sense of belonging in the face of exile or loss.

Folk traditions and religious beliefs as well as cultural values are
sometimes imposed upon one people by another, as in the case of
European Americans upon American Indians, Dutch settlers upon
black South Africans, British immigrants upon Australian aborigines

- but the subsequent culture has dug itself a pit thereby into which it
must fall in the course of time. The adverse karma and resulting
social confusion will be still to reap.

Yet it is out of the supposed separateness of Occident and Orient
that a transcendent unity emerges. In esoteric circles there are no real
opposites - only different ways of approaching the same goal. The
W'est is a place of manifestation: the East a place of beginnings. Just
as the sun tracks from East to West across the heavens, so does
esotericism reflect this movement. In the East religious devotions are
practised at the day's beginning - bathing in Mother Ganga; hymns
to the sunl morning pujas performed in answer to generations of
belief. In the West the devotional practices come at the day's end
with vespers, evensong, the greeting of the Sabbath. Although
religions of both East and West perform their devotions throughout
the whole of the day and night, these are significant aspects of
esoteric manifestation.

In no way should we spurn or undervalue the Eastern achieve-
ment, nor decry the practice of Eastern techniques by'$(esterners.
The East has opened to us the possibilities of the'$0estern rilfay,

giving precise terminology to concepts no longer expressible in
European languages - avatar, dakini, karma, nirvana, sakti,
mandala, yantra, mantra - all have become established words in
esoteric practice. Eastern religious and esoteric techniques are
as relevant as any practiced in the STest, although Eastern concepts
and understandings are sometimes difficult to comprehend until a
mature spiritual level has been achieved. Culture and heredity give
insight into certain metaphors and conceptualizations, so that a
Parisian may have a perfect sympathy with Taoism because of incar-
national links, and likewise a Sikh experience strong bonds with
Catholicism. The fact remains that birth into a certain place, time,
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and family demands an answering response _ a life_lesson to be
accomplished in this incarnation. Alter this is met and r...or.i. i, i,
again possible to pursue these incarnational links. 

-'---r---' ^-

The rJfest remains-very much anchored in earth, in material ex_pl::riol of itself; while the East seems impoverishea *rt.ii"iiy,
hiding its inrerior riches. This is changing ;V;;;i;r; #i;,to the heart of even remote lands. Tlie ,i...rrr.y transfusion mustbe allowed to take-p-lace: interior and exterior progress t;-te
exchanged. But careful responsibile transplante* Jr;-;;;;;i. 

*

our intenrion in making-a study of the Native Traditio,l, th.'!7est 
is to seek the roots of our consciousness, to track our develoo-

ment in accordance with the needs of humankind. rni, i, ,lt..lil
where our genetic impulse has been coded, from wheie.;;;r;dr-
tary memory first springs. To go beyond our roots is the intentron orthls book, not to remain among them.

.The mystery traditions - lTeitern and Eastern - are concerned
with keeping open the door berween the worlds, 

"f 
f.r,irrg iir..r*f,

.1i-d. T,..9,:lrl., 
g energi es f rom i n ne r ro o u ter .;rla;; ;i ;;$;;;ff c*,th rhe otherworld realiry of which our worrd is a yet unrealized

resonance. The spiritual purpose of rife is easily t"ri ,rgrri oi,-6"t
more and more people are dissatisfied with th. i""liry 3i; ,;;ly
materialist-oriented life and are searching *ith , io"a 

-a.ri.r
determination to find, that purpose for theirselv.r. rfiir-i"ai"iar"r
::i1* h-*.s, l"t always been i matter of choice - it *r, o".. o"f y io U.tound wrthrn the at once libe_rating and limitatin g area of orgLnized
religion. This is changing. By thi often unthiniiil;-;7-r;;;,
like 'Aquarian consciousiess''and 'New Ate enrighienme",; -""ipeople are rejecting the old for the new and intri.J?it, ;i;-h.;;1
many of which rurn out to be organized on tt . r"-. -",..iJiJti.lin-es the escapees thought they hld left behind.
, In finding the right way for ihem, individuals are driven back on

therr own resources, with which they must discover their needs and
expectations, as well as their potential. No system or search for
spiritu.al purpose is valid without self-criticism 

"r 
r.lrk""*t"&..;

formal expression,. such as joining a religious group, is not always
necessary, although it can give gridelirr.i to fJltow.'

^. 
A mole interesting pheno..rro--n is the way in which large numbers

9t.p..oplg are seeking their roors in the earliest and oldeit forms ofberet. crrcles and standing stones exert a growing fascination.
shamanistic waysand otheriultures are a dr;*: th;;;:.;rc;;;
the Goddess as a clear religious archerype all point to a redisclvery of
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ancient, traditional knowledge. \u(hile this is connected in a larger

way wiih the pursuit of the perennial philo_sophy, it is also indicative

of ihe self and its roots in the native traditions.
'!7e need to communicate with our folk-soul if only to dismiss the

spurious uses to which it can be pu-t. Ife.have. our belonging - in our
tiibe, our nation, our people, and this is how it should be. But we are

also citizens of the world, of the new Aquarian Age. It is possible to
foster national pride yet to reiect racialism; to balance our love of the

past with or. r.rpo.r'ribility forthe future. IiTe must ask ourselves if
*. *".rt to belong to the earth on which we walk, or be cut off
forever from our roots, bereft of a sense of belonging'

If, as we claim, the'Western \Ufay has its roots in the earliest times,

do we have any assurance of uninterrupted descent from those times

to our own? iertainly, if we are looking for some kind of apostolic
succession, we are going to be disappointed. There may exist{amilies
whose life-style hai altered little over hundreds of years, who have

retained theii intimacy with nature and have handed down a collec-

tion of wise lore and belief, but they are surely rare (see chapter 5).

Nowadays people are not bound to their place of birth, but move

wherevei wbrk and circumstances take them; adherence to the faith
of one's parents is rare, and where the religious instinct persists, it
will as liliely lead ro some baseless cult as to one of the_great Eastern

philosophies. So how can we share knowledge to which we have

never had physical access? Given that continuity of tradition is to
some extent severed, how, for instance, can we learn why certain an-

cient stone circles were erected and what rites were performed there?

Some methods of recalling this type of information are presented

within this book, though there are many others. The Age of Reason

has established itself so firmly in the western imagination that such

techniques may well be frowned upon; welope to show,-however,
that beiides the cult of the Noble Savage and the worship of scientific
Enlightenment, we have another heritage-. The tales and traditions of
our f,omeland are also ours, to be immediately seized and loved; for
we have other gifts than reason at our disposal. The creative imagin-
ation, so ofteri repressed, needs to be unleashed before it can be

trained. 'We are ali capable of foresight, hindsight and insight if we

take the trouble to find out about such things. And while it is perhaps

too easy to play the visiting archeologist in our own past - to fashion
,o*"rrii. fiction into historical f.act - the knowledge of head and

heart need not be at variance if we balance our instinctive awareness

with rational iudgement and cool assessment.
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H.oygr9., though the threading of the maze may become a

_s_y_mbolic 
journey from A to B - whatever the digressions - the

Western Mystery Tradition cannor be dealt with chronologically,
any more than it can be dealt with in a {rame of pure ratio'nality.
Insights come in many guises and at many different levels of time
and experience. One may learn as much about the inner reality of
Atlantis from Dion Forrune (79) or Helena Blavatsky (23) as fiom
Plato (20). All three experienced what they describe ai a deeper level
than mosf, yet their approach was individually different.

Esoteric-knowledge generally, subjected to empirical scholarship,
may reveal things unrecognized by those who sit them down. But
there is no hard and fast method of telling true from false in these
areas - unless it be through the individual'sresponse to the symbolic
reality expressed by images and signs of the Mysteries, behind which
can be discerned the essential truth.
. In the-past, this has all too often been made the excuse for specula-

tion without even the most basic foundation. perhaps inevitably so.
Speculation is certainly no stranger to these pager - it could not be
given the nature of the subject - but all thai wi haue to say about
the Western Mystery Tradition has been submitted to the test of
personal_ experience. S7e have tried all the exercises, followed the
pathworkings, done the meditations and worked with ihe techniques
- mostly over a long period and with the help of others. To them, as
to our other supporters, both outer and inner, we owe a debi of
gratitude. But even more do we owe a debt to those who have walked
the l7estern Sfay before us, who have left signposts along the road
for us to follow. By working with these vital images it is plossible to
trace the -pattern of the maze, inward and thin outward again
towards the future.

. It requires patience to retrieve lost material by these means, but the
knowledge that the way has been walked by others befoie us is
comforting: they have left the path clearer foi us, and their know-
Iedge is. currently a-vailable forbur guidance. Such knowledge lives
on in the oral traditions of song and story, of which we ritain a
surprising amount thanks to the exertions of nineteenth centurv
folklorists, who rescued much material due for cultural demolition
in the nick of time.

The other source of lost material is the folk-soul, the group soul of
each nation which exists in the blood as well as the ilemory, and
forms a collective wellspring of imagery and belief. IThenever a
legend lives on or a tradition survives, there lie the clues we
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must seek. The fragmentary nature of such clues renders them

frustratingly elusivef but truth will surface from deeper levels not

,ppre.iabi.by normal consciousness, and can be,encouraged to do

soiy vario,rs'techniques, such as those provided here'

It may be argued that the stimulation of early belief patterns in,this

way is unheaithy and even dangerous, yet we would do well to
,.-.mb., that civilized though wi account ourselves, there has been

more savage destruction in this century than the world has ever seen.
'We are aliaware of the impulse for destruction within our sociefy,

but is this not because we have ignored the knowledge of the

mvsreries bv which our ancestors lived? They once lived in harmony

*irtr ,t . utir.rr. as they saw and understood it; it would seem that

now that we know so much more we have lost the way of that

harmonious relationship. our responsibility is surely, therefore, to
i.l.".n techniques for irolistic living - ways which extend to the

,ri.i, 
^, 

well as the body - not by relegating consciousness back

slu.rul millennia, but by integrating our newly rediscovered know-

ledge into fwentieth century life..
S"ome ,ery pertinent words by the anthropologist .Bronislav

Malinowski"on the subject of magic and myth are worth quoting

here. Myth, he maintained,

is not a dead product of past ages. lt is a living force, constantly

surrounding^magic by new testimonies. Magic moves. in the

glory of pa-st ttidition, but it also creates its atmosphere in

Jr..-rur..n, myth. As there is thebody-of legends alread.y fixed,

standardized, ind constituting the folk-lore of the tribe, so

there is always a stream of narratives linked to those of the

mythological time. Magic is the bridge between the goldenage

of'prima"eval craft and the wonder working q9*.et of today'
Hence the formulas are full of mythological allusions, which,
when uttered, unchain the powers of the past and cast them

into the present (155).

THE RITUAL STANCE

It is this 'bridge', of which Malinowsky writes, that we have set

ourselves to re--establish by walking the western'way. Hence.our

l*iri.".. on the importance of the 6eginnings of esotericism, which

u.. roo easily avoided or neglected by many as childish or primitive.
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It is true that an incestuous, insular and murky spirit can pervade any
study of primitive levels of awareness, but this is not our intention.
The clear and primal energy of the Foretime is alive within the
timelessly active present of the Otherworld - which is reached by
many means. The New Age has seen many come to grief through
reaching for'higher things', through a forced assumption of unreal-
ized spirituality and idealistic mysticism. The rechniques of any art -
occult or otherwise - are hard-won and painfully maintained, as any
dancer, singer, or performer will attest; the way of the shaman,
magician and mystic no less so. Any work on the inner levels must be
sustained by effort, based on hard graft, informed by spiritual
dedication and aimed towards a balanced good. Fervent would-be
mystics arrive all too often at unbalanced good which causes
unaccountable suffering to both themselves and others. What is
needed are the skills of the technician, combined with an inspired
intention. This is the ritual stance of the initiate, who is able to
travel within both the past and the present and know them for the
same despite all their initial differences.

We are really starting afresh, therefore, in an effort to show the
way back to our roots - so Iong neglected except by a minoriry, often
misunderstood or misrepresented, but still very much a living force.
Thus in chapters 1-3 we have dealt with the beginnings of the
'$Testern Mystery Tradition, those first stirrings of the religious
impulse which led our ancestors to focus their attention on the
elements: the earth beneath their feet, the sky above them, the stones
and trees and rivers which were, to them, living beings capable of
independent action and thought, and with whom they shared the
inheritance of the earth their Mother. From there, in chapter 4, we
have taken the journey to the Otherworld, that vast paradigm of our
own consciousness which extends as limitlessly as the realm of the
imagination - in other words as far as forever - and which contains
everything else in its timeless and placeless grasp. Those who have
travelled the road to and from that place have formed their own
world within the borders of our own. They are the Secret People,
who build and maintain the inner realm in the heart of every lind
(279), who stand at the centre of the maze,looking backward and
forward. With them we follow the movement from tribal to indi-
vidual consciousness. In the movement outward we must look for a
consciousness that will contain both, a mingling of Native and
Hermetic traditions.

Here we can offer only definitions: some widely accepted, others
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less so. '$fho, for instance, can say what they mean when they talk of
inner plane entities, or of the Inner Plane itself ? We can define these
things, but can we reach at the reality behind them? Nothing is so
fixed that it remains unchanging, or unchangeable. Those who set
out to experience these things personally may well return with new
definitions which are just as acceptable as any that are currently held.

If this seems confusing, or suggests that there is no certainty in
these things, one must look behind them, at the reality from which
they stem, a reality with which most have lost contact in this age, but
which nevertheless exists as it has always done, as a foundation upon
which to build. We may talk of God or Goddess, Mother Earth or
Father Sky, or we may use the abstract terms of science and call it
Creation; but whatever we do we cannot ignore it for long. It is the
fundamental reality behind everything we do and are and feel.

Accusations of parochialism aimed at followers of the Western
Itr7ay fail to recognize this, and that the images dealt with under the
headings of myth or magic, Foretime, or Otherworld, are transcen-
dental. They belong to no culture, tribe, or nation, but are part of a
universal wisdom. They happen to be the $Testern projections of
something which is really world wide.

In popular imagination, notably within overtly occult circles, the
Western Mystery Tradition carries connotations of conservative
'traditional' magic - that of the qabalist and the ritual magician
rather than the shaman or the priest. It is connected with heavily
nationalistic mythology, with philosophical and complex mysteries.
Too often it is associated with learned and complacent esoteric
knowledge: a kind of middle-aged, middle-class freemasonry for
undecided Christians and dissenting Jews. Such an image avoids the
challenge of many New Age developments which are emanating
from a new generation of seekers eager to walk the'Western Way,
and it neglects the accomplishment and dedicated survival of many
home-grown movements: witchcraft - the native shamanism of
Europe - the village healer and folk-singer. Revivals of interest in the
Native Heritage arise and fade, but the real tradition is passed on.

These movements may appear to many as the dregs of a dying
religion or folklorei but the same comment could be levelled at what
passes for mainstream 'W'estern Mystery Tradition. The time for
dynamic reappraisal has come. The Native Tradition formed the
basis of the Hermetic Tradition. Now the Hermetic Tradition, in its
late nineteenth century guise, is foundering, needing to be replaced
and remodelled in the light of New Age realization. We now know
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everything: the world has been catalogued, exposed, explored. There
is nothing. more to seek - except within: the mystery of turserves and
our inner levels. As a civilized people we have iost rrry r.rrr. of a real
inner perspective: the mythoibgiis of revealed religion have been
made virtually irrelevant by lontemporary restitement. once
reduced to the lowest common factor they fail io excite or inform the
average seeker after spiritual nourishment. The trained shaman,
magician,-mystic is an anomaly in the modern world. Maps of the
inner world are as rare as maps of Treasure Island. we have lost ou.
inner currency on the way to civilization and industrial progress. The
teachers are now few and the seekers many. How shali thJy be feJ?
lve give our children stones instead of bread when we force them
from childhood to adulthood without the salvific rto.y, tt. iitu"t
response, the inner dimension which transforms the mrndane world
with its touch. The world is crying_ for a better, brighter thing, bui it
will not be found among materiilism and spiritull bathos."'$7e know better than to scrap all the old ways of spiritual survival,
however. Now, as never tefore, the world is engaged i" " g;;t
rediscovery o{ its spiritual heritage, and though fI#rr. ,*ri.-of
their.part in this prgcegsl-mgre ar6 learning. Tr"acing o"r tnlr *itt
the distant pasr can be difficult, like trying to discoveiour matrilineal
forebears - an exacting task requiriig intuitive 

""a r."riii*research. In the lfest, a child takeslts faiher's name; th. -oth.i,,lineage being soon forgotten. I7e all know well ;";gh;;;;';;;
patrilineal, exoteric self; but of our matrilineal, eso"teric self we
remain largely innocent.

. The s7estern IUTay holds many of the secrets of our kinship with
the earth. As we will ho.pe to show in chapter 2, it guards the
knowledge of who we really are, and can confer trr. t .yr"oi our tiu.
heritage.

But do not be misled into thinking that this is yet another sysrem to
grant you quick riches or cosmic knowledge. The way is ofien long
ard hard, requiring great discipline and didication. There are fe#
short curs. 'we are dealing with questions of personal identity and
relationship with a tradition as old or older than recorded ti*!. w.
are dealing, ultimately, with our place in the cosmos. what will be
found within these pages is a jo-urney - Iong and sometimes strange _
leading inward to the centre of the maze of being, and out againfAs
to- what point is finally reached, that will depenion the indiiiJ"al -what he or she brings to the work, and on his or her intentions. tJfe
have only the stuff of our own common clay to work with. For the
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rest, the forces and energies of the traditions themselves will be found
to give both a sense of direction and a rate of travel.

There is no executive board or central authority governing the
'$trestern Way. No church, no pope, no king of the witches. Instead
there are disparate movements and groups, some of whom would
not associate very happily together, but in whom can be discerned
the seal of the STestern Way. This seal is also a recognition made
beftveen individuals following the same path. That imprint may be
overlaid by pride and bigotry, hidden by fear and uncertainty, but it
is always apparent - a common kinship which binds the '$Testern

Mystery Tradition into a loose family unit.
At no time does the'Western Way advocate a retreat from the real

world. 'Western esotericism has always integrated spiritual and
material worlds into one unit: the way of the sadhu, sannyasin and
monk has always been a specialist one.'$(e ourselves have not set out
to convert anyone to anything. What we have written may reveal
your path, or show the path you have already been walking in a
clearer light. There are now so many people who have dropped out
of or never belonged to a tradition that certain understandings once
common can no longer be taken for granted.

We have no wish to set up neo-pagans against any revealed
religion. The dawning of the new Age of Aquarius sees many people
searching for'whatsoever things are good and perfect' (Rom. 12:2)
wherever they find them. Systematization is not an Aquarian con-
sideration: closed spiritual disciplines and incestuous esoteric
groupwork are now being discarded in favour of individual, per-
sonal commitment and public meditation. Much confusion arises
from solitary work however, and commitment does not have much
drive when enthusiasm flags. The realization that all religions and
spiritual systems have their confluence in common purpose is a

strength. We hope that those akeady following a defined path will
increase their awareness of and commitment to it, considering how
far they are meeting its demands and how they are best suited to cope
with its challenges. We hope that those who are struggling to clarify
their path will find it, perhaps not as a result of reading this book but
in reaction to it. S7e ask the reader to use whatever is personally
useful, to individualize the material in whatever way is practicable -
while respecting the specific instructions which preface certain
exercises.

The product of this inner journey is the recovery of our own
traditional wisdom, often revealed by symbols during dreams or
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insights received through meditation. The guardianship of the
Western Mysteries has been, until recently, in the hands of esoteric
orders and their followers; increasingly things have changed and will
change still more drastically. The esoteric ichools havJ done their
work-well, seeding the knowledge of the Mysteries throughout the
world; but the time is approaching for the symbols and systems to be
regenerated by an influx of new yet ancient material, arising from
within the.group-soul and hereditary memory of ordinary plople.

The work of recovery has already begun on many levels and wiihin
many disciplines. We are not all equipped to become mystics,
magicians, healers, or wise women; yet by virtue of our blood ind by
our location within the !flest, we are inheritors of the l7estern rU7ay.
ItrThile there will always be special mediators, the new way is to take
up a personal responsibility for our inner path. If you have the
courage to try some of the techniques and exercises to be found
within this book, you will find yourself able to contact and work
with the'$Testern Mystery Tradition.
. The guardianship passes on, as it ever has, to the next generationr
but with a difference. The emphasis now will be on individual work,
either at ancient sites or within the home - always seeking a closer
aflinity with the tradition which taught us once before and will teach
us again, if we give it the chance.

In effect, you, the readers of this book, are the new guardians. It is
your generation which holds the threads of the great tapestry which
makes up the'Western Way. It is for you to continue ihe weaving,
spun out of countless separate threads, which together make up the
wondrous pattern of our tradition.
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NOTES ON THE EXERCISES IN THIS BOOK

Each of the_techniques in this book carries its own instructions, but a
few general remarks here may help clarify matters for the inexperi-
enced practitioner. We believe that the Western Way is a living path,
not a theoretical concept, and that you, the reader, have a,Ight to
experience it for yourself._ As with a good cookery book, 

-every

exercise has been tested and tried. The piovenance ofihe techniques
varies: our own work within theI0festern lVay has provided us with
the basis of them, and we have drawn liberally on oral tradition,
written lore and received material for the substance. !ile have triei
not to be sectarian in our choice of material - the lfestern r(ay is
diverse, combining Pagan, Christian and eabalist with priest, witch
and magician, as well as including other gentle souls wfro range the
whole Bamut of the New Age groups.-The exercises have"been
designed for the lone reader with little or no experience, but each is
adaptab.le for use in groups and can be 'stepped-up, judiciously for
those who know the ropes. Some exercises ii"noib. done witirout
prior reference to others, but otherwise there has been no attempt at
grading. If they are taken in the order of appearance, a logical
progression through the mysteries will emerge.

All-the exercises, unless otherwise stated, should be performed
seated comfortably in an upright chair and in circumstances free
from interruption: put your-phone on the hook or warn your family
that you are nor disturbable for an hour. Some of ihe outside
exercises, especially at sacred sites, are likely to be fraught with
interruption: while it is difficult to tune into a sacred earth-ientre in
the midst of the tourisr season, it is still possible, given a modicum of
common sense and a great deal of concentration. It is assumed that
the reader will be aware of the importance of quiet, rhythmic breath-
ing and of bodily relaxation when performinglhe exeicises. without
these fwo essentials, so often stressed but io seldom applied, the
resu-lts of your performance will be negligible.;il

The meditations within this book can-@;u,orked in two ways.

PLEASE READ THIS SECTION BEFORE
ATTEMPTING ANY OF THE EXERCISES

Either you can read through the instructions and memorize them oryou can record them.on. tape and_ perform them while iiri."irg.
lr,P?r\irqs, as meditationi are often called tf,.r. a"yir;;;i;;-
the-Qabalisric method of working upon the paths of the i'ree of Life* lh.y should nor be confused iiitr tt . kin.r of g*a.i-i."**l
techniques often used. by the psychorogical rlr,."ri-ii y.;;".i;"
to record the meditations rememb.. tJ 1."r. sufficieni;;";1,
berween the text where you may need to visualize 

", thi"i.'ru"riit.
material. The technique of pathworking is easily r.".;;, i, ;lil.
listening to a story, only you a.e the-p.6tagonisi. Instead of ,."irrg
yourself as on a television screen, be tiere wlthall the crarirv;i;,
visual powers; you should be looking out of y;r;;;;;r-;i;h.
scenes before you, nor seeing.yoursEff doing ro-.tting'_ *-fri.n
indicates.that you are not in arignment with"the puth*o'.kirre.-"-

Immediately after meditating, and indeed 
"rr.r .r.rr- .*.'..ir.,ll" d:*., your impressions. fike dreams, tf,.y *1ff-.*rp;';;i;;r_

wrse. Having a record or your work is a usefur iheck for tire f,rture
y-h..1 y9u may wish to bianch out inro other areas ,f ."ti;;i;;.
Meditation is a means {or you to exprore your inner *oild *hi.h
borders the otherworld (sei chapter +1. rrrl reality you rn.* inirr.
Otherworld is consisrent within iis own bo"ndaries'ail lf ;;i;il;;its code you will be safe:, follow the way s.t do*n, 

-L;;;',h.
guardians, and be alert for landmarks. pattLworking ir ".i"i.r- "rDung,eons and Dragons fantasy-gaming,_so keep a ierious 

"pp.o".has.well as your sense of humoui. tT you iake u *-rrg rt.p, if iol" _..twith something you didn,t expect, or are remindei 
"f 

:;;;;;rrrbi.
past event in your life which is painful to contempl"t., do.r,tprd.;
fll this is grist to your mill. Meditation tends ,o ,ti."* rp ,rpJ*, ,f
the,personaliry which have not been integrated fully, but the theme
or tne mysterres ls 'know yourself'. Learn not to run away but to face

]t.:?I_":r ryopensities; start bearing responsibility for your p.^.rrl
oevelopmenr and your-spiritual growth will go iorward steadilv.
. Your experiences will 

-be 
u.niguely different"from r";;;;il,r:;"

that, while it is sometimes helpfuf ,o .ffir.. nores wirh fellow
travellers on the rvestern way, iican be confJsing 

"na 
a.t.ir*ntritoyour progress to artempt rc speak about your findings to someone

who is not involved in similar work. rhis il not said to foster secrecv
or inspire suspicion among your friends, but b..rrr.;;;;;;;;;r1
experience for- themselues the realizations implicit 

";',h.-;iil:Hgy,euer much you love other human beings, you cannot attain
enlrghtenment on their behalf: they must find their o*n *"y, _"t .
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their own metaphor and do their own realizing. We each aim to
potentize our individual capabilities and to perceive more clearly our
relationship with the spiritual evolution oforr. planet, not witir the
9bj99t of self-aggrandizement, but in order to giin control over our
bodily, psychic and spiritual vehicles, enabling them to be effective
instruments in the work of planetary service. This pattern of service
underlies the work of the Western Way and should be borne in mind
by those who have any qualms about working on themselves in a
seemingly selfish manner. Any measure of control which you gain
over yourself has a positive effect on the world around you. World
powers may seem to run our lives, but in effect, we each have a
contribution to make towards self-governance.

It is useful in meditation to have some kind of opening and closing
device, to demarcate your areas of operation. Theie device, ,r. rr.i
to avoid confusion between physical and physic levels and to
establish both mental adjustment and righi intention. S7e have
offered some suggestions below, but if you don,t care for them, then
write and use your own - they will be far more efficacious than
devices written by others and employed without thought. Like the
Celts who,-in.the presenceof strangers, swore oaths by-.the gods of
my tribe', feel free to do the same, according to preferencel

To start a meditation, imagine yourself dressed is a pilgrim about
to pass between the worlds. Say the following:

I stand at the door with staff and pack,
May God [or the Gods] proteo me there and back.

To.take protection upon yourself is not necessarily to expect devils
and dangers, but to show that you undertake your inner joirrney with
intention - and that is probably the most important requirement of
all. You can substitute the name of your spiritual piotector and
incorporate your personal or clan totem (see exeriise 1) in the
following chant:

From light to light,
From this world to the Otherworld,
Through the thresholds,
In the name of [protector], I come bearing the [symbol or totem].

To return from meditation, you can repeat your entry chant with the
intention of going back, or modify the second chant to read:
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strongly imagining your personal symboJ as you do so. Many people
employ the simple device of opening and closing 

" 
pri, ;il;";;;ry

doors or curtains.
Consciously close off any esoteric work you do from the rest ofyour life: this is comrnon sense psychi. hygi.*-*hi.t 

-ir^o?."
neglected. If you have ever tried to gi,." gooa ni;hi;; ,[;;;ir;; i;i"gyour accounts or after having a flaming row ilith a friend, yo,, wil'iknow what we mean. A quici sealing-iff gesture made *iif, irrr..r_
tion takes.only a few s.conds and is priferr6l. to l."rirgr;;;;;;i.
running like a car engine.

None of the exercises in this book are actively harmfur if you
follow the instructions carefurly and. use .your common sense. Any
technique which develops little-used abiiiries ; b;;";;i;iir;;
orienting, so expect a certain upheaval of consciousness in tt l rir*
few weeks. Do you remember your first day atschool 

", ,, *L.i. _
how trred you felt and how disinclined to repeat the experience?'Well, 

these exercises may- b e like that. Likewis., 
"ny,..lr"i-qir. ;;;1.

abused by those individuals who account tt.-r.t*, ;1;;;r^;"
everything (read Franny's experience of the orthod;;l;;', p;;;,
in F r anny an d Z o o e y by J. D. Salinger, 222) . G ener allt rp'.;d;: ;;k.
one exercise at a time, until you understand how eath work;:Ai;.
all, no one would aftemp_t to iearn Greek, how to d.iu., or *rr;;;;L
cello in one week. The Western Way will wait, so be patient-with
yourself and take time to masrer each techniq".. T[;;;-;;;';;
instant, slot-machine results here, and no .right, 

""r*.ir. V";;l;
possess the key.to them for, without your"participation, the tech_
niques are worthless.

'$7e are not here concerned with promoting or producing psychic
phenomena. No doubt parapsychol,ogirtr r"E pry.hi;;Effi i-d
much to insrruct and entertain themln rpoo"^-ulndidil;;;d,-
box levitating, but the pro.ducer of gratuitous pry.fri. ffre";;;;l;an embarrassment to family and frie-nds, as weli rr r" r,i"-1, n.rr.ir-
one who has need of help, not encouragiment. Just * suff.re., iiom
epilepsy need. medical aisistance to .oi" with tGr ;;*6i1fi; r; ;i;
genuine psychic _or sensitive needs to understand tt. ,rtlr.-rJ
problems of psychic gifts. The follower of the wester" w"y 

"..a "oibe concerned wrth becoming psychic so much, as aware of his or her
own potenriality as an opener of ways, a walker berween trr. *"iiJ,
of spirit and ma*er,_an inheritor and wielder of r."aiiio""i;;;;
within the human scheme of existence, an enlighten;;;i;;;k;il;;
within the human consciousness.

From the Otherworld to my world,
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As you become more deeply involved in inner work so will you
begin to sensitize your being to the workings of both inner and outer
worlds: life-lessons will be thrown up more frequently as you par-
ticipate in the earth's own subtle changes and disturbances. This may
be disturbing at first, but gradually you will learn to cope with the
kind of inner pressure which sometimes builds up. Minor headaches
are to be expected from time to time in this work. At the onset of any
physical problems, however minor, check that you are sealing-off
properly and 'earth'yourself in with a good hot meal after meditat-
ing. If you are ill, depressed or otherwise under the weather, leave the
techniques alone until you feel better. They are intended for practical
application to your everyday life and if that is under pressure and
your circumstances emotionally fraught, then they are a burden you
can do without. Beware also of using the Otherworld, your inner
landscape, as an escape from life's traumas. If you are pushing
yourself on all levels, outer and inner, your physical vehicle can
become very depleted in vitality, resulting in an etheric body which is
paper-thin and offering little protection. The only cure is regular rest,
relaxation and a complete break from inner work. Read harmless
novels rather than improving literature; watch television or do the
gardening, but don't step up the inner work.

Do not attempt these exercises if you use drugs whether for kicks
or medicinally. Hallucinogens may seem to offer a quick route t<l

nirvana but they more often result in a short-circuit rather than a
short-cut. 'Whatever your path, the truth is the same: you can only
get there under your own steam. Rocket-engines won't help you and
the pressure can be crushing. If you have a condition for which
medicinal drugs are prescribed, then you should not be attempting
inner work while that condition prevails. Imbalances in the body are
the result of inner disturbances in your being and while drugs correct
the imbalances to some extent, they often do not penetrate to the
root cause.

\U(ralking the Western Way in isolation can be a lonely business at
times; nevertheless, there is a genuine companionship among prac-
titioners of the way which transcends time and space. The landmarks
on the path, the guardians whom you encounter on the way have
been recognized and experienced by others before you, as they will
be again by those who come after you. The authors wish you a happy
and enjoyable journey into your heritage. They would be interested
to hear from anyone who has any unusual or interesting experiences
resultant from using these techniques over a long period. A stamped,
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addressed envelope sent via the publishers of this book will conract
them.

At the end of the book is a discography which may help provide
suitable music to accompany the exercises, where this is appropriate.
Music is the greatest opener to the mysteries, though we are now so
desensitized to its effect through hearing muzak wherever we go, it
may take some adjusting to its full potential.

fs,



THE OLD RELIGION

evolved from earliest levels o{ tribal consciousness. The current
upsurge of interest and revival of the Old Religion has tended to
focus the events and beliefs of the Foretime in a spotlight of reveren-
tial awe: revivalists of the Native Tradition tend to imitate shamanic
rites and primitive beliefs slavishly as though the intervening
centuries were as nothing. When and where these practices are
relevant to modern life, the experience of the Old Religion and of the
shaman are totally valid: the essential seed-ideas and ancient know-
ledge of the Foretime onward are available to us via the Otherworld
journey (see chapter 4 and exercise 8) where the archetypal wisdom
is stored. But that there should be no error, we must consider that life
in the Foretime was hard, and religion was not a leisure activity to be
luxuriously indulged in. Religion was a fundamental way of living
life. Magic, as we understand it, did not exist: the whole of life was
magical, in one sense. Yet there was nothing within creation which
was truly supernatural. These seemingly contradictory statements
are resultant upon any attempt to enter the Foretime - wherein life
was infused with the numinous nature of the gods - from the
standpoint of today - wherein everything is explicable from a
scientific premise.

Before we make that attempt we must understand where we are in
relation to consciousness, for the rWestern Way is very much the path
of consciousness and its evolution. Symbolic truth is as true now as it
was in the Foretime, yet the means of that truth - often conveyed by
image, story or music - changes as the consciousness of humanity
evolves. According to the prevailing consciousness at any one
historical cross-section of linear time, so will different levels
of symbolic truth be revealed. The development and evolution of
human consciousness is the motivating factor in the Western \(ay; it
is the impulse which sets seekers upon the path, from shaman to
scientist, determined to find the unifying factors of physical or ourer
life with spiritual or inner life. The capacity to understand and
equate these factors is dependent upon the level of consciousness
brought to bear upon this search.

The first steps upon the way are taken within the Native Tradition
where tribal or collective consciousness prevails: out of the tribe
emerges the shaman who experiments with individual consciousness

- the next step - by means of identifying with the numinous quality
of creation as personified by the gods, by synthesizing this experience
and transmitting it in an appropriate form to the tribe. The necessary
next step to individual consciousness is one which cannot be taken
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CHAPTER 1

The old religion

The cult-man stands alone in Pellam's land . . .

he can fetch things new and old . . .

the things come down from heaven together
with the kept memorials.

David Jones: Anathemata

In the old days when we were a strong and happy people all our
power came to us from the sacred hoop of the nation, and so
long as the hoop was unbroken, the people flourished. The
flowering tree was the living centre of the hoop and the circle of
the four quarters nourished it.

John G. Neihardt: Black Elk Speaks

RITE AND FORETIME

'Once upon a time, there was no time, and it was then that . . .' is the
traditional opening of a tale told by a Breton storyteller, immediately
placing his audience into another realm of existence. It is into this
'once upon a time' that we must go to find the first traces of the
lTestern Way, for to start our story within recorded history would be
to leave out the most important of beginnings. It is in this 'no time'
that we find the Otherworld - a dimension where the gods live yet in
the inner landscape of our spiritual home. The Otherworld is the
Western equivalent of the Australian aborigines' Dreamtime. It is
not a memory of the past, nor a remnant of some Golden Age, but a
living present where past and future meet and mingle.

The scope of this first volume is contained within the world and
work of the shaman and the shamanka, his female counterpart.
They, together with their lineal descendants, are the Native Trad-
itionalists who work within a known and familiar pattern which has
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simult-aneously by all: this evolution takes many generations and is
partially achieved by the presence and work oi the shaman and a
growing body of initiates who have already begun to make the
transition within the tribe. The Native Tradition of any counrry
takes its people on the long journey from tribal to individual con-
sciorrsness, iust as its Hermetic or esoteric Tradition attempts to lead
people from individual to cosmic consciousness, in which evolved
humanity will perceive its collective responsibility (Figure 2).
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Otherworld, we must enter the world of the Foretime - the 'once
upon a time' of our ancestors,

There is an Everliving in which past, present and future are one,
and when we brood upon the past it may be that our intensity
brings us to live in that which we brooded upon. It is not only in
vision that we revisit the past; our hearts may sink into it and
know what others have known,

wrote the nineteenth century poet and mystic, 'A.E.' (218). To
'know what others have known' is never easy and when we make
excursions into the prehistory of the Foretime we need atavistic
sensitivity in order to see with the eyes of our ancestors and perceive
with their consciousness. Imagine a time when feeling and sensation
were a means of perception, when people shared a common con-
sciousness, communicating in subliminal ways, sensitive to changes
of weather - as animals are - aware of the seasonal round, and so
deeply connected to the land that there could be no distancing from
it. These were the Firstborn - we do not speak of Neanderthal,
Mesolithic or Homo Erectus, for these are but convenient labels to
hang on old bones. All cultures have had their Foretime - indeed,
som"e primitive peoples are still living rhroughi[*it -'rra ;;;;
written here may stand for many of them in times when land-masses,
which we know today as continents, were connected and when
nadonal divisions were undifferentiared.

The first intimations of deity were subtly blended of many under-
standings: of the earth energies whose currents crystallized into
natural features of hill, stream and tree; and of the ever-present
power of the ancestors before the ancestors. It was a nameless,
sensitive evolution at first, little more than a realization of the
signature which made stone other than wood, and both again differ-
ent from flesh or bone. The slow immobility of srone, the quick,
liquid gushing of water, took on individual characteristici and
qualities. Fire, air, earth and water were the elder brethren of
humankind, energies to be recognized and greeted with respect, the
elementals of life which endowed the earth with power or wakanda,
as the Sioux Indians called the great mystery of the earth-spirits.

The Foretime was the time for naming and recognition. True
naming only comes after true knowing of a thing. !7hile the English
language no longer differentiates nouns by gender, many languages
distinguish between the maleness or femaleness of things. Before
developed concepts of deity, the earth was already understood as

Native tradition Hermetic tradition

--

Tribalconsciousness lndividualconsciousness cosmicconsciousness

Figure 2

The task of religions, both old and new, has been to inculcate this
evolutionary.process through the means at its disposal. The varying
success of this movement can be gauged by a quick mental r.iorr'-
noitre through one's own life expeiienle to date.-In the Foretime this
search was begun by means of contact with the mineral kingdom and
with the earth's vital energies, which led on ro an understaiding and
personification of rhese energies with god-forms. rlThile the N"ative
Tradition works from the immediate and familiar forces of the earth
towards an evolved understanding of a cosmic plan or single,
centralized Deity, it is the 

rya_y of the Hermetic Tradiiion to percelve
the cosmic and hierarchical forces which motivate the universe and
identify. their operation within elemental and imagined god-forms,
as we shall see in volume 2.

. Currently, the Western World is still struggling to throw off the
last vestiges of tribal consciousness which-f,auJ .,ot yet worked
themselves out. The revival of the old Religion under theform of the
neo-pagan movement and renewed interest in the Native Traditions
of many lands are resonances of this struggle: it is one wherein the
best of the ancient ancestral wisdom is retrieved and the unregener-
ate forms discarded as inappropriate. we shall be looking clo"ser at
this phenomenon in chaptei 5 ind assessing the developm"ent of the
Native Tradition since the Foretime. But before *. ca, folrow the
way of the earth and of the gods, before we take ship for the
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female - the Mother,.the bringer-forth, the provider: the sky too was
discerned as male - the Father, the rainer, the thunderer, the shiner.
The verbal name and the mental image combined to foimulate the
seeds whichwould grow into the gods. The ability to bestow names,
together with the art of visuali zation,distinguished the shaman from
the tribe. The first stirrings of imagination are perceptible in the
ability to 'have a picure' in one's head. William Golding,s Tle
Inheritors (89) gives an insight into the consciousness of tlie Fore-
time and the way in which perceptions are rentarively shared.

Place was of the utmost importance. The sense of-belonging to
the land can be clearly underitood in the statement of " ,ioi...,
Australian aboriginal woman of the pitjantjara tribe who said that
the moles, warrs or skin discolorations on her body were the same as

T1*r l9{t by her ancestors upon a particular rock ar her birthplace
(159). Although we still acknowledge the place of our birth io be
important, still experience the frisson oI power at a sacred site, or
even yearn towards some remote place which we feel is our spiritual
ho_me, we can seldom know wilh any intimacy the network of
influences which are set up when one site is continuously occupied
over many generations. The natural features of that place taki on
characteristics friendly to their inhabitants, coalescing into spiritual
forces - the genius loii, or spirit of the plaie. The anc"ient numen of
the place can still be encounrered at antient wells, hills and woods
to.day; although few people still make a wish, or tie a prayer rag from
a branch, the genius loci remains.

The tribe was a unit, an extended family: its common aim was
self-maintenance and survival. To be part oi the tribe was to be one
of the family: ro be cast out of it was almost certain death. To be part
of the tribe's customs, laws and privileges was to participate in the
group-soul of tribal consciousness. Thrs tribal conscio.rs.ress was
built up over many generations_ until a group-soul began to operate,
comprising a common symbolism and understanding whiih was
uphe]{ by domestic custom and rransmitted throughiraditions of
ritual behaviour. Ritual is a method of formalizing ind therefore of
remembering things_, away of codifying the functions of humanity
yi*ri. a spiritual sphere of reference, so that the deeds and respons-
ibilities of tribal ancestors are transmissable to the tribe. Tribal
consciousness is usually concentrated in the here and now, con-
cerned with the body's magnetic relationship with the earth; tribal
rites reflected this obsession in the cult of the ievered head, the bones
of the ancestors and the blood of sacrifice poured out uponthe stones
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(33)' The recurrenr rhythms of life and death were the tribal reality,
and these are the bases from which stem those ancient historical or
religio.us promptings which still sway our opinions today. The early
encoding,s of tribal ritual are with- us yet, somerimes'enshrining
irrational and aberrant beliefs, at other times giving us access to the
group-soul of our people and their potent wisdom. Because these
rituals are based in earth it might be iasy to deride their efficacy for
our own time but we must remember that 'The heavy matter through
which we move is not the antithesis of cosmic consciousness but It,
densest and most inert expression' (216). The first stirrings of con-
sciousness often appear crude and barbaric but , within theZontext of
the.ir. times,-they are valid signs of a people attempting to relate to the
hidden realities behind appearancis; th.y a..ihe"foundations of
religion.

For the time of which we are speaking the word ,religion, is a
misnomer; yet some explanation of the term .Old Reigion' is
necessary. It is a term normally used in totally diverse c6ntexts,
applied by members of opposing camps about their own ante-
cedents: by the catholic Chuich about itself after the Reformation in
countries where catholicism was outlawed, in order to differentiate
it from Protestantism, and also by present-day witches about their
own ancesrral beliefs. we shall be discussing both of these factors in
due- course, but in the conrext of this book tf,e .Old Religion' applies
to the earliest form of native belief. It covers the vast pertd from the
Fore.time. right up to and including the beliefs of the Celts, who
welded their own practices onto th; older native parrerns.

such is the welter and variety inherent in the old Religion that we
cannot trace-every single factor in its make-up. In its e".liest form it
was not a religion, as we understand it, at all; more a way of living
with intention than a formal expression of worship. Somenotion o"f
this can be grasped by looking-to the traditional sayings and prayers
from the islands and Highlands of Scotland colleciediy Alexander
carmichael inthe carmina Gadelica (42). No aspect of rife is too
humble to be excluded from its own special ruyi.rg and blessins:
from. the smooring or subduing of the-fire for'the"night a.rd tlie
blessing of seed-corn for sowing, to the invocation against the evil
eye and the charm for travellers.

May the man of this clorhing never be wounded,
May he never be scathed,

sings the woman who weaves the cloth on her loom, aware ever of
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the vital interdependence of the animate with the inanimate. The
carmina Gadelica was collected in the late nineteenth century, but it
giveg a- clear impression of how too, household gear and weapons
participate in their users' lives,. Each everyday aitivity has its^par-
ticular blessing yhich cannot be omitted without danger; o.rgoi.,g
work is exhorted with rhymes and songs to help its conti-nuan.J; ,"i
the orotection of saints, angels and fiiries is itill sought. praces of
accidental or violent death have their memorials not ii stone but in
songs of lamentation and sad remembrance. of the dead themselves,
there is little mention because the realms of the living and the dead
overlap: the gateway is always open to the world oflhe ancestors.

We have shown how the first formulations of deity arose from
recognition of the genius loci: this was the first germination of the
god-idea. The second germination stemmed from the cult of the
ancestors. The dead were both inhumed and cremated in the Fore-
time. The preparation for entombment was carried out with the
same care and exactitude as though the dead person was to be
rehoused. Food andpersonal equipment were plaied in the grave as
though death were but anothei form of livine: which was"e"actly
how it was understood. The ancestors .".r. tli. go-berweens in thl
Otherworld which was itself a continuation oJ this world. The
ancestors were those who had gone before. In life they had helped
establish the fundamental shape of tribal existence by being links in
the chain of tradition, by transmitting the tribal wisdom. R"everence
for the ancestors is by no means extinct today. The great festivals of
the dead are still celebrated in south Ameiica *li..e candles are
placed over ancestral graves, as in other parts of the world where it is
usual to tell news of one's family to the deceased (34). The deeds of
the ancestors were related in the Foretime and transmitted to the
next generation, often growing in stature until the distant ancestor
resembled a god. sometimes these retellings show how the behaviour
of the ancestors helped to codify tribal laws and precedents. The Irish
Book of Inuasions, which chronicles the history of successive
invasions,.sets many such precedents: the first adultery, the first fire
to be kindled,the first fair ro be assembled- these are ail activities in
which the ancestors participated in the tribe,s distant past, memories
encapsulated and sung (135). In these early tales the ancestors
seldom figure in stories of happy family life, but in violent disserta-
tions of chaotic relationships and bloody slaughters. Similarly in the
I7elsh Triads, bardic mnemonics in which tfie ancestors and their
deeds are celebrated in triplicities, we read of the three famous
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shoemakers, the three amazons of Britain, and the three unfortunate
assassinations (268). Here are the yardsticks and comparisons of the
tribe by which they shared in the mythical exploits of the dead-who-
did-not-die.

Ifhile everyone had ancestors to contact and aid them, it required
a specialized member of the tribe to interpret the realities of the
Otherworld. It is in the person of the shaman, rhe priest, the walker-
between-the-worlds that we find the third germination of the god-
idea and a beginning of formal religious practice.

'$TALKERS -BETIUTEEN-THE-'STO RLDS

While every one of us is an 'earth-walker' only certain people can
perform the shamanic function: these are the psychics, the seniitives,
the mystics and dreamers. In our society wl exclude such people
from the circle of community life out of fear or ignorancer fo. us,
they have no useful purpose. Yet a tribe without a shaman was a tribe
without a spiritual representative.

The shamans were the first guardians of the I7esrern Way, the first
keepers of tradition. Although the word 'shaman' belongs properly
to Siberia, it is more applicable within the Old Religion than witch,
magician, or priest, for the shaman or shamanka fulfilled many
roles: lore-keeper, healer, prophet, diviner, ceremonialist as well
as ambassador to and interpreter of the gods. A shaman was born,
not made. But only a shaman could train or guide another. The
candidate-shaman would meet the ancestors or the tribal totem for
the first time in the vision-quest, an interior journey in which
an otherworldly protector or teacher would be encountered. This
initiation was undertaken in an isolated place where the candidate
would stay, often near death from the ordeals of fasting or self-
mutilation by blood-letting, to make the first encounter with Other-
world realities. If successful, the initiate would return to the tribe and
be inaugurated into the sharnanic function by the elders (134).

The shaman was literally a walker-between-the-worlds, one
whose attunement to both tribal consciousness and the gods was so
fine that he or she could slip between the hidden parallels of life and
death, between this world and the Otherworld; the shaman affected
the quality of the group-soul on levels not immediately appreciable
to normal consciousness. 'S7e can instance those mystics of many
religions, the Christian St John of the Cross, the Jewish Nahman of
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Bratislav and the Islamic Rumi - who by their silent witness and
intimate contact with the inner forces of their faiths, carried the
religious group-soul forward by intensive meditation upon the
images and symbols inherent in their religions in such a way as to
make them strongly evocative for others. The shaman's role was
even more crucial because his or her personal revelation shaped the
tribal consciousness, formulated and named the gods.

This special and sacred awareness of the universe is codified in
song and chant, poetry and tale, carving and painting . . .

it gives structure and coherence to the unfathomable and
intangible. By'making'that which is the unknown, the shaman
attains some degree of control over the awesome forces of the
mysterium (100).

It was upon the shaman's revelation and visualization that the Old
Religion was built and from which, ultimately, subsequent god-
forms and spiritual practices are derived.

Iil7hile tribal members had only a vague notion of the threshold
dividing the worlds, the shaman could not only divine, through
observation of wood, stone and elemental forces, but was also
supremely sensitive to the will of the ancestors, the first gods. The
first stories of the gods arose from a weaving of the relationships
between one inner-world energy with another.

The shaman was also the guardian of the tribe's luck or totemistic
symbol, similarly bound up with the ancestors. Certain Highland
clan-chiefs today retain their clan's luck: the Macleods possess the
Fairy Flag - an Otherworldly banner with the power of protecting
the clan from peril (171). The form of the tribal totem varied: if the
tribe took its dependence from an animal, an animal skin or horn
might be worn by the shaman in great ceremonies. Or it might take
the form of stone or implement to be wielded as an emblem of office
by either shaman or tribal ruler. The stories attached to the tribe's
luck were bound up with the first beginnings of the tribe itself, and
these can often be traced within the genealogies of certain families. In
the Foretime, the shaman was responsible for the esoteric ordering of
the tribe, the tribal ruler with its exoteric governance. Sometimes the
function of shaman and ruler were combined in one person or
family, which led to a close identification of that family with Other-
worldly entities or with the gods.

Kings were descended in legend from gods: the peace-kings of
Sweden from Freya, the Saxons from IX/oden (136) and the Einperors
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of Japan from the sun-goddess, Amaterasu; while others might be
descended from animals, like the Macfies who are descended from a
seal-woman, or the French Lusignan line, whose later descendants
became kings of Jerusalem during the Crusades, from Melusine, a
water-goddess or mermaid (70). In some senses the shaman was also
an early form of herald, bearing the arms or symbols of his tribe on
their behalf. 'Arms represent people or groups of people as though
they themselves were present. The presence of a coat of arms acts as a
substitute for the person, euen after his deatb' (171 italics ours). Since
we are all intimately related through a handful of common ancestors
weeach, by virtue of our blood-link, have some share in a tribal sym-
bol. Although we may not be eligible to bear arms, certain symbols or
mascot-images crop up everywhere and are particular to us. The
animal 'familiar'of the witch is of this category, as is the teddy-bear
or tribal symbol is given on p. 42. Such clan-totems are still power-
which belong to us, and a technique for establishing such a shamanic
or tribal symbol is given on p. 000. Such clan-totems are still power-
ful keys when walking the \0festern'S7ay, being releasers of memory.

The shaman was not just the spiritual representative or herald of
the tribe, but also its memory. The shaman's journeying between the
worlds gave him or her a familiarity with two realities. It is with this
interior reality that we have lost contact. Most of us have lost the
facility of entering into the Otherworld, but it is still the province of
poets, priests and initiates both in the l7estern !(ay and in other
areas. The process of analepsis or the remembrance and recovery of
'forgotten' knowledge is skilfully discussed by Robert Graves in
chapter 1.9 of The White Goddess (92). Analepsis is a technique
everywhere used by poets, historians and mediums, as well as others:
that it is little written about is not surprising. It is an inheritance
available to all who stand in the line of succession from our shamanic
ancestors, as we shall hope to show. Two examples will serve to
show how it functions. In this century one James Fraser, a cartwright
in Beauly, told of a recurring dream in which he witnessed the Battle
of Blar-na-Leine in such detail that the hearer was in no doubt as to.
the accuracy of his account. The battle in question had occurred in
1544 when nearly all the Frasers were killed fighting the Clanranald:
James Fraser told of his dream just after the Second'tJ7orld War. His
description of contemporary dress, equipment and methods of fight-
ing could only be checked by recourse to obscure sources unavailable
to the dreamer (1,7'1,).If one of James Fraser's ancestors had survived
that battle, could this be some form of hereditary memory?
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Many theories have been put forward to explain this phenome-
non, such as Jung's theory of the collective unconscious (123),
reincarnational memory (07),or access to the ancestors (238). Each
of these theories is using an idiosyncratic metaphor for a single
understanding. If we understand the Otherworld ai a reality which is
always available because continuously happening, not jubject to
linear time, we begin to see how analepsis may be one of the keys into
the Western Dreamtime. A technique for developing far-memory is
given on p. 44. A second example of analepsis concerns Alfred
Watkins, the developer of the ley-line theory, who spoke of an
experience he had in which he was beset by a 'flood of ancestral
memory' when he 'saw' ley-lines for the first time, etched upon the
countryside (281). Such sudden memory-recall is deeply gritifying
because an ancient facet of our tradition can be retrieved by those
means to enlighten our own age. Whatever metaphor we employ to
speak about analepsis - whether it be 'communicitions from 6eyond
the grave'or 'from out of space' rather than the ancestors or the
Otherworld - we each possess the means to use it for ourselves.

- Nothing is ever truly lost, and this is the joy of the lTestern Sfay:
that recurrent themes crop up in a seemingly isolated way in
individuals and, when synthesized, form a body of knowledge which
has lain forgotten for centuries. The shaman ensured t[at such
knowledge was not left to chance: each tribal rnember's initiation
into adulthood was a lesser version of the shaman's own Vision-
quest - an introduction to the symbols and totems of the tribe -
where the candidate would be left alone and fasting in order to bring
back a vision or, as we would say, a visualizaiion, by means of ai
unconditioned response. Initiation into arcane knowledge is now the
protectorate of the Examining Boards of universities who still
incarcerate their candidates for a cerrain period of time in which the
required response is sought, though this method is itself a shadow of
an older form of lengthy training and memory testing. For these
methods of enabling the initiate to remember lost knowledge was rhe
preserve of the shaman's successors - the Druids.

First of all dismiss from your mind the image of bearded, white-
robed druids, siqkles in hand, trooping o{f to a druidic conference. So
has popular imagination been conditioned by the druid-revivalists of
the last few centuries. That the true image is in keeping with the
Foretime shamans we can well see if we look at the Irish Book of
Inuasions (135). Here we read how one chief druid, Mide, kindled
the first fire upon the hill of Uisnech at which the 'indigenous druids,
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complained bitterly, because he was usurping their function. Mide
then had them brought together and had their tongues cut out,
buried the tongues on Uisnech and then sat upon them: a suitable
parable demonstrating the power struggle between the old and new
shaman, and how the old ones'powers and knowledge were appro-
priated by the new.

The druids did not just arrive fully fledged with the Celtic
invasions then, but shared the function and position of the old
shamans. As links in the chain of succession, the druids were the
strongest guardians of the S(estern !Vay. Yet even in the Classical
accounts of druidism they do not constitute a priesthood as we
understand it today. The accounts of Strabo, Caesar and Tacitus (37,
255) give us a slanted view of a society which was at odds with
Rome, but none of these witnesses are concerned with the religious
character of a priesthood so much as with the political threat posed
by druidic powers of council. Parallels have been pointed between
the class structure of Classical India and that of the Celts (20). Druids
and kings were brahmins, aristocrats of Celtic society, foliowing the
usual association between the ruling and priestly clans. A druid
ranked above a king, and was attached to the court as both shaman
and learned divine, being adviser, teacher and prophet in one.

The Romans sought to extirpate druidism yet, ever mindful of a
land's genius loci andits gods, they retained the native god-forms for
their own use and encouraged the overt similarities between native
and Roman deities - just as, five centuries later, Pope Gregory the
Great was to advise missionaries to convert old sites to Christian
worship in accordance with the locally established ge nius loci andits
interpenetrating geodetic axes (216 and see Chapter 2). The power
of the aristocratic shaman may have been crushed or temporarily
diverted during the Roman occupation, but Rome did not succeed in
suppressing the group-soul of the people, nor did it quell their
systems of law-giving - as established by the druids. Nor did Rome
ever penetrate to or conquer lreland: here druidism remained intact
as the ancient literature shows us.

In one tale, Mog Ruith, a West Munster druid, dons a bulls hide
and the enchennacb, or bird-dress, and soars above the heads of the
opposing army to bring back details of their troop's disposition -
clearly an early example of astral flight. His dress is the standard
shamanic one for such activities. The King of Ulster's druid, Fingen,
looks at people's illnesses and injuries and gives them remedies
(160). In the Tdin b6 Cuailnge (255) the royal woman Nes asks
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cathbad' apassing druid, 's7hat action is auspicious for this hour?,
'It is good for getting a ting on a queen,, he prophesies. Seeing no
other male handy, she takes him to bid wiitr trei on the spot. H..E *.
have mention of shaman, healer and prophet. Besides these, the
druids exercised the functions -of 

judge, aiministrato*nd pi,ilo-
sopher. while continental druidism miyhave developed differentlv
we.begin- ro see that the role of shaman is subject d;;h;t#
within druidism. No 'colleges of druidir-; .-..g. f.or., the
evidence. Althoughchildren were sent ro the druid to b'e fostered by
his wife and raised with his children to be taught his craft, the
household would have resembled a later culdee"found"tioo*or"
than a high-powered assembly of druids.

we are told that Ireland liked Christianiry so well rhat it converted
quietly- and without fuss. Conversely, christianity adapted itself
so well to the druidic elements that'they *.r. ,i..ptei without
question. As the missionaries of Ireland set out to convert Scotland,
!7ales and Northern England, druidism was further reinforcJ
q1d9r t!9 sign of the new faith, giving Celtic Christianiry its own
distinct flavour: that of Native Traditioi Christianity. At the comins
of Christianity i". Ireland many, of the specificaliy ,.;-;.liC;;;;
druidic functions devolved upon'the po.m. iro.t is thl correct,.?,n -a bard was a much less noble person, having only half the worth
under law of a poet.

Instead of an all-purpose shaman then, there came to be a number
of specializing experts: the brehon, or judge: the seancbai, or
professional storyteller, historian and genea'logist; and the poet
?r. filg, who had the equivalenf of a small [Eraiy in his h'eal.
The degrees of knowledge were marked by the equivalent ,o ooi
degrees of batchelor, master and doctor in modern universities. Each
of these learned men and women shared the shamanic function of
walker-between-the-worlds,teing concerned with the passing on of
traditional knowledge and deep learning; but of them all th"e poei
retained both the shamanic and druidic ibility best (121).

.Throughout the corpus of Celtic literature we come across poems
which boast the impoisible. The Irish Amairgen says,
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Likewise, Taliesin, the rVelsh poet-priest, says:

I have borne the banner before Alexander . . .

I was at the place of the crucifixion of the merciful Son of God . . .

I have been in the firmament with Mary Magdalene . . .

I shall be until the day of doom on the face of the earth (146).

In these boasts we see the seeds of analeptic memory at work,
remembrances of other lives, times and places, as well as an intimate
acquaintance with the nature of the Otherworld. These boasts
indicate knowledge gained in initiatory rites: the seed-ideas and
essences of knowledge hidden within esoteric poetic utterance. These
poerns are often intense compressions of symbolic concepts which
enter the understanding of the hearer with the penetration of an
invisible arrow into its target.

The poetic training was long and arduous, lasting at least twelve
years during which time the candidate was expected to memorize the
history of the race, the genealogies of kings, secret languages, the
complexities of metre and prosody as well as the laws and customs of
the people. A poem is never made up, it is extracted from the
Otherworld by the inner journey there; it is the result of personal
experience - of being one with the nature of a bird or fish, of sharing
the revelation of a hero or god. The poet's initiation, like that of the
shaman, is indeed a journey through the maze where the mysteries
met upon the way are codified and assimilated into the initiate. Like
Taliesin, whose words are quoted above, the Irish Tuan mac Cairell
(160) experiences successive transformations into a deer, boar, eagle
and then a salmon when he is eaten by the wife of King Cairell and
reborn of her. Tuan is the sole survivor of the invasion of Partholon
and is able to chronicle the events of passing generations for the
benefit of later ages. By both reincarnation and memory, Tuan
suryives. And, though we are merely 'earth-walkers', with training
we may yet succeed to the heritage stored up for us by the walkers-
between-the-worlds.

Druids and poets were polymaths as great as any living during the
Renaissance. Indeed, their reputations are greater considering that
they memorized their learning without reference to either books or
writing. Our modern aids - the tape recorder, video and notebook -
are useful, but they have left us with lazy brains. Yet it is still possible
to hone our senses and mental faculties, if not to razor:sharp druid
standard, at least to a greater awareness of the Western Way and its
treasures. The use of the creative imagination and the cultivation of

am a sunbeam
am a skilful sailor
am a cruel boar
am a lake in the valley (150).
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analeptic recall can put us in touch with the mysteries which are ourhentage' r hough the role of shaman, druid and priest are scarcery
recognizable in our society, the need for guardianrof rt. *vrr..l., i,still with us. Now mo.e than ever when [,. f irl, ,..,;;;:;;.
need to become walkers- berween-the_worldr, ; r;; J;;;-f _dl;_" ;.way over the threshold and reinterpreting it. -ytr..i.r'*.i*athere. Though there ar€ no longe*hr-"n", or elders ,o i.ri,i"t. u,
11t^o 

thgsggysreries today, we hive given one very old -.tnoJon p.
11?l 

wlilch will give you access toih. Oth..-.rfJ ""Jf;;;;;,vlslon-quest.

MYSTERIES AND INITIATION

Mysteries are gareways, thresholds between this world and the
Y,,n." the meedng place of gods and people. As symbolic ,Liri.,tney appear removed from the mundane world, difficult for theuninitiated to approach: from the viewpoint of the orh.;rld,
il*i:r,are a language_in which spiritual .or..pri ;; L; ;;_munrcated and srored. Just as the Christian Eucharist uses themundane elements of biead and wine to express ,tr. p..r.n."-or
Christ, so did the Foretime share and .rpe.i.n.. tlr. Crtt.i*o.ia
realities by means of mundane signs and bi ritual *u.r_.ni, of *"incommunicable 

,mystery. An o-ak-t... *", a tree, but ,lso- ih.tndwelhng god of the- forest, a totem of the Green Mrr. ,orzir." irr"tribal ruler dressed himself in oak-leave, h; L;.;;; ,ir;'1ffi;
embodiment of the godhimself (272).

_, 
, n. word 'mystery' comes from the Greek myein, to keep silent.tne overtones of secrecy and elitism attached to *yut.ri., hru.

fll:"."r:d ma-ny who appioach th. W.ri.i" V[ay for ,'h. ?;;;; ,,_.bur,Iust as a family excludes outsiders from the inii.rrr. frn-,lf, .ir.iJhowever hospitable it.may be.to strangers, so does the S.o,ip_ffi
I".::i:.^ 1: :y1 lly 

s 
!;ries and their gu a.ii u"r. E"t..i, g rhE il;;;ls ro partlcrpate rn the naturc of the gods.

The AItaic shaman describes his or her advenrures through theecstatic and theatric action of trance. He o*h. phvs'i.rll'
performs the journey while undertrfi,g 

-iion^;i.';i;il;1
ptane. I he tntenor state is revealed, made known, ,nd th.nultimately exorcized through p.rfo.-rr... fn.'u.rr.."i.J
images of the awakened psf.he ,.. .o*-rricated as livine
symbols in the process of inner spiritual ,r*;i;;;; (ib',j:
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These mysteries cannot be arbitrarily open to all, if only for the
sake of individual safety: they must be guarded and communicated
with caution. Even for those born into the tribe, initiation into the
mysteries was an earned privilege not an automatic right: one won
by suffering, sacrifice and ordeal. But the real secrit about the
mysteries,is that they cannot be communicated by one being to
another: the mystery-guardian can only give guidelines and keys to
knowledge, not the actual knowledge itself, which is revealed to the
initiate by personal experience and reuelatory realisation. The
impact.of participating in the mysteries has been largely discounted
today by those who now appreciate them intelleCtually and are
virtually symbolically illiterate, but to one who stood revealed to the
personified energies of the gods and naked to the group-soul of the
ancestors, the experience was terrifyingly unforgettabli and deeply
nourishing.

As the mysteries formalized so did a structured priesthood emerge
to guard and dispense the keys to their teaching.'u7e shall be speak-
ing further about the development and work of the mystery schools
in volume 2.The survival of the native shaman and shamanka will be
dealt with in chapter 5 of this volume. The ritual means of the
mysteries tended to fall into a three-fold pattern: personal, seasonal
and tribal.

. The personal rituals were concerned with rites of passage: with
birth, life and death. The three stages of life we.e con.reited closely to
the Otherworld, and each was marked by a ritual of initiation to
indicate the transition from one state to the next, as the subject died
to the old and was born to the new. Just as the new-born has to find
its way in the coils of the worldly labyrinth, so does the newly-
deceased have to find its way through the unremembered mazes of
the Otherworld. In our own society we have no formalized rites of
passage to ease the young into life and the old out of it into the wider
world of the inner spaces.

Initiation does not necessarily confer great powers or show how
knowledge is to be used: it is merely the implaniation of a seed which
life's experiences will help germinate, depending on the resources of
the initiate. It stimulates the latent potential of the candidate,
enabling him or her to share in the patterns of life at deeper levels
than that of surface awareness. Because a new-born child had but
recently come from the Otherworld its grip on this world,s reality
was weak: it might be stolen away or return there again. Hence it was
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protected by salt and iron - two substances inimical to the Other-
world (see chapter 4). Rituals were performed on the baby's behalf : a

tree might be planted to link the life of the child with that of the earth
(154). Charms were recited over the child and talismans tied about
its neck. The shaman might prophesy the child's life-pattern and
bind some geasa or prohibition upon it, forbidding it to kill or eat
certain totemistic animals.

This pattern was reinforced by initiation at puberty - a time when
everyont stands on the threshold of the worlds and is sensitive to the
Otherworld energies - when the childhood personality was set aside
in order to make way for the new responsible member of the tribe.
In many parts of the world today where tribal consciousness is
analogous to the Foretime, the women still ritually weep in token of
their children's 'death' as the young candidates are led away to suffer
the ordeal which will make them adult: they are kept in seclusion,
subject to many prohibitions, they are told the ancestral lore, and
suffer circumcision or the painful marking of the flesh with ritual
tattoos and scars, preparatory to their appearance at the ceremony in
which they will re-enact the mysteries of the gods (34). In a ceremony
parallel to, if not as testing as, the shaman's vision quest, the initiate
was often left among the tombs of the ancestors, in caves or
chambered tombs which signified the descent to the Underworld. It
was a daring step across the threshold of the worlds: a dangerous
journey, the return from which was greeted with joy, signifying as it
did the emergence of a new adult tribal member.

Although the keys to the mysteries are given to the initiate of the
Western Way, each must still find the way in darkness by the light of
personal intuition. To enter the chambered passages and caves of
ancient initiation scenes today can still be a revelation: to grope in
the labyrinthine darkness and find the finger holds and ledges once
grasped by earlier initiates of the 

.I07estern 
\Vay. But suffering and

pain are only one feature: at the heart-chamber of the maze-mystery
is freedom and mastery over the elements of life.

The pattern was shattered at death: the body was left to dis-
integrate in the air before burial, or it was burned and the ashes
placed in an urn. The deceased's gear was sometimes smashed to
indicate that it was, henceforth, relegated to Otherworld use (33).
Chants were sung to help the spirit's transition to the ancestral
realm. Death was but a threshold between the worlds and was not
feared as it is today.

The seasonal rituals were concerned with the cultivation of the
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land and the interdependence of animals and people with the
elements. Modern farming methods, the importing of foreign food
and the deep freeze have severed us from our dependence upon
seasonal changes for our daily bread - though this is still a determin-
ing factor between plenty and starvation in the Third World. The
fertilization of the soil, winter sowing, lambing, spring sowing,
cultivation and harvest followed each other in a constant round of
activity in which the whole tribe shared. The lunar and agricultural
calendar can still be discerned in the later Celtic Fire-Festivals of
Samhain, Imbolc, Bealtaine and Lunasadh, celebrated on the eves of
1 November, 1 February, 1 May and L August respectively. These
were the times when the Otherworld was felt to be particularly close.
We have given suggestions on p. 47 in which these festivals are
revealed as the hidden doorways through which we can still pass..
They are still recognizable to most of us as All Souls, the Purification
of the Virgin, May Day and Lammas - days when traditionally either
priest or people still celebrate the mysteries. The solar calendrical
days are retained by universities and lawcourts as times of sittings
and circuits - an inheritance from druidic practice: the equinoxes, 21
March (Lady Day) and21, September (Michaelmas), as well as the
solstices, 2l June (Midsummer) and21. December (Midwinter) were
important in the Foretime, as research among standing-stones,
circles and earth-works shows us (29).

Of all the rituals from the Foretime, those relating to the seasons
are most approachable, combining as they do both high mystery and
tribal enjoyment (94). They are still a good excuse to stagger, as a
modern folksong has it,

from the Old Half Moon to the Rising Sun,
with our pint-pots in our hands (298).

Somethrng of the communal celebration and joy of life can be
captured if we participate in the surviving seasonal rituals enacted
today; though often overlaid with later obscurity, they stir deep-
seated memories offering us access to the Foretime.

The tribal rituals involved the whole clan in great ceremonial
assemblies; the secular side of these gatherings was celebrated with
games, music and dancing but, whether they were held to enact the
god-stories or to inaugurate a new leader, they served to reinforce the
group-soul. Something of this feeling of communal cohesion can be
seen in modern Highland Clan gatherings in Scotland. Dame Flora
Macleod of Macleod has spoken of the bond of affection and
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obligation which she and her clan owe to each other which .in all the
airts of the wodd is indeed a living tie that neither ,,o.r.rtrl.r, .rti 

"waste of seas can divide . . . the spiritual link of clanship .-bi"..,
them all' (171). And however blas6 we may be ,bo.rt ou. o*n
national-cohesion, the coronation of a monarch is still an evenr
s.urror11{9d by numinous awe, bridging the ages with its prg."r,try,
the exhibition of heraldic rotems, the eichang"e or pro-ir'.r,""Jit .
ltu{s_ which marry the sovereign to the taia _ i" th. ."r. ;i;ir.
English monarch, with the'tilTedding Ring of England _, por.* 

"r,dT.i.elt.ritual (15). The inaugu.aiion of a prisident, 
"lthotrsh 

u
diminished form of the royal riiual, shares the status 

"rL 
gr.riiiiia

event: in some-parts of the world the rivalry and competitlon for the
honour is analogous to that of the Foretime when ii"ri .t i.roi*
togg!! each other in deeds of arms for the privilege of becoming
tribal leader.

In the modern coronation rite many early ritual practices are
enshrined, but this m-arriage to the land is thi most rrra"-."tJiy
important- The tribe had its being from the earth which b".. ii; th.
k1ng, a9 chief representarive of t]-re tribe, had therefor.; h";;'"
closer link with the earth energies. we have said how the first
formulations of deiry began; in i-rany parts of the west ttri i"ii",
loci became personified as the Sovereignry of the land, seen as a"royal
queen of great bounry who- either symbolically, or in the p..ro.,'or
the shamanklr was married to the king. She was th. -oth.. of ih.
people, and the king was her consorr-sleward. He administer.J in.
land in her gift and by her right (149).

But.while.thg !i"g aged, Sovereignty did not; if his vigour did not
equal hers, the king was replaced, often undergoing uolrirt"ry derth
to become an ancesrral gaardian_(24S). Here t-he klngly "r;;,.i*;iyroles overlapped. The union with the land *r, ,,rptir.d if tire kinp
was maimed or blemished - a feature which we find .f ilpr.t;;;;
yitt!.n {e_ Crail Legends, as n ored i n essay six of A r t l, 

" 
f o'O t" of ii,

Grail (162). A wounded. king meant a wasted land: the obhgJtio"
_upon the king to be sacrificed was very great. In terms of the w"estern'!Vay 

_this spiritual concept is imporiant today: only by tl," .i"r.
mgshing of people, shaman and ruler with the earth ."n iir.hi.u. itt
fulfilment and the people rhemselves be made whore lsee e*ercise l,
p.70).
. . 

The place o,{ the king-making was often an ancestral place. The
kings of Argyll were inauguratEd by stepping onto rhe -yuL fooi_
print graven into the rock at the hill of Dunad?: fiterally stepping in
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the footstep of the ancestors. The stealing of the Stone of Scone - the
ancestral inauguration stone of the Kings of Scotland, and said by
some to be the ancient Irish Lia F'ail - by Edward I in 1296 was an
attempt to purloin the sovereignty of Scotland. Its illicit return from'W'estminster Abbey's Coronation Chair in 1951 to Scotland was
greeted with shrieks of fury south of the border and cries of glee in
the north: a people does not give up its native heritage very qiickly,
but the sacred stone was returned in time for the i-rr"rrgr."iion oi
Queen Elizabeth II, the lineal successor to the Scottish kingship (15).

. Loyalty to the racial archetypes and ancestral patternsis ,till u.ry
deeply seated within us. The domestic propitialions, the seasonal
rituals, the ancestors and their power remain. These are the roots of
the Old Religion, of which a few leaves from the traditional family
tree can still be seen today. By themselves they are power{ul, but
wi-thout the inspiriting of their history they are nothing.

It is to. the racial symbols of our Native Tradition, its archetypes
and myths, that we must look as living scions of that tree, and
beyond them to the god-forms. The suresl way to approach them is
through the sacred sites and temples of the old eaitir magic.



EXERCISES

EXERCISF. 1 FINDING YOUR CLAN TOTEM

In the \Testern 'S7ay it is usual for the practitioner to adopt some
motto, device or secret name. Just as candidates for confirmation or
the monastic life still take another name - be it of saint or ancestor -
so do initiates take a new name {or their wayfaring. Names are easy
to find. Symbols can be acquired. But the clan totem is a symbol of
your belonging to the family: those who have followed the l7estern'!Vay before you. As the number of people alive in the world only
thirty generations back is theoretically exceeded by the number of
anccstors we each have, counting our rwo parents, four grand-
parents, eight great-grandparents, etc., to a total of 1,,073,741,904,
we are therefore intimately related one to the other and share a
common set of ancestors (52). These ancestral families had their
unique clan totem or symbol which, by right of blood, we share.
Your family may already be privileged to bear arms of its own, in
which case you have a ready-made heraldic totem. But most of us
cannot trace our genealogies with any certitude; we have no know-
Iedge of what this totem might be.

This method bypasses rational knowledge, using sleep as a way of
learning things which are not consciously knowable. The ancients
used incubation or temple-sleep to help cure sickness of mind and
body, as well as helping the client to solve a deep-rooted problem
(197). Sleep transports us to the Otherworld very speedily and it is
here that we shall find what we seek.

Lie down on the floor with a cushion for your head if you attempt
this technique during the day or you don't want to stay asleep too
long. Otherwise you can go to bed as normal at night. Curl up on
your right side and repeat the entry chant (see Notes on Techniques
p. 16) over and over in your head. Feel yourself getting heavier and
heavier until you experience the pleasant sensation o{ slowly sinking
through the floor or bed. Visualize yourself sinking gently through
the layers until you reach the earth and carry on down. You aie
descending the trunk of your family tree, inside its bole, like Alice
down the rabbit-hole. Sink as far as you are able until you reach the
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bottom of the trunk. Don'r be frightened of going too far; you land
gently af the bottom, stand up and pass through the trunk in which a
door is clearly seen.

At this point you may already have fallen asleep, but don,t worry;
practice makes perfect. On the trunk at your eye-level is the totem or
symbol you are looking for. (You may have been aware of seeing
other symbols as you fell down the tunnel of rhe tree's inside, bui
these are not the ones you are looking for.) Your family tree towers
above you, its branches disappearing into the far distance of the
heavens: it is green in leaf and the trunk is a living thing, full of the
vital sap which it draws from the green earth about it. Don,t walk
about exploring, though. Look carefully at the symbol on the tree
and make the strong intention of bringing it back in your remem-
brance.

- If you are doing this during the day, now is the time to return, by
the way you came. Few people can achieve this kind of light sleep-
consciousness, however. Most of us will find that we wake in our
beds the next morning with little or no remembrance at all. Don,t be
deterred, keep practising. As with a dream, you may find that the
day's activities will 'break'your remembrance free of its fetters. The
symbol can remain a Iong time in the psyche until it is recognized, but
you will begin to notice the continuous recurrence of a theme or
image which will push itself forward into your notice. Don't dismiss
the trivial or the bizarre - you may not yet have sorted out the finer
p_oints - for the brain often stores things in a kind of symbolic
shorthand. If you keep getting a kettle, say, then a kettle it probably
is: perhaps a cauldron translated into modern imagery. The tauldron
would make a good clan symbol as it cooked the dibe's food and it is
still called a kettle in some parts of England today - as in 'a kettle of
fish'- a pot which hangs over the fire. It is the ancestor of the Grail
symbol_itself - a host of imagery lies hidden here. Likewise you may
suddenly realize that the neighbourhood dogs have started io take i
friendly interest in you and congregate when you appear in the street
- could it be that a dog is your clan symbol?

You may be fearful in this first exercise of deceiving yourself and
making things up. At first it is difficult to tell when yo.rir.'seeing, an
image and when you are consciously 'pushing' it to be there. Only
experience will teach you the difference and, when you come to work
with the symbols which have arisen, you will know if this is so
because the symbol should have that same pulsing vitality as the
trunk of the tree had: if it feels lifeless in your hands, then try this
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technique again with more discernment. Check back on the tree itself
to see if this is right.

How will you use the symbol when you have it? On your journeys
to the Otherworld it is your call-sign, your passport and recognition
symbol which has been brought from the very root of the $trestern
tree of tradition. It can guide you back if you get confused, and has
power to grant you certain 'clearances' when you meet difficulties.
You can use it visually as a meditational device in itself by painting,
drawing or embroidering it and thus making it yours by recreating it
in this world. The clan totem is your symbol of belonging and when
you work under its aegis you are directly in touch with your
ancestors who have walked the r$Testern lVay before you.

Keep it secret and keep it safe: others have their own devices which
belong to them. If someone has the same token as yourself, this may
indicate a deep link between you. \D7e belong to the human race as

well as to our clan, so don't let the symbol divide you from your
human fellowship with those on whose behalf you tread these paths:
for if you cannot apply what you learn in these pages to your own
condition, the path you walk is a dead end.

EXERCISE 2 ANALEPTIC MEMORY

The first time you perform this exercise, enter your family tree as in
exercise one, only, instead of stepping out where the trunk meets the
ground, carry on down the tree through its mighty roots and emerge,
underground, among the roots of the tree. A clear pathway is before
you: follow it until it opens up into an underground cavern where a
large lake is found. On the left-hand side is a wellspring and beside it
a whitened, rotted tree-stump. You do not wish to drink of these
waters which flow away from the lake into the ground, for these are
the waters of forgetfulness. On the right-hand side of the lake is
another wellspring which feeds the lake. Behind this wellspring,
which is the well of memory, stand the Guardians. As you meditate,
these Guardians will formulate themselves in your imagination; they
are different for everyone. You have come here in order to retrieve
the memory of something you have either lost or which has not been
accessible to you in this life; perhaps for many centuries this know-
ledge has not been available. rJ7hatever you seek to know and
remember, be sure you have properly formulated it beforehand, for
when you face the Guardians they will require a clear request or
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rnental image from you. If your request is one of idle curiosity you
may be denied: but worse still, you may be permitted to remember or
know. You will forever afterwards have responsibility for that
knowledge.

Approach the well of memory. You will not be given to drink
unless you speak the following password:

I am a child of Earth and of the Otherworld,
But my race is of Heaven alone.
I thirst for the living waters.
In the name of the three worlds,
Give me to drink of the well of memory.

The Guardians will dip a crystal cup into the waters of the well where
they spring from the rock and give it you to drink. Although it is only
spring water you are drinking its coldness and clarity sparkle in your
veins like iced wine. . .

At this point you have a choice. You can remain seated in medita-
tion, quietly absorbing the draught through your being and examin-
ing the thoughts and images which rise in connection with your
request. Or you can go to sleep, as you did in the first exercise,
allowing the images to arise in your dreams. Either way is effective.
At first you may get no clear results from either method but, as we
have already said, these exercises often work in circuitous ways.
There may be no flash of revelationary awareness so much as a quiet
rising intuition which pushes at the back of your thoughts waiting to
be perceived.

What happens when you get results? Knowledge which remains
theoretical is no use to anyone. Analeptic memory of arcane and
abstruse matters is likewise worthless if it goes no further than mere
possession of facts. Don't keep drinking from the well of memory
retrieving further information which will lie unused or you might as
well have drunk from the well of forgetfulness. \trThatever you have
been given you have been made guardian of and therefore you are
responsible for its keeping and dissemination. Some memories will
be personal while others may be teachings applicable to many.
Continue to meditate on the uses of these memories and their actual
usefulness in everyday life. Rather than bothering experts with your
astounding findings about how our ancestors lived or what reincar-
nations you may have had, do researches of your own, following up
what little evidence there may be. If you use this exercise as a means
of past-life retrieval be ready for the results which can sometimes
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have a shocking effect as the full flood of memory releases all kinds of
pain and emotional trauma. Memory can be exiessively painful, but
it can also be used as a positive means for identifying .,rr..ni lif.
problems. Avoidance of cirtain life-lessons which recurfs u ..frralio
grow. we may not drink of the waters of forgetfulness while we are
in manifestation: these waters are for the dead who die to Middle
Earth and are reborn into rhe otherworld - they need to forget the
worldof physical reality in order to progress in tlreir r,.* *oid. 17.
should.not forget that when we 

"r. 
tori of our physical *oth.. *.

also 'die' to the Otherworld: when we die physically *. ,.. U.ing
born into the Otherworld.

This is not an exercise which ought to be repeated often. If you get
no results after about two weeks, leave it alone for 

" 
f.* -onih,before.trying again._Analeptic recall is not easy for some p"opf..

More.importantly, do not use the period your body r."d, io. i.rt
and sleep as.a.spr_ingboard for psychic experience o, ."p..i-.ni_
ation every night. Your sleep patterns wil 6ecome disturbed if they
are being.constantly interrupied by a pre-programmed exercise. if
you are already interested in the 'tJ7ester" way it is likely that your
training has already begun under the aegis of sliep: you *ill be aware
of places which you visit often in drearis, or certain sorts of instruc-
tion which are imparted. The fact that little or no remembrance of
this teaching rises to the surface of consciousness is not important.
The exercises in this book are not graded in any way but r-o. -r,stimulate remembrance and otheri will give shape and prrpor. ,l
vague longings which. are seldom pursled, beiause tt .y i.*ri"
unrecognized at the subconscious level.

,lt is not necessary to take this journey right from the beginning
wh-en once you know your way about. Simply visualize the laki
before you and the two wells and take it from there. Thor; ;h;
know their classics may well recognize this landscap. ,, p".t of th.
mystery instruction given to Orphic initiates: -. irau. adapted it
hardly at all, for it is part of the narive underworld traaiiion in
another guise. The well of knowledge appears again in the celtic
Otherworld tradition, sometimes as iweli, so-.tiir., as a cauldron
or Grail. But the underground waters of this exercise are the same
waters which our ancestors drank, bubbling up from the roots of the
earth.
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EXERCISE 3 THE FESTIVALS AS HIDDEN DOORIOTAYS

The native seasonal festivals are popularly seen as excuses for
nothing more than indulgence in quaint folk-custom and rural
junketing, but the exoteric celebrations hide the fact that they can be
approached on a deeper level. It is not within the scope of this book
to give exhaustive lists of such festivals, but the following sugges-
tions can be applied to any festival in whatever part of the world you
live.

First of all choose your festival and meditate on its inner meaning:
is it primarily religious (Christmas, or Pesach, for instance); agri-
cultural (Lammas); solar (the equinoxes and solstices); from primal
folk-tradition (Pace-Egging) or historical commemoration-(Oak-
apple day - commemorating Charles II's hiding in an oak-tree -or Thanksgiving) ? Obviously, the historical and commemorative
festivals will not have the powerful spiritual force of the others listed,
but these can be used to gain helpful insights into the national
consciousness. Some celebrations have been given saints as protec-
tors, replacing the old god-forms, such as the patronage of Si Brigit
at Candlemas; but though the forms change, the inner p.otectirre
energy remains the same (94).

If you have no religious or folk festivals because you follow no
particular tradition or because you have made your home in another
land, you might do worse than adopt the yearly round of the Celtic
calendar which is now celebrated amorig English-speaking groups
throughout the world. Although a festival may be assigned to- a
particular date, calendrical shift and seasonal inclemency should be
taken into account when deciding the right time to celebrate. In inner
terms, the right time is more important rhan the right date. Those
living in the Southern hemisphere are already well aware of this.

Choose your festival then, finding out all you can about its origins.
Celebrate it exoterically with the kind of rejoicing suitable - witfi the
fruits of harvest or by rising early to greet the midsummer sun - meet
with friends, being all the time aware that you are capable of mediat-
ing the spiritual energy of this festival to those present as well as to
others in your community. This is not by verbal teaching but by deep
meditation on the forces involved, by example and inner attention.
At the approach to the festival begin to plan and research. At the
same time, meditate each day, being aware of the approaching
festival, visualizing it as an inner impulse which is striving tb be born.
Consider the quality of the festival - joyful, reflecive, life-giving or

l;li

r)'
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one of gathering-in. Consider your own life in relation to these
qualities, freely using the gifts of each festival for your self-develop-
ment.

In this manner the festivals can indeed become hidden doorways in
your life - allowing the influx of inner vitality, fostering sensitivity to
the important psychic tides which energize the world. This is the way
festivals were always intended to work, but exoteric practice has

tended to obscure this purpose. You can make of this exercise what
you will - it looks undramatic on paper, but it is applicable to any
tradition. Its full effect will be experienced by those who work
hardest on it. Festivals are times of rejoicing, yet their origin
designates them as holidays, literally, holy-days; not excuses {or
self-indulgence, but times set aside for physical recreation and
spiritual uplifting.- 

This exercise can also be used in conjunction with other tech-
niques outlined in this book. The festivals are the times when the way
to the Oth.rworld stands open. They are celebrations out of time,
subtle demarcations which cut doorways in linear time. They have

been hidden {or too long. You will learn which times are best for
contacting certain forces, for Otherworld visiting, for making
a retreat. Everyone makes their own doorways, but while some

entrances shift, the festivals themselves remain embedded in our
national, religious and folk year ready to be opened by those who
know how.

CHAPTER 2

The magic edrth

Stand ye in the waYs, and see,

and ask for the old Paths,
where is the good waY,
and walk therein.

Jeremiah:5:L5

Human life was enriched by means of a force activated through
the correct geographical relationship of sacred centres'

John Michell: New View Ouer Atlantis

SACRED SPACE

The earth is alive, and because of it there is nowhere that has not been

a holy place for someone, for some people. Our proper relationship
with ihi environment is one of complete harmoniousness, though we
seldom if ever attain it. This is for a number of reasons: we do not
always know how to relate to our surroundings; we are too often
selfis'hr we neglect the qualities of life for a quantative appraisal. But
none of this need be so. Our ancestors, the Firstborn, knew better,
were skilled in husbanding the power and life-force of the earth.
They knew themselves the children o[ a great mother' a mother
whose body they trod upon daily, who nourished and fed and

sheltered them as a mother should. Iflith this understariding came a

sense of the earth's energies flowing in their own bloodstream; and

this gave them a feeling of oneness with the rest of creation, a belief in
a vitil force which linked all matter in a great rhythm of becoming.

So far in this book we have looked at the first springs of the

religious impulse, the reactions of the Firstborn to the world in which
thef found themselves. In this chapter we shall deal with the earth as

something to which we can respond at a personal level. But it is

*,

!
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essential first to understand the nature of the rapport which our
ancestors possessed with the great store-house of energy beneath our
feet, and why we should be required, as followers of the !flestern
'$(ay, to re-establish that rapport for ourselves.

The land on which we walk is really a great book, in which the
history of our race is recorded, layer upon layer, age upon age.
Archeology, the scientific investigation of this book, can tell us a
great deal about the past and the kind of people who lived there; but
there are other ways of reading the book of the land which can open
to us the secrets of our ancestors - how they worshipped and where,
and perhaps more importantly, who.

To do so we have to reconstruct, within our own minds and with
our own imagination, the landscape of the Foretime: filled with
strange and frightening things, with a power that could as easily
create or destroy - but every part of it uniquely holy.

The image of the earth as mother, producing from her womb
not only crops, cattle, men and women, stones, minerals, and
forests, but also the knowledge to make all these fruitful and
useful, may be considered the dominant symbol in the holy
places (3).

It was from this that there grew the idea of the temenos, the sacred
place where the life-force of the earth's energies was focused, and
where those properly trained in the mysteries could, for a time,
become one with that vital essence.

This understanding was open to all through the agency of the
shamanic priests, whose task it became to guard the collective
interior heritage of the tribe. And, to ensure that the holy places
could never be desecrated, become forgotten or lost to view, they
decreed that the sites should be marked out in such a way that they
would always be clearly defined, even though the knowledge of their
use died out - as has often been the case.

Certain places, where the life-blood of the planet ran closer to the
surface than elsewhere, were already distinguished - at first by no
more than lines scratched in the earth, or a few scattered stones
placed to indicate the sacred boundaries. But some time in the
megalithic period of history they began to be marked out by more
permanent signs: stone monoliths, carved and decorated with
patterns that, to the initiated, conveyed their sacred function.

Because from the start the circle was a natural shape - evolving
from the threshing floor or the site of ritual dancing - the stones were
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set out in a circular formation, within the boundaries of which the
ground was sacred, set apart from the rest of the earth. Here the
people could worship the elemental forces of the living earth, which
were to become their gods.

At some time during this period - more than 3000 years ago -
when the first stone circles were constructed, their builders dis-
covered that through an exact orientation of different kinds of stone
rh"p.JurrJ.rt tL fprrti.ular design and varying in size and volume]
the primal currents of energy within the earth could be tapped,
amplified and directed, with equal effect as through rrance or viiion
quest, and that the resulting energy could be drawn upon both
individually and collectively. How this realization came about we
shall probably never know but, from this moment the stone circles
were no longer simply places of worship; they were storehouses of
vast and unique energies, which were to fuel the religious and
magical activities of mankind for thousands of years, and may
indeed still do so today.

Of course, this did not come about overnight. A lengthy period of
experimentation followed the initial discovery. Various shapes were
tried out, though always the circle was returned to, circles of trees as
well as stones being found to be effective in focusing the magic of the
earth. 'Sophisticated engineers erected Avebury, the three Stone-
henges, the 20,000 barrows and smaller stone circles signalling to a
sky thick with gods. Salisbury Plain was . . . embossed with remples,
palaces, sprayed with avenues and roads' (273).Y/e can see just how
long it took to evolve some kind of fixed pattern from the examples
of larger sites such as Stonehenge, where archeological investigaiion
has found evidence of an almost continuous state of growth, extend-
ing over a huge span of time, as knowledge of the earth mysteries
increased.

The addition of a bank and ditch around the perimeter of the
circles helped to seal off the energies within, and the observation and
measure of the changing heavens became part of the discipline of the
priesthood who worked with the mysteries of the earth.

Great importance was attached to star-lore, as a visible and
measurable correlative to daily life. The moon's connection with
tides, and with the human cycle of fertility, was recognized, and the
passage of the fructifying sun across the sky, with the mystery of its
night-time journey, during which it was said to visit the Underworld,
was allotted great attention. Sophisticated techniques for measuring
and recording the mysteries of the heavens and the way in which they

t
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related to those of the earth gradually evolved into an exact science
(2e).

. The laws gove_rning the lay-out and siting of such holy places and
the shaping of the landscape around them is properly'called Geo-
Talcyr and was once a world-wide discipline. In reieni years a great
deal of research has been done in this area by writers such as john
Michell, Nigel Pennick, Paul Devereux and paul Screeton, 

"who

between them, and with the aid of a legion of known and unknown
helpers, have begun to map out the sacred geometry of these islands
(168,'195,56,227). Many acknowledge an inspirational qualiry in
their work and have described the feelings thiy experien.. *'h.n
walking some ancient trackway betwee, ont sacred siie and another
as enlig'irtened. They have become subtly aware of links bet*een thJ
holy places, and have been able to plot them with map and com-
passes-in such a way as to allow others to follow their lead, thus
extending our knowledge of the sites into an increasingly deiailed
pattern.

Only recently, with the work of scientists like Alexander Thom
(267) and Iuen Mackie (153) has it been possible to see just how
accurate these ancient systems of alignmenireally are. Indeid, many
have refused ro accept such findings at all. yet ii is rro* porribl. to
show that there once existed a system of sites linked by countrywide
paths.of energy. From this it is only a small step to believing in a
global network, spanning the world in a vast et ergy grid ;,hich
connected sites as far ap_art as Scotland and Australia. ireihrps *ost
extraordinary of all, this seems to have happened more or less
independently - and yer one finds the same kind of siting, the same
carving of patterns and symbols at sites in America, China, Egypt,
Norway and the British Isles (215). It is as though a dream was being
shared on a world-widg level a single impulse iising simultaneousli,
in the consciousness of temple builders in the farthest corners of the
globe.

Alfred I(atkins, the nineteenth century antiquary who ,redis-
covered'the system by which the sacred centres inthis country were
connected - dubbing them 'ley lines'- spoke of an almost visionary
experience in which he saw the landscape revealed in a new light: th'e
hills and tumuli, stone circles and megaliths, connected by ihining
paths, golden veins standing out amid the green and brown of thE
land (281). Such visionary glimpses, st.ongly akin to the analeptic
thinking of the Foretime, are all a part of ihe earth mysteries, and
often come unbidden to transform the wodd about us. ily following
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the shining paths which cross and recross our land, ancient sites
long lost to view are being recovered, and we are at last beginning
to perceive the overall plan with which our ancestors sought to
interpret and later encode the mysteries of the world which sur-
rounded them.

Equally important are the great barrows, the circular and oblong
mounds of earth which covered the bones of the sacred ancestors, or
which later became caves of initiation and enlightenment where the
seeker found entry only after long and arduous tests (238). Carved
within, on the stones used to support the weight of the earth, are
spiraling patterns and shapes of the maze and its kindred forms -
meant to be read and understood by those who penetrated the
mysteries - or perhaps by the dead who were laid there. More than
2000 have been excavated in Britain alone, and many more are
known to exist. They too are part of the all-embracing pattern, the
magical diagram of the life-force, the bloodstream of the earth.

No wanderer in enchanted barrow-land, among those for-
saken shrines of dead heroes mightier in their dissolution than
in the springtime of their lives, can doubt that such piles of
sacred earth were raised of a proud and set purpose to domin-
ate the scenes they do. Our barrows were reared where they
could contemplate the world without and beneatb tbem and,
like the deified lords resting within them, lived in a mid-world
between earth and heayen. Seen along the skyline, they are
indeed the stepping-stones of the Gods (151, our italics).

Nor are these death-houses, or the stone avenues built on alignments
of sun, moon and stars, the only such stepping stones. Even greater
arrangements of terrestrial geography are believed to exist.

At Glastonbury in Somerset recent research has detected the
presence of a vast terrestrial maze coiling about the Tor which has,
together with the land about it, been called 'this holiest earth' (7,
211). Others, notably the Elizabethan magus John Dee (55) and
latterly Katherine Maltwood (159) in the 1930s, have detected the
outlines of a vast zodiac laid out in the landscape around Glaston-
bury. Whether this is actually present, or a memory of older
mysteries, remains a vexed question. There are now some half-dozen
projected zodiacs under investigation, and more will doubtless be
uncovered in the future (290).The second exercise at the end of this
chapter is designed to offer an exploratory voyage which can be
adapted to fit other sites of similar provenance; it also asserts the
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importance of the Arthurian impulse, which can be seen as the latest
example of the rising of earth energy, combined with the racial myths
of the country.

In recent years the techniques of dowsing have been extended and
refined to include the measurement of energy fields emanating both
from individual stones at the sacred sites, and larger groupings.
Varying degrees of measurable magnetic force have been detected -
at times so strong as to be outside the scale of ordinary instrumenta-
tion. The precise nature and cause of this energy has yet to be
established, but it has been noticed that many of the stones possess a
circulatory current, and that this changes its polarity from male to
female and back again during the time between one new moon and
the next (110).

In this connection the ithyphallic nature of certain stones becomes
important; {or though the earth was generally seen as female and the
sky as male, these attributes subtly reversed themselves at times, so
that the exchange of life-forces could take place.

In these links between sky and earth there seems to lie a mysterious
extension of human birth-patterns. As the stars were believed to
influence those under whose aegis they were born, so perhaps the
place of one's birth and the phase of the moon were of equal -perhaps greater - import. Suppose that, as in many primitive
cultures, women sought out certain ancient sites when it cime time
to give birth (182)? They would, in essence, be tuning in to the very
energies of creation. Such children's abilities would be blessed as
offspring of the mother, and may well have been revered as future
shamans. Certainly the image of the maze, when applied here, is
again apposite. S7hat else is the womb but a maze, to which the
umbilical cord is an Ariadne's thread leading out inro new life?

In this perhaps we have the origin of folk-tales connecting certain
of the sacred sites with fertility rituals. Not that such riteJdid not
in all probability take place there; but that they may have been
symbolic of a lar greatff exchange than that between men and
women - in fact between the elements themselves. Thus the maypole,
a comparatively _recent manifestation in the history of myitery
celebrations, can be seen as a symbolic linking of earth and heaven,
binding those who dance around it - holding ribbons coloured red
and green for earth, blue and yellow for sky - into the pattern of
birth, life and death which lay at the heart of the mazi of earth
mysteries.

Theories such as the ley-line system, or the terrestrial zodiacs, are
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frequently dismissed as pure fantasy by the sceptically minded, and
many are indeed based on 'received' evidence, which cannot be
subjected to normal methods of proof. But it is not necessary to
subscribe to any such ideas in order to feel the mystery and power of
the ancient sites. Whether one sees them as accidental formations of
the landscape or freakish mementos of forgotten religion, or as part
of a universal pattern of belief, worship and western magical prac-
tice, one cannot, unless one is deliberately insensitive, ignore the
often profound effect they can have on the individual psyche.

The sheer size of the overall plan indicates something of the ability
of our forebears to interpret natural forces, and of the importance
they attached to them. All we would ask of the prospective followers
of the Western lVay, is that they should keep an open mind and
heart, and when visiting the sites, try to feel for themselves the flow
of energy. This magical force, which springs from deep within the
earth, can affect us very powerfully if we let it. It can open doors to
the past, as well as demonstrating that these energies are still present,
giving life and vitality to all things, and a wisdom to interpret the
mystery of the land itself and its relationship to ourselves.

THE PATHS OF THE DRAGON

One particular symbol became associated with the earth mysteries:
the Dragon, or winged serpent. The reasons are not hard to see. In
the Foretime the snake represented life, death and renewal. It lived in
the ground, which made it sacred to the Mother, and it shed its skin,
emerging renewed. Creation myths in which the World Snake gave
birth to the egg of generation, warming and hatching it as actual
reptiles were seen to do, were widespread, and we shall meet with
this symbol again, not least in the Gnostic and Orphic mysteries to be
dealt with in volume 2 ol the present work.

At the heart of the myth of the dying and rising god lay this same
belief in the magical power of the serpent. Like it, the god went into
the earth (or below the horizon) and came forth renewed. This is the
basis of most, if not all, initiation rituals, which enact the 'death' of
the uninformed spirit, and its rebirth in a new, wiser form. Thus in
the mysteries of Osiris, the god was represented by a vessel filled with
Nile water, often with a coiled snake carved upon it. As the Jungian
Marie-Louise von Franz remarks: 'This snake is the numen who
guards the tomb and protects the transformations of the God.
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Psychologically it symbolizes the deepest levels of the collective

;;;.i;r;.,.rr, *(... the transformaiion of the god-image occurs'

277\.This is basic to all ideas of initiation, in which we reach the

;;ri;;il;ttd.pth, of the human psvche' To plunge this deeplv into

li. f"Uti. of our universal awareness is to sharpen the senses to a
J.g;;f."tr beyond expression. Here changes occur which alter

thJverv construc;ion of the soul. The world grows thin, allowing the

;;;;;; ;;; b;rt"d the patterns of normil understanding' In this

r#.?iti"nt a.e real, and the earth sends her dreams to lodg-e in our

*i.rd, like arrows. Our blood sings with the energy of the Dragon'

and we are truly changed.*Tfr.-n",o.n 
*f,o gu"ards the transformation of the god has its

,".rti.t, in the outer-world: it was common to find_temples of the
'ci;;;il;;;i"d;;i earlier suarded bv pet snakes, fed on milk bv the

p;il;t a,id priestesr.s, arrJ.r,.ouraged to take up residence in or

near the sacred Precinct.'--iil il;e oi the Serpents at Rouffignac in France may well

..oi.t."t tft. earliest illusiration of the magical power of the serpent

;;'b;i;;;Jr,y*h.r.. Dating from manv ihousands of re-all before

it. *ot. famous Lascaux riurals, (probably around -7000 
rc). a

multitude of coiling forms covers the roof of a cave cut deep into the

ancient rock. OnJrecent investigator has suggested- they were set

there as a form of protection against the unknown; but,a,far more

iii..fy ttyp*hesis is that they ari simply a visqLl glyph of the energy

*iriJf, J.*res through the tody of the earth like a snake within its

,,.st (t8rt E;e., 
"r.fr'eologists, 

generall \ wary of. committing. them-

,.lu.r, have suggested thi't certain of these earliest cave paintings

mav reDresent water cults - suggesting the flow of earth energy so

"tti" ti"t.a with actual underground springs and rivers'

Amone the warramunga triEesmen of Australia the serpent is a

,ig" oi-!"hood which thiy wear painted on back and breast. A part

"f ifr"i, 
sacred ceremoniei consiits of crawling to the. back of a

fr"fi.* t.t.ped out of the earth beneath a huge rock, from which

poriiit. 
"ft"e 

it is possible to view the painted picture of the s?cred

;;;i;;Y*"pi, painted on the undersidi of the stone (174)' This is

;il;i; ..-irrir...rr of the carved spiral and maze forms found inside

||-,f,t'; unJ ,,o"nat in the Celtic world, where only th-e dead (or those

temporarily suspended by an initiatory drink) could see and under-

stand their significance.- it ", the siake was also sacred to the Moon Goddess is well

k"o*", and is preserved today in the astronomical terminology for
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the points at which the terrestrial and lunar orbits coincide' The

Il:.Id;;;a.,'*t .t. irtt .nlon" orbit passes first through that of

il;#;i,: ;;;il;i ;h;'bi"g'J' Head"and the descending node'

where the two in,..,t-tt"'g'-i", 't't 
Ot'g"n's Tail' The line drawn

f.i*.."'rrt. i*" it .Arta tfit ot"g"" lini'.and the time between the

Dassase of the .""ot 
'ifito'gtl-th? tu-t.lunar nodc is termed the

t#_5;.;;';;,h.li;i;;.i. no, remarkable enough in itself, the

svmbols used to ,"p..,.nt tht'e intersections are very closely similar

:l',;"";.:;;;;;;;; *o'" bv the $Tarramungas (Figure 3)'

Warramunga .\,
Tribal 

^?Signs

Astronomical

signs of

Lunar nodes

Ascending
.n,
ttJ, 

Decending

Figure 3

As Joseph Henderson points out in Tbe.Wisdom of the Serpent''

having remarked ,p.,ltt "iittt'llty 
of the snake as a symbol of

renewal:

This lies essentially in mankind's having proiected into this ' ' '
creature his own t..* *itt"' to obtain from the earth a know-

i;;;;;; .ur,.to, fit;;; *urti"g davlight consciousness alone' 
-

ff,"t tt ,rr.'i.;;i;;; "iat"ir' 
and"rebirth forever withheld

exceDt at those timJs whete some transcendental principle'

Im*Jfi; rtt-1r,. a.pth, makes it available to consciousness

(108).

Iust such a rranscendental principle was the Dragon energy' yhi:-h

:H:.*,i' f.;; ril; ;"p,h'. ittu*in"te and t'aisfor- mankind's

relati"onshiP with the earth''" i. i". *i rrru. toot.J tt.llefly at the terrestial power of tht D'ragon

,r;;;;.;; io ,.fl..t the energy of the earth. But iust as rts shrnrng

coils linked tt',. ,".tti 'it;; i';; 
a network of vitalizing force' so in

the heavens it *", ,..n to-perform a similar function' The Dragon

*"t"ii."irir.d *i,h 
'iitt- 

Jont"tlation Draco' whose chief 'star'
;;;.;;t;,;;;r.. ,t'. ptrt it'i 

"i 
it't ancient *est' Around this the

;;;;;;.;;lved, protected bv the coils of the Dragon' promptrng

the ltalian "r,rono,n-.1-i'ULlttt'i 
Donolo (c' eo 940) to write:

'When God created ,h;il; lsh;; [sun.and moonl' the five.stars.[the

d#,'i;J;h;;;;i;"' ;i i""fit''' z"di acl he also created the f ierv
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dragon, that it might connect them together, moving about like a
weaver with his shuttle' (18).

In Australia, where the Aboriginal culture still contains much that
parallels the Foretime, the vital force which animates the land is still
recognized; it travels roads laid down by the Gods themselves, in the
Dream Time. These ways are cast in a mirror image of the star-paths
and are recorded in a visual glyph known as a tiuringa, a small stone
carved in patterns of lines and circles which encode the paths of the
earth-force. They can be used for orienteering, and enable their
wielders to travel great distances across the trackless Australian
bushland (168).

More than one researcher has noticed the similarity between the
marks found on these tjuringas and fhose found at megalithic sites:
in particular the curious cup-and-ring markings discovered at alarge
number of sacred places but never satisfactorily explained (99).lt
becomes clear, however, that such marks arefar more than ordinary
maps. They represent not merely geographical formations, but are
also guides to the Otherworld; a shaman, wishing to make contact
with the hidden vitality of the land, contemplate s the tjuringa, using
it as a gateway to the inner realm.

Everywhere around them our ancestors saw signs of the forces
which guided and inspired them. Here was a hill which gave access ro
the Otherworld; there a stream where the gods of Summer and
Winter fought for the hand of the Spring Maiden. But rhere were
other, more potent, signs.

It is still quite common to come across curiously striated hills,
roughly conical in shape but with flattened tops, and to find in
connection with them an accompanying folk-tale of the Great Worm
which, meeting its fate at the hands of a local Hero or Saint, squeezed
the hill in its coils, imprinting the land with the shape of its agony.

Here is embodied the story of a great change which overtook the
Dragon power and its relationship with mankind. Ir may seem a long
way from the Dragon priests to the heroes remembered chiefly as
slayers of the dragon; yet they are closely related to the pattern of
change and decay which overcame the Native Mysteries. Dragon-
priest to Dragon-slayer is but a small step when seen in the light of
the Christian adoption of ancient sites to build their churches.

'Where the ancient priests stood as interpreters and purveyors of
earth energy, the new religion brought condemnation of the old
ways. Dragon energy and its related symbolism became outlawed,
and was later identified with the Edenic Serpent, a creature to be
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spurned beneath the heel of its slayers - usually St Michael or St
George, whose role is recorded in the dedications of churches to
them at places once associated with Dragon power.

But the importance of the old serpent mounds remains. On the one
hand they indicate the presence of Dragon energy, which may be
invoked by the action of climbing them - though this is best not done
without some prior intention. But their main importance is their
relationship to the maze.

We have encountered this image several times now. We shall do so
again. Nor should we be surprised to find that in connection with the
mysteries of the earth it is of considerable importance. The serpent,
as we have seen, is a symbol of the magic power of the earth; its
sinuous form is a subtly changing, liuing maze, closely associated
with initiatory experience. In the mythology of the Hopi Indians of
Arizona, these elements come together even more closely.

For the Hopi the symbol of the maze is that of the Mother, and
represents a passage through different levels of understanding (280).
It points the way, through symbolic truth, to actual experience - the
way of the serpent being synonymous with the way of the earth, and
both represented by the initiation of the maze.

Hills possessing a serpentine shape, such as Glastonbury Tor or
the Herefordshire Beacon, or indeed the great mound of Silbury Hill
which lies adjacent to one of the most important temples of serpent
power in Britain - at Avebury - are all associated with earth
mysteries. Geoffrey Ashe has recently suggested that the Tor was
intended as a ritual site, u,hich, when walked in procession, gave
admittance to an interior world (7). Silbury, for all attempts to
explain it, remains an enigma unless seen as a spiral dragon-hill.

The importance of the serpent in the Foretime can be seen in the
shapes adopted by their temple builders, who laid out many of the
great stone edifices to conform to the pattern of the earth-force.
Thus at Avebury, whose serpentine form was first recognized in the
eighteenth century, the circle is crossed by a serpent-like avenue,
while at Carnac in Brittany, the name of which is derived from
'Cairn-Hac', Hill of the Serpent, the coiling shape assumed by the
many hundreds of stone avenues is both an image of the serpent and
the maze.

But perhaps the most sensational image of this kind is found in the
United States, at Adams Counfy, Ohio. It takes the form of a vast
serpentine earthwork, over 1,,254 feet in length, arranged in seven
coils ending in a triple-coiled tail. In its jaws it holds an egg, symbol

ii,
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of creation, and it combines to express both maze and spiral in a
single form. Built by the earliest inhabitants of the American con-
tinent, it is one of the clearest representations of the Native Tradition
in the USA. Coupled with the Hopi symbol already discussed, it
makes a clear statement of the universality of the cult (232).

The oldest way of raising the power of the serpent was the Maze
dance - performed as a path to enlightenment and a joining with the
gods. Traces of these ritual dance-floors have been found as far apart
as Germany, Greece, Australia, and Britain, where relics of several
hundred labyrinths can still be detected (230). To enter the maze is to
try the passage of death; to emerge is to be reborn - patterns which
still bear meaning for us today. In this, as in the carved spirals of the
tomb builders, the serpentine coils through which the initiate moved
or danced towards his birth were representative of both the womb
and of the seed which passed through it - from both came new life,
the energy of creation carried through the earth by the power of the
Dragon/Serpent.

This was the function also of the barrow mounds discussed earlier
in this chapter. Maes Howe in the Orkneys, La Houge Bie in the
Channel Isles, Brugh na Boyne in Ireland, rVest Kennet in \Wiltshire

- all were to some extent images of the earth-womb. Here, just as the
initiate would lie in drugged sleep to take the vision quest and return
with word of the ancestors, so the bones of the dead were laid in
foetal pose to await rebirth. Painted red to signify the life-force, rhe
blood of the tribe, they were a reminder of the way back into the
earth which all must one day take.

The final period in which Dragon power was actively worked with
and recognized was marked by a steady decline which all but
obscured knowledge of the lines of force and the true use of the
ancient sites it vivified. After the Foretime, when the shamanic
priests focused the energy felt by all, a change took place. Gradually,
the priesthood came to stand between the people and their gods,
becoming increasingly the guardians of a secret knowledge intended
only for the few. By the advent of Christianity there were few who
remembered the old ways well enough to offer opposition. Those
who did were either killed or held up as objects of ridicule by the
followers of the new way. It was a pattern which would be often
repeated throughout the ages, and is still prevalent in our own time.

But though obscured for ages, the mystery of Dragon power and
the sites of its tenure remained largely untouched by the passage of
years. They awaited their recovery, and in time it came, in the shape
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of Alfred S7atkins and the ley-line enthusiasts - many working in
ignorance of the real significance of what they had stumbled upon -
and in a few Hermetically trained magicians of our own time, who
have begun to see the Dragon energy as a source too long neglected.

Though it is no longer possible to see the pattern whole and entire
as it once was, there still exist enough fragments of knowledge
which, combined with the evidence of the sites themselves, can
enable us to restore the picture. Reports by such eighteenth century
antiquaries as John Aubrey (11) and r0filliam Stukeley (251) who
saw many of the sites virtually intact (and incidentally praised their
'classical' design) give evidence of their original form. Other
evidence is hidden in folkJore (185) where the Dragon appears
regularly as a creature of fearsome character and fiery breath - and
as a guardian of immense treasure: a half-conscious harking-back to
the treasure of life and energy once found beneath its sign.

None of this can substitute for a personal visit to one of the ancient
sites. They are still largely neglected; speculation about their purpose
has obscured the fact that they are there to be used, and that within
them lies a source of contact with the Native Wisdom Tradition
which constitutes the backbone of the'!(estern lUfay.

THE IOTISDOM OF THE EARTH

!(e have spoken of the first magics, the passionate awareness of the
living being upon which we walk, and of the way her worshippers
discovered this and the energies which flowed through it. The
symbol of the Dragon represented those energies until it fell into
disrepute. But no matter how we see the energies of the earth we have
to learn to exercise responsibility for what has been held in trust for
us for thousands of years. The wisdom of the earth is ours for the
seeking; but we have to be careful how we go about the search.
Nowadays we have grown away from the earth and out of step with
her rhythms. Where once we acknowledged her influence on our
lives, cared for and garnered her riches, we now rape and destroy,
greedily snatching all she has to offer by way of food and mineral
resources, leaving her barren and ruined, her once fair face furrowed
by our roads and pocked with our houses and factories. The earth is
now considered by many as a dead object whose resources we can
strip at will.

This has been the story since the advent of civilization. !7e have

. ii:
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taken what we wanted and given back increasingly less; we have lost
touch with an ages-old understanding, a relationship with the
environment which was once one of sharing, and where ihe division
of spoils never exceeded the necessary; where we gave back to the
earth, in a full and complete understanding of the act, our most
precious commodity - the body - to feed and nourish her.

Even the recent ecological trend has recognized this. When the
scientists Lovelock and Epton developed their theory of the globe
a_s a living entity (216), they named her Gaia at the suggestion of
the novelist rWilliam Golding; thus echoing her classicif and pre-
clas_sical worshippers and answering to an instinct which predites
ecological science by many thousands of years. As Theodore Roszak,
commenting on this, noted: 'There clings to the image something of
an older and once universal natural philosophy that quite spon-
taneously experienced the earth as a divine being animited by its
own moods and intentions - the primordial Mother Earrh' (2j.6). k
is this 'universal philosophy' which lies behind the stone circles and
Dragon parhs, the Serpent power and the initiation-dreams of the
mound builders. rX/ithin the earth lay all secrets: the way to the
Otherworld and the Ancestors. But more than this the earih was a
dwelling place for personified energies, the first Shapers of the world,
who laboured long over its perfection, and came inlime to be bound
beneath it.

The classical myths of the'Iitans are the clearest representation of
this, and if studied they can offer us a profound message about the
way we treat the earth and what may happen if we fail to restore the
original state of balance which once existed between ourselves and
our environment. The clue lies in the use of the word 'titanic' -
originally meaning 'lord', but now more often applied to the most
awesome e_nergies of the earth: the force of the volcano, the whirling
wind, the hunger of the ocean.

The Titans were the children of Gaia and Uranus, Earth-Mother
and Sky-Father, and they sided with their mother against the cruelty
of Uranus, who had banished their elder brothers to the underworld
of Tartarus. Choosing Cronos for their leader, rhey laid siege to their
father and Cronos castrated him with a flint sickle. The bl,ood from
his wounds fathered the Erinnys, the Furies, who are bound to
avenge crimes of family bloodshed. On Uranus's death, Cronos
assumed his father's power (91, 129).

These are the first, the primal ones, whose deeds are immeasurably
savage, whose stature is huge. The next generation of gods were no
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less so. Cronos married his sister Rhea - another Earth-Mother. But
Uranus and Gaia had prophesied that Cronos would be dethroned
by one of his children, and so every child born to him by Rhea, he
devoured. But Rhea secretly bore another child, Zeus, and hid him
away, substituting a stone for her child in the cradle, which Cronos
duly swallowed. Zeus returned as cup-bearer to his father when he
was grown up, and gave Cronos a poisoned drink which acted as an
emetic. Rhea's children were disgorged and restored whole to her.
Cronos in turn was banished - some say to the British Isles, where he
sleeps still. Zeus and,his siblings formed the Olympian pantheon and
the Titans were chained beneath thd earth.

'u7hile these legends tell us much about the power struggle which
took place between succeeding Greek races, the archetypes have
their resonance with our own times. Nothing has changed in one
sense: we are still the children of Gaia and her energies are still ours
to command - to be freed, loosed or harnessed, according to our
needs. As is all too obvious we are not in control of them, and the
Titanic energies which spilled over into violence in the myth threaten
to do so again today.

The forces of nature have always been rightly feared and human-
kind's relationship to them has always been a changing one. In one
sense it has always been a struggle to combat and protect ourselves
from them. Fear of giants and monsters, perpetuated by these early
Greek models, recurs again and again in the mythologies of other
lands. It was this which resulted in the change of the Dragon into the
Serpent of the Judeo-Christian Fall: the Beast of the Apocalypse,
overcome by the !7oman Clothed By the Sun in Revelations chapter
72 (21). Yet the Titanic nature of the Dragon is well attested. In the
Babylonian myth of Tiamat and Marduk, Tiamat is a gigantic sea-
dragon, and her children are also Titans. She is conquered and her
body riven apart to form the matter of the cosmos - her liquids
become rivers, her breath the air, her bones the rocks. Once again the
story is of Titanic forces, imprisoned through the creation of life, and
the Tiamat story in part explains the fear of the Symbolic Feminine in
her primal, Titanic closeness to the elements (71).

Today the Titanic forces have made their latest manifestation in
the shape of the nuclear threat. Gaia's children rise again and one
above all dominates the scene - Uranus. The first-born personified
the earth's energies as gods, and confined the Titans within the earth
while the Olympians were assumed into heaven as constellations.
The Titans gave their names to minerals and elements, one of which
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is currently to the forefront of consciousness: uranium, the major
component from which the world's most destructive weapons are
made.

Uranium has not, of course, always been used for nuclear tech-
nology; nor is it evil in itself. Left in the earth it is a positive source of
energy, as are the Titans themselves. They are Gaia's children, the
personifications of her energies, without which all would be barren.
But this is reversed when they are brought out, or when uranium is
exposed under the light of the Olympian hearens. Again we seem to
hear an echo of the ancient myth which poses the gods of heaven
against those of earth.

!(e have not had much respect for mineral life in this century. If we
treated the minerals we mine from the earth as living entities, we
would at last be showing responsibility towards the forces we seek to
master. As followers of the Western \i[ay we have a unique oppor-
tunity to work with the Titanic energies, and to channel their power
through the earth, by the activation of the ancient sites.

'!7e are the people of the earth, the guardians of her energies, the
custodians of her wisdom. As the nuclear question becomes a key
issue for all manner of people, we begin to reach an understanding
that all energy - Titanic or human - has its own flow which can be
misapplied or used appropriately - and that we are its wielders.

Stories of the Titanic forces of the earth have not remained static.
They grew and changed with time. Ultimately all stories of giants
derive from memories of a projected Golden Age where Titanic
energy was seen as beneficial rather than as destructive.

But, as with all perfect states, the edges were blurred with time.
Memories of the Titans were replaced by those of quarrelsome and
all-too-human gods and goddesses. Finally they too were reduced to
the Faery-Folk, the dwellers-under the-hill. Paradise, the Realm of
the Shining Ones, became the Otherworld, and the people of the
Golden Age became its inhabitants.

However, the Titanic archetypes have left their images on the
landscape itself. The vast shapes incised on the plains of Nazca, or
the great chalk hill figures of Southern Britain, are testimonies to the
way in which the first-born saw the originators of our race: the Gods
before the gods (45). Echoes of Atlantis, of a time when evil, sickness
and death were virtually banished, remain at the deepest levels of our
consciousness. From Plato to Tolkien the archetype of the Golden
Age continues to fascinate, and behind it lies an awareness of the old
earth magic in its earliest form.
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But the natural forces which vitalized the earth became something
to exploit rather than something to work with, and as a result, the
ancient ancestral levels of experience sank deeper into memory,
becoming harder to reach except by long and often perilous paths.
Yet inwardly the ancient chthonic powers remain unchanged,
gradually rising again from immeasurable depths, until in our own
time they have begun to return to the surface again. The Old Gods
may thus be said to walk abroad again; but it must be said that they
do not always take a palatable form. The example of Uranus is
apposite here: the current misuse of uranium has caused it to assume
monstrous proportions.

Properly understood and recognized, it is still not too late to
redeem the misuse to which Titanic energies have been put; many are
once again being tapped into and worked with creatively. But we
have to get to know them thoroughly, to recover them from beneath
the layers of unconscious thought to which they have long been
consigned.

Nor does this imply a back to nature mentality: we are everywhere
the unknowing possessors of a lost landscape of circle and stone,
trackway and mound. If we are once again to be in tune with the
Titanic energies which still vivify them - though in changed form -
we must visit them, get up early and find them in the dawn or even
earlier, when the silence is complete and the Titanic beings close at
hand. It matters not where or even how we approach the earth, save
only that we do so in the spirit of love and caring and with a just
degree of respect. Awesome strengths lie just beneath our feet, not to
be used for idle curiosity. Remember that you tread on sacred ground
and that you have abeady taken the first step towards a relationship
with the mystery beneath, and that here you may invoke the old
powers of the Western Way, sleeping lighdy under the surface of the
earth. Cernunnos, the Horned God, or Wayland, Smith of the Gods,
or even earlier, more primaeval forms, may rise to greet you from the
green hill sides.

The task we set ourselves is one of spiritual ecology, the seeking of
our own personal contact with the spirit of the earth, whether we
find this in the image of the Dragon, through walking the maze, or in
following the outlines of a stone circle. There are many hundreds of
sacred sites in our homelands; many are ruinous or totally destroyed;
others still active. They await your visit, for in the right frame of
mind you can awaken their slumbering energies. To vitalize a single
centre of the energy grid is to send out ripples to every part of the
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land. And then you may indeed find that you 'stand in a place that is
holy ground and . . . breathe the intoxicating exhalations as did the
sibyls of old' (218). But whether these things happen or not, one
thing is certain: you will never be quite the same again. And neither
will the land.

MAGIC EARTH EXERCISE NOTES

As we have said, the best way to experience at first hand the power of
the earth energies is to visit one of the sites. Try to approach the old
places along one of the sacred ways. Many are described in- the

writings of Watkins, Michell, Devereux, Screeton or Pepper (28.1,

158,6k,227,197). Others awaityour own discovery.They may be

either stone circle, chambered tomb or serpent mounds - but the
question still remains of what to do when you arrive. There are many
possibilities, given the right circumstances, which you may discov.er

ior yourselv.s; two are offered here as a way into the world of the

earth mysteries.
The first exercise is for use in relation to one of the old tracks, and

may be applied to any ancient pathway which still retains the serpent

.n.igy. Ii iomes from the great assemblage of native myth and lore
knoin as the Mabinogion, and concerns the figure of Sarn Elen, or
Elen of the Roads who is, according to Sir John Rhys (213), a

eoddess of sunset and dawn who watches over the ancient ways by
iight. to invoke her, and to walk one of these ways from dusk to
dawn, is to open up the inner landscape of your country to your
waking eye. The pathworking which follows is part of her story, and

use of It is to invoke the most ancient laws of dream and mystery. So

use it with care and in a proper frame of mind, remembering that
these are not merely images or archetypes to be juggled with at our
will - but the mosi pote.,t energies which underlie all our life and

being. Treat them with respect and they will respond. Enter their
p..rir.. in a spirit of disrespect or levity and do not expect to
experience anything.

The second'.*...it. is intended primarily to give a deeper under-
standing of the nature of the terrestrial zodiacs. 4lthough it is based

upon wlat is known of the example to 
-be 

Iound at Glastonbury, it
can, with only a little adaptation, be applied to other such sites. Thus
the serpent mounds of the Americas would be suitable, as would
Mont Saint Michel in Brittany. It is not necessary to have visited any
of these sites - though of course to have done so would be useful'
Careful study of a photograph or painting of the place before

attempting the meditition would be just as satisfactory - the essence
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of the realization being in what happens rather than in wbere it
happens.

EXERCISE 4 THE SHIMMERING lrAY

As you relax with eyes closed, gradually let your surroundings fade.
You find that you are standing at the top of a hill: not a high one, but
one which nonetheless permits you to see for a considerable distance
across the countryside that surrounds you. Facing 'West you see

before you a faint but well-trodden path leading down from the hill
and out across the flat lands at its foot. On every side stretches a

chequered pattern of fields, and as you look down at them they move
and whisper, stirred by a warm breeze from the South, looking for all
the world like a many-coloured sea. But through the midst of them
all the path leads away and away into the distance, vanishing at last
into a haze of mist which might hide higher ground'

Starting down from the hill you begin following the path. Insects

hum round you and there is a sound of distant birds, but otherwise
the world seems as silent and still as though it had only recently
woken from a long sleep.

For a long while you walk onward, always following the faint
track. Gradually the sun begins to descend in a fiery glow, and dusk
advances towards darkness. As the daylight fades you become aware
that the path is rising again, and that it is faintly glimmering with a

light of its own.-Still you follow it, climbing steadily all the while now, until you
find yourself at the beginning o{ a range of hills leading towards a
soaring bulk of mountainous country. The moon has risen now, and
floods the scene with silvery light. Though you wonder that you do
not feel tired, you press on, climbing higher through the cool night
air, scented with night-time flowers and a sense of growing and
burgeoning life.

At length, after climbing for some time, you round a shoulder of
the mountains, and see before you the entrance to a narrow valley,
filled with moonlight and shadows. As you pause for a moment you
see that at the head of the valley on a wide shelf of rock at the foot of
more mountains, stands a great circle of ancient, weathered stones,

wreathed in coils of white mist. The path you have been following
leads straight to the circle. Hurrying now, you press onward, for this
is your destination.
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Arriving at the circle you find that the stones are lar greater than
you had realized. They tower over you, casting long shadows on the
ground. But there is no sense of threat about them. You are welcome
here, and press forward without fear.

Inside, at the centre of the circle, is a great monolith, lying length-
wise on the earth. Seated upon this, as though in a natural chair, is
the slender figure of a woman. Her hair is long and glinting, and her
gown is of rich red stuff edged with gold. Over it she wears a rich blue
cloak, fastened at the left shoulder with a round brooch of intricate
workmanship. Her face is of such beauty that you know she cannot
be of mortal stock, and you bow low before her in awe and wonder-
ment.

For several moments you kneel thus before the golden Lady, until
at last you hear words that seem to form themselves within your
mind.

'What seek you here?'
You must answer truthfully and without hesitation:

'I seek Sarn Elen. I seek a key to the Shimmering Way.'
'Sarn Elen you have found. I[hy seek you the Shimmering Way?'
'That I may come to learn the mystery of the land.'
'Then you are well come.'
Silently the Lady, whom you now know to be Sarn Elen, rises from

the stone and beckons you to follow. As you do so you notice that
both the central stone and all the rest of the circle are intricately
carved with spirals and lines, like huge maps. Try to remember
something of what you see, for you may need them later.

You follow the Lady to the lfestern edge of the circle, and find
that you are standing as though in a gateway. Before you the ground
falls rapidly away towards a great plain that stretches to the horizon.
Criss-crossing it are many faintly glowing lines, interspersed at
certain points with spirals of light. You realize that the designs on the
stones of the circle are related directly to them, and that what you are

seeing is a network of ancient trackways connecting other circles and
standing stones across the whole country and beyond.

As you watch, the Lady raises her arms and at her command the
lines of light burn brighter until you can hardly bear to look at them.
You feel the energy coursing through the land to your feet and then
rising through your own body until it reaches the crown of your head
and flows over you. You feel yourself bathed in light, and though you
dare not look directly at the Lady you know that she shines forth like
a great beacon-star into the night.
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Slowly the light begins to fade, until it is once more only a laint
glimmer in the moon-washed land. Turning away you find that Elen
of the Roads is no longer at your side, nor indeed anywhere in the
circle, and that the sky is beginning to be flushed with the first
rose-hue of dawn. As you stand amid the circle of great stones, the
scene slowly fades, and you find yourself once again seated where
you began the journey. Let yourself return slowly to normal con-
sciousness, but remember that now the Shimmering'!(ays are open
to you to visit at any time, and that when you next walk one of the
ancient ways you will be aware of the energy and life which is a part
of them, and is now a part of you.

EXERCISE 5 THE TERRESTRIAL ZODIAC

You are standing at the top of a rise looking towards the shape of a
great Hill. It is night, but there is a full moon and you have no
difficulty in seeing what follows. The Hill is surrounded by water
upon which small, light craft ply to and fro in the moonlight. Mist
riies from the earth on all sides, so that you seem to be standing on an

island in more senses than one. You can see people moving about on
the side of the Hill nearest you. They are dressed in long robes and
carry torches that flare and smoke in the damp air, adding to the
miaimic quality of the scene. At the top of the Hill is a great trilithon
of ancienf stones, and as you look, a brilliant glow begins to shine out
from within them. It grows brighter and brighter until the whole
scene is bathed in light and a great ball of fire rises from the Hill and
climbs heavenward, where it hovers, casting a brilliant glow over
everything. From it rays of light shine forth, falling on the tops of
hills on every side, some close to, some lar off.. Answering gleams of
light come from these hills, and you become aware that a.great host
of people is gathering on all sides, though you cannot see them. Your
eyes aie again drawn to the Hill, and there you see a great figure
which you kno* to be the King climbing the last stretch of the
hillside, bearing across his outstretched arms a great sword in a

sheath of red and gold.
At the summit, just beyond the edge of the trilithon, stands a figure

clad in shimmering robes. This is the Lady, and though she seems no
taller than the King, she is somehow larger than life, invested with
titanic stature and majesty. At her shoulder stands a great white
horse, its coat gleaming in the light, its eyes flashing as it tosses its
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head. The King advances and exchanges a symbolic greeting with the
Lady of the Hill. He then mounts the great steed and raises the
sword, still sheathed, above his head. From the darkness that seems
impenetrable around the stones, twelve figures appear, each with a

sign of the Zodiac painted on their brows. Each one bears a symbol,
some of which you may be able to see, and others not. These are the
Twelve Treasures of the Year, linked with the inner life of the Land,
and the figures are their guardians. They form a circle, raising their
symbols towards the Lady and the King. Then they turn until they
are facing outwards and begin to move. Faster and faster they move,
until they form a bright ring of light. The King and the Lady always
remain still at the centre, the axle of the turning wheel. Soon the light
grows too bright for you to see the figures clearly any longer. They
become a whirling wheel of light, which now rises from the Hill and
ascends towards the glowing light which still hovers overhead. The
two meet and become one, burning even brighter for a moment
before beginning to fade, dispersing outward to the stars. Slowly the
scene returns to normal. The Hilltop is deserted and only the light of
the moon shines serenely over all. Awake slowly to your own place
again,but try to remember as much of what you may have realized as

possible.

You have the opportunity to work with one figure of. the Zodiac
every month, as the wheel of the year turns. See the wheel surround-
ing your land and people, and mediate the energies of the requisite
sign outwards. In times of national crisis, focus upon the King and
Lady of the Hill as the axial balance of the wheel, for they are the
symbolic guardians of the land.
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CHAPTER 3

Meetingthe gods

An innate knowledge of the Gods is coexistant with our very
essence.

Iamblichus: De Mysterii.

All the gods are one god; and all the goddesses are one goddess,

and there is one initiator.

Dion Fortune: Aspects of Occubism.

NATIVE MYTHS AND GOD-FORMS

Every country has its native myth cycles: they are what makes the
inner reality of the land. Thus it is very important for us to be familiar
with the mythology of our own place, and to understand where it fits
in the overall myth-patterns of the !7est. Anthropologists like Ken
Wilber (287) or John Layard (135) can help us here; as can mytho-
graphers like Joseph Campbell (39) and Robert Graves (92). But we
need to go further than any of these if we are to achieve the kind of
intimate knowledge required. In a book of this scope it is obviously
not possible to deal with more than a selection of the archetypes and
scenirios which make up the native mythos. We have chosen to deal
primarily with Celtic myths, since these are generally more accessible

ihan, say, Nordic or Teutonic cycles. In keeping to one mythology,
and that one with which we are familiar and have worked with
ourselves, we can more easily show a complete set of archetypes in
use.

This is not to say that others are less valid. To a native of the

Germanic world the Siegfried myths incorporated into the Nlbe-
lungenlied (187) would be more appropriate than the Ulster.cycle or
the Arthurian mythos. The same is true of the Finnish Kalevala (125),

the French Charlemagne rycle (50) or the Spanish epic of the Cid

(55). In the Americas there are the earth magics of the Hopi Indians
(280), or the grim mythology of the Aztec and Toltec cultures (138).

Each of these is the native myth of the country concerned. All are part
of the Western Mystery Tradition, and many have lent aspects of
themselves to our own more familiar magical territory' This is

because all myths were once the same myths: the quest for fire,
the naming of the gods, the rites of passage, and the discovery of
agriculture and animal l-rusbandry, as well as the process which
rnetamhorphosed the gen ius loci into anthropomorphic {orms. Only
the immenie stretch of time has confused and darkened the lines of
the mythic universe, combining deities of sun and moon, earth and
stars, dividing those of corn and wine, lightning and rain; mingling
and intermingling form with form, until it takes a considerable effort
of mind to separate them into their original shapes and descriptions.

It is no eaiy thing to see the outlines of the early Celtic deities.
'Written 

records are scarce. Caesar, to wltose account we owe most of
our contemporary information, is less reliable than he might be (37).

Yet, if *e cinnot read about the ancient gods we can be aware of
them in other ways. If we are to learn to work with the major
Western archetypes, this is what we must do. And we can only do so

by learning to recognize and work with the individual qualities of
our native god-forms.

Once, ev6ry tree, stone and spring had a tutelary spirit which those

who approached it could seek out, with which they could est-ablish

corrtacl. In a larger sense the whole country had a national identity
embodied in the spirit of place, or as it would nowadays be termed,
the racial archetype. The wrinkled faces of ancient stones were the

faces of the gods,-and the voices of brook and stream the voices of
their identity. We have largely forgotten the names of these person-
ifications - though they may still be detected in the old names of
those places where our ancestors once worshipped. The- greate-r

forces, those whose characteristics went beyond the merely local,
were neglected also, but not forgotten. They lived on in changing
form, thiough the stories and poems which grew up around them,
enshrining something of their mystery and worship as.their outer
forms grew blurred with time and neglect.

These were the Gods, and their clrildren were the figures of fairy-
tale and hero-story: like the Bear-God, Artos, whose cult was once

widespread in Britain, but who became absorbed into the cycle of
storiei centring around the figure of national hero - Arthur of
Britain. Or like Arianrhod, once a moon-goddess, but who in the
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Mabinogion (146) becomes a semi-human character, the only v-estige

of her Jriginal role remaining in her name which means 'Silver-
'Wheel'.

So the forms changed, and the old names were either forgotten or
grew new meanings and identities. But they never went away;-their
iorship continued in isolated areas, long after the coming-of new
*uyr 

"rrd 
beliefs. Sometirnes here, at last, they died out, or became

absorbed by new deities. C)r else they dwindled to become the

dwellers in ihe Hollow Hills, the Faery-Folk, of whom so much has

been written and so little understood. Folk memory enshrined their
names and natures, but seldom their functions. They grew old and

weary and perhaps in time they went away. But others adapted,

retreating into the deep places of the earth or passing into timeless

sleep tha-t took no thought of the strange antics of human beings.-

Uitil at length, people began to seek out these ancient denizens of
the inner *otl-d, to acknowlidge their once proud heritage as rulers
of earth and sky. The medieval witch-cults recognized the mystery of
the natural elements and began to worship as their ancestors had

done. They were following tlle natural cycle of decay and rebirth of
which we haue spoken aheady: the law that says that nothing is ever

wasted, that causes seemingly {orgotten beliefs and powers to spring
up again with renewed vigour, and to find new followers among the

disaffected and the wise.
Those who go forth on the Western'Way are just such people: to

them, the old gods and goddesses are not dead, they are Potent forces

in archetypal guise. If we are to follow the native mysteries, we must
be able to recognize the faces of the gods. Study the very selective
gazetter which f-ollows: these archetypes should become part of your
Iaily meditation and practice. This is the first step towards a deeper

appreciation of the gods behind gods, the archetypal energies. of
*hi.h we spoke in chipter 2. However, it is important to realize that
what is worshipped in the outer world as deity may, in the irurer

realm, become a personalized energy to be worked with dLtgl ly.
This is one of the most profound mysteries of the l7estern Way' It

shows how we may re-establish a harmonic with the inner reality
represented by the children of the earth. Our ancestors knew this
will, and enshrined it in their religious beliefs and practices. Toour
ancestors, the earth's first children were the Gods, and tbeir chtldren
the heroes who came after. In the blurring which occurs in the

immense distance of time separating us from them, it is often hard to
tell where god or goddess ends and hero or heroine begins. Thus the
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figure of Bran, in the Welsh pantheon, is clearly a god, and Gawain,
in the Arthur cycle, just as clearly a hero, but one who happens to
assume the sun-mantle of midsummer godhead. But who, or what, is
Merlin? No god perhaps, but certainly a great tutelary guardian of
the inner realm. There are many answers to these questions, and no
one may know them all. The Gods have many garments and each is a
name. We can make no attempt here to separate them into ranks of
mortal and immortal. The answers to such questions are just as likely
to be provided by those who work with these archetypes as by the
authors of books. No matter what your own background may be or
what country you may hail from, you will recognize the type of the
Gods - Thunderer, Shiner, $(atcher over the Land. The lord or the
lady of the moon is known in all lands, as are the gods of river and
tree and stone.

Much is written about the gods, especially those of the Norse and
Greek worlds - but few writers ever go beyond the delineation of
rype and character: whether Bacchus was a typical wine-god or
Poseidon purely a god of the sea. Yet these were no mere abstractions
to those who worshipped them.'We seem to forget that the people of
the ancient world were also possessed of faith, that they believed in
the absolute power of their gods. One has only to read Iamblichus
(115) or Plutarch (203), or Apuleius (5) to see the truth of this. They
had a system of belief, a theology, quite as complex and meaningful
as any held today. The Gods permeated everything. As the Neo-
platonist, Iamblichus (to 250-325), says:

The power of the Gods is not partibly comprehended by any
place or partible human body . . . but is wholly everywhere
present within the natures that are capable of receiving it. . . .

Moreover, existing itself prior to all things, by its own separate
nature, it becomes sufficient to fill all things, so far as each is
able to partake of it (115).

It is doubly important for us to realize this today, for it is telling us to
tread carefully. We are not wholly empty vessels waiting to be filled
up by a sudden inrush of god or earth energy. Iamblichus is clear
about this: the power is sufficient to fill all things, so far as eacb is
able to partake of it. These are not mere empty abstractions with
which we are dealing. Remember also, that while the god-forms of
the Native Tradition can still be utilized in as valid a way as the
Messianic figures of revealed religion, they need first to be regener-
ated. One of the problems of working with ancient archetypes in
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esoteric work is the quality of the material which is communicated

bv means of analeptic memory. The nature of the pagan contacts

;i,;;;;Ii; ."ai.i and more primitive concerns' The material and

;;;;t are valid in themselves but need to be synthesized into

modern consciousness by a mediating of love, wj.s{om }l{ nower'
Those who find the worship of orthodox reltgton dlttlcult ar€

unlikely to find work with ancient S1d-forms any more congental'

if,. ir",f, of the matter isthatthe god-form is tbe representatiue of an

iiit oa energy, which the esoiericist' rather than worshiPPing,

-.ai",.r to ffiddl. Earth. God and initiate are co-creators, each

i.ff..ri"g the worlds in which theylive (see chapter 4). By identifica-

,i." r"al"Usequent affiliation with the god, the initiate works with
;;;r* -;.tgiei 

which are themselveJ transformative' By close

;;.;;i." anisensitivity to the energies represented by the god-form,

in. l"i,i"r. is drawn into intimate contact with and awareness of that

aichetypal energy. This is what is meant when we speak of someone
;U.i.*'.i",r.,.ii. I. fo..t s the basis of religion when it is informed by

*-L rnd.rstanding rather than naive superstition. In this way, it is

possibl. to work wi-th pag-rn god-forms (relating as they ar9 t9

enersies now representid"by iater archetypes), as long as their
.r,".Ii., are fullv svnthesized into modern consciousness'- ii;;.. *. "...pi 

this we are able to understand the full signific-

,"."-""a .rti.r.y of the signs which are the faces of the Gods.

i;;t[.h", calls these syntbimata, inexplicable images, and accords

ih.* rn individual power to work within the framework of creation.

'\U7e do not' he says,

perform these things through intellectual perception; since if
ihi, *.." the case,-the intellectual energy ' ' ' would be-im-

pr.t.d by us . . . [instead] when we do not energize. intellec-

i.rally, tie synthamata themselves perform by themselves their
p.opli wori., and the ineffable power of the Gods itself knows

by itself, its own images (115).

This is to restate that the realities we recognize outu.,ardly have their

ii), ;rn", correlatives, whether we call them Gods or archetypes,

""i,frr, 
ro work with them is to relate to them, in partnership of the

divine work.
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THE FACES OF THE GODS

Arianrhod. Goddess of moon and srars. Her legend appears in the

Mabinogion, in the story of Math, Son of Mathonwy. Like.Ceridwen
ro.v.t- riith whom she has much in common, Arianrhod is an

.n.hr.rtr.r, and initiator. She is a hard, stern mistress of destiny,

setting heavy geasa (prohibitions) upon the candidate. Taliesin (q'v')

says tf,at he sfent thiee periods in the prison of Arianrhod, referring

to rhe ever-spinning casile of the Celtic Otherworld, of which she is

mistress, 
"nd 

to hislnitiation there. Caer Arianrhod is both the castle

of Death and of Rebirth, and in \07e1sh stands for the corona Borealis

-,h. C.o*., of the Norih - suggesting a link between Arianrhod and

the Greek Ariadne, who reciived Jcrown from Dionysus which
became known as the Corona in subsequent myths' As she is so

firmly rooted in the otherwodd, Arianrhod has no associated

placei, though she is most definitely a stellar contact'

REFERENCES Mabinogion (145), Gruffydd (95), Ross (215)'

Arthur. Son of Uther Pendragon, King of Britain, and lgraine, an

Atlantean princess brought hither by Merlin (q.v.). Taken by the

enchanter it birth to be brought up in secret and trained in the arts of
kingship, war and magic, Arthur subsequently-achieved the mystery
of the Sword in the Stone, by this proving his right to rule. He
founded the Round Table of knights dedicated to bringing order in
the world - their work reflected in inner as well as outer realms.

He married Guinevere, who represented the matriarchal mystery
schools of Britain, and who through her love for Lancelot brought
about the downfall of Arthur's kingdom. He passed to Avalon, one

of the many names for the Otherworld, ahet a {inal battle, in which
he slew and *rt wounded by his son Mordred, there to be healed of
his wounds by Morgan le Fay (q.v.). By some seen to be waiting for
the time when he will be needed, he sleeps beneath hollow hills as far
apart as Alderley Edge in Cheshire and Mount Etna in ltaly. No
single place of contact can be singled out, though there are luTelgu:
site-s which bear his name. Really the tutelary spirit of the British
Isles, he may be encountered at almost any site if the heart and will of
the seeker are truly bent upon discovering him.

REFERENCES Malory (157), Geoffrey of Monmouth (85), Mabin-
ogion (146), Tbe'Welsh Triads (258), Loomis (144), Morris (L72),

Ashe (8), Knight (132).
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Bran the Blessed. Titanic God of the Celts' So vast was he that when

"... iir f"if.wers desired to cross the ocean he waded across towing

;h;;,'ff;-b;hind him. A goa olearth and mountain, his storyis long

""i'-"ipf.>< 
una .rn be?ound inthe Mabinogion; but the.deepest

;;r;; ;ttociated *i* t'it concerns his ;death' at which he

#,i,i|f,;;",n* iit i'."J-i. ,ttr.k from his body and. carried

ile;il;; iri,l"["*.ir. It.o.,ti.,o.d to communicate with them

i.. r"-.ii"ie, and led them at last to a mysterious island (sometimes

il;;;fi"d ;; Ba.dsey, off the South Waies coast) where tt'tt 
.C9T.,

"r"u of the Noble Head'found lodging and were fed and entertalned

ir;ii';;{i;ua in 
" 

state of timeless iov' Finallv one of the companv

"1,.*a a forbidden door which looked lWest and in thts way they

*".i. .""rrrJJ "f irr.ii 
mortaliry and of the passing of time' There-

;i;;; ,l;* of the companv, of whom Taliesin (q'v') was one' ca'r.ed

ifr. *i*.rf .r, h.rd ,L-rn.'Wt,i,. Mount (now ialled Tower Hill, in

i;";;;i;;eL"r*a ti it.r". i, *", believed that while it remained

undisturbed no enemycould ever conquer the land' butArthur (q'v')

;;;l;;;i;,he belief if,ui r" on. but he should protect the country of

Brfiain,'and thereafter it was lost' There are many aspe^cts ot tne storY

,rJ li,"L""r of Bran which make him a prototlp: Gt"il.tgntact -
iii, ti"t , with the {ate of the land being the.mosr obvrous. tle rs also a

,"". tiif,. C.ono, figui. (q'v') whoie influence may still.be felt.at

.Lttrin places. Dinas Bran, in \Wales, l'1.ttt"ng "ttotiilt:ltr^Y'T
fri-; tf,frgt like Arthur his presence is diffuse and may be telt at

many sites throughout the country'

REFERENCES Mabinogion (145), Ross (215)' Maccana (148), New-

stead (186).

Brigi ti Brigantia. lri sh B ri gi t, d aughte r of the D a gda :1,:|1]:."'llj:
;;;";; fi.v.), is the goddess of poets' healing and smithcraft' she rs

sometimes called a ,tipf t gtaatJs' She is remirkable in that her cult

irrt'p"tt"a down to,iL pit*" *ith hardlY,anv :,fiIc-t::j-Blt-q:::f
iliia'ri. to" szs) inc"tpltated inher legend much of pagan Brigit's

.;r'il it. ct iit,irn 
"l'tint 

at Kildare was maintained by twenty

nuns - the twenty-tt;;;'ti;g Brigit herself; a sacred.{ire was kept

il"t"i.rl",ir. -iiai. "f ' 'uiltt"'"'y 
which was iorbidden to men' It

;;r;;ildith.a r, in. n.i.t-utio", but the cult of St Brigit is still

strons. She is , ,..onJ"ty patron of lreland' but her Christian

i"fi;:?.;'i;;;;;';rt!n'a in Scotland where she is concerned

with the ills of *o-* '"a the care of cattle' Her feast-day is
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1 February, and invocations to her Pagal as well as Christian aspect

,* U* -'"a. at that ti-.. tn Britain sf,e is associated with the figure

;";';;;;rh. i;.ri;;al'.'1 9r the Brigantes' a c-eltic tribe of

iir;;i:;;E;siand. A rii* of Brigantia wai found at Birrens where

,h;' b ; if,.'-.*Uf "*r "iVi.1o.y"and 
Minerva in Romano-B ritish

ilt;. ;; ;i"..r rr. tfor St srigiti.the-shrinc at Kildare' Co' Kildare'

:illi;;;I;;;uiir'. *nol. Jf ih' w.'t Riding' which has strons

natural assoiiations with her'

REFERENCES Ross (215), Rees (210)' carmichael (42), oxford

Dictionary of Saints (1'91).

Cailleach Beare or Bheur, Carlin' Cailleach means 'hag'; in polite

driii. ii-;, ,iitt ,r.a ,"1.f* to an old wife, or gr.andmother. The

d;ill*;l;r;;. of the great titans of the British isles: references to

d;;;;;t;ilrou.to.., ."rrely in textual sources. The cailleach Beare,

;; H;;iB;;;;i',h; p"#""1 god{essof South-\ilrest Ireland and'

rll.-l?i s.ottittt .q,riralent, ihe Cailleach Bheur' leaps across

;;";;;ir;;;; *lili; *. io'*'a from stones dropped from her

;ililii; .;r"c*." [r,l she.pursues her son - although the story

is sometimes reversed t3- tt'"t she is the quarry' and the two f:]l?y
, 

-1-rlX-yearly 
chase, in which Summer and 'Winter compete tor

;;;;. it(. rrt. rt'riaai.-r'*rn goddess Tiamat' the cailleach has

mznv assoclatlons *rth *"ttt-dralon stories' Although- she appears

"Tr'*iiir*J^ttrg, 
tr,. has the auitity to show herself as a young

;r,d;, ,h. frff.-iii"rft *t ich accompany. the feast of St Brigit (q'v')

ili;,;;,;iririi""rfor*r,io" ir accompliihed at the transition from

\fil;$;i"!. f" Slottish lowland folklore the Cailleach becomes

the Gvre Carlin. ,o*.,i-.t ,tto called Nicnevin' or Dau.ghter of the

ii"".J, not unlike the Indian Kali in effect, from whtch.rt may De

;rd;ll ihat she is scarcely the most comfortable of archetypes to

*otf. *i,fr. Places associated with the Cailleach are too numerous to

;;ila;-ilt ".. often found in place names like the numerous

;;;-*i., ;"il.a sri"[r, "" 
crirr"u.r, in Ireland and Scotland. The

old rocks of the Beare Peninsula, co- cork and the glacial outcrops

;ii;;;i;-\r.tis."tt""d "'nt-btt 
her and are her places'

REFERENCES MacKenzie (L52), Ross (215)'

ceridwen. Goddess of corn and of inspiradon, she is described,in

The'Welsh Triads rt ""t of the three most beautiful women of the

id*j 
"? 

iia,ri"- s[.";,h. ;preme initiaror, the mistress of the
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Mysteries. She possesses the Cauldron of Rebirth, the earliest proto-
type of the Grail. In it she brewed an initiatory drink which Taliesin
(q.v.) accidentally tasted, receiving all knowledge thereby. She is a
shape-shifter, appearing in many guises to the iandidati for initi-
ation. As a.guardian of wisdom, she can assume some frightening
shap_es, such as that of the Sow goddess, but her p,r.pori \r/as t;
inculcate responsibility for knowledge and its uses. Eihoes of her
p_ersonality are to be found both in Morgan le Fay (q.v.) and with the
Celtic Battle Goddess known as the Moirigan. fie. ioot, 

".e 
deep in

the earth of which she is mother, and is thus best encount.r.d ,t
earth mounds or the generally more ancient sacred sites. She is
especially associated with LIyn Tegid, Bala, in Wales, and with
Glastonbury in Somerset.

REFERENCES Mabinogion (145), Spenc e (240),Graves (92), Ashe (7).

CernunnoslFlerne. God of green and growing things; huntsman,
spirit of earth and birth andmasculinity. He is most ofLn pictured as
s-eateq cross-legged and with antlers sprouting from his brow, as on
the Gundestrup Cauldron (149). Sometimes seen as consort to
Ceridwen (q.v.), with whom he is tutelary deity of many modern
witch covens. As Herne the Hunter he is depicted leading the Wild
Hunt, a pack of white hounds with red ears, rather in theiaanner of
Gwynn-ap-Nudd (q.v.) or Arawn (q.v.). He is still to be seen at
certain times o_f_the year in l7indsor Park, though the tree generally
referred to as 'Herne's oak'is not the best placJto seek hiri. Indeei
he is best not sought at all, as he will certainly come of his own accord
once he has scented activiry in his neighbourhood. A powerful and
primitive contact, who opens the eyes to the deepest levels of nature.

REFERENCESI Spence (237), Ross (215), Markale (150), petry (19g),
Mottram (173).

Cronos. Oldest and first of the primitive gods. Really belonging to
Classical myth, his nearest comparable Ciltic figure'is Bran"(q."v.),
but cronos is significant particulirly for his association with griiain.
He was reported by Diodorus Siculus (67) to have been bound in
e e rnal and unchanging bondage, deep within the earth of the British
Isles (see chapter 2). Thus he becomei the oldest of the many .sleep-

ing' god archefypes, of which Arthur (q.v.) and Bran both partake.
As a tutelary spirit he is e-xtremely powerful and should'only be
approached with caution. It is his destiny to wake in some future
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age, and since he is said to have ushered out the last great golden age
of humanity's past, his evenrualwaking may *.ll b;ih;;;;;i i;,
return ro.rheways and beliefs of that ti"-.. il" i, 

" 
gJti E ;-"ra

time, and. only in the timelessness of cave or earth"-mou"J .""-t i,
presence be felt.

REFERENCES: Ashe (8), Graves (91), powys (205).

Gawain/cuchulainn- Heroic figures who share many aspects of the
solar deities while retaining their own individ""rity. n"t'n *. ..i.a
for fiery r€mper, red hair, ind for the waxing ,"i *""ing ;i;h;,
strength throughout the day. Cuchulainn, als6 called ,fr. 8"""J,f
Ulster, is rhe more primitive figure in Iriih -ytfr, ifr"o!, ;;;;;y
catch glimpses of an earlier Gawain inthe Triids,'*1,..."rr. i, .rii.a
Gwalchmai: the Hawk of-May. He becomes suciessively christian-
ized as his character developq until in the great -.ai.r'rt po;l;,
Gawain and the Green Knight he has becime an e*emp6. of the
Christian virtues set against the evil magic of Morgan i.-irylq.r.l
and the Green Knig(t, a far older and d".k.r"iigr.. lf.i"' ,"
cernunnos_(q.v.). Gawain displays only dim echoes ir tt.:ulttt.
madness' of Cuchulainn,_ who goei through physical ;;rl;;-;;;
dyrjlS a fight. As solar beings, both hav"e a fieshness 

""e 
;;;;;il

which make them excellent Iohpanions on the ;rr;;;;;d;fl:
easily.felt in the open air under-a hot midsum-., ,f.y. T; ,;;;,
9"*11 represents the ancient Hibernian mysteries, reachine baclinto Pictish times, and his association wiih tt. o.t n.y i'rrriJ,
suggests. an Otherworld. connection, since the Orkney, ;;;;
regarded as a gareway to the Shining Lands. Cuchulainn;; b.;;
to be present in Ulster especially.

REFERENCES; Sir Gautain 1!1hg preen Knight (233), Malo ry (1,57),
!\ Velsb Triads (258), O'Rahilly (190), iain' (2SGi,S;r.liff i*;j;Steiner (247).

9*yr" ap Nudd/Arawn/Nuada/I.{odens. Gwynn is the lord ofAnnwn, the Underworld, and the King of Faery. He is mentioned in
,he 

Ma!,i1togion,(q.v.) as a compariion of e.th.,i (a.;.t;;J j;
responsrble tor the carrying off of Creiddylad, the daughter of thegod Llyr. He must fight to posrest her every firsi of Mav."chail.rni.,n
Gwy_thyr, son of Griedawi, in a contesr which is a ;;i;il;-;";;?
and !7inter. This tale is a parallel to that of pwyfl 

""d 
Ar;;;il,il;

first branch of the Mabinogion. Arawn is also Lo.d of errn;;;;t-;
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hunter with a pack of white, red-eared hounds - the Hell-Hounds or
Gabriel hounds who are also said to hunt with Herne (q.v.). Pwyll
also has to fight for his bride Rhiannon (q.v.) in a yearly contest. In
the \Welsh poem, the Preiddeu Annwn - the Spoils of Annwn -
Arthur voyages to Gwynn's kingdom to bring back the magical
treasures of the Island of Britain (q.v.) including the Cauldron
watched over by nine maidens - an early prototype of the Grail. In
the medieval Life of St Collen there is a meeting between the Saint
and Gwynn: St Collen enters Gwynn's palace by descending into
Glastonbury Tor from the top, where Gwynn's evil influence is
supposed to have been banished by the application of Holy water.

Geof{rey Ashe (8) equates Gwynn ap Nudd with the Romano-
British god Nodens, himself a variant of the Irish Nuada. Nodens
was seen as a hunter, a woodland guardian, and a guide of souls. His
temple, excavated at Lydney, has facilities for incubation - where
pilgrims might come to sleep so that the god might give them
messages through dreams.

Nuada Airgetlam (Silver Arm) was King of the Tuatha de Danaan
(q.v.) and was so called because he lost an arm in battle. As Irish
kings - and indeed most ancient kings - were unfitted to reign if
maimed or blemished in any way, he resigned his kingship and was
given a silver, fully-working arm by the god of healing. When this
was later replaced by one of flesh, he resumed his kingship.

These related gods all have special powers of guardianship and
responsibility for the land. As underworld gods, Gwynn ap Nudd
and Arawn are in distinct polarization to the gods of light, but they
still have a definite place in the scheme of things, and may be seen as

the guardians of the winter half of the year with their Persephone-
like consorts. They are patrons of the underside of things, of the
psyche's harrowing, and may conduct the voyager into the deepest of
inner realms. Places associated with them are Lydney, Gloucester-
shire (for Nodens); Glastonbury, Somerset and Neath, Glamorgan
(for Gwynn); Arbeth, Pembroke (for Arawn).

REFERENCES: Ross (215), Ashe (8), Mabinogion (1.45), Rees (210),
Spence (239), Markale (150).

Helen of the Roads. Goddess of trackways and ancient roads.
Known sometimes as Elen she features in the 'Dream of Maxcen
\Wledig' in the Mabinogion, where she rules over the country of
dreams. Known also as the goddess of evening and morning, she
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performs the role of guide and instructor to those seeking the old
serpent ways to the sites of arcane knowledge (see chapter 2).
Perhaps one of the oldest native deities, she assumed Roman
influence, and was identified with St Helen of Colchester, the
Mother of Constantine the Great. One of the great old trackways in
S(ales is known as Sarn Helen, Helen's Road, and to follow this on
foot is an excellent way to establish contact with this particular
archetype. How she may assist in opening the gates to the old sites
can be seen from the exercise given at the end of chapter 2.

REFERENCES: Mabinogion (146), Chant (48), Spence (239), Ashe (8).

Mabon/Maponus. Very little textual evidence remains for Mabon,
who must take his place as the puer aeternus of the Celtic pantheons.
He is always referred to as Mabon, son of Modron - Youth, son of
Mother - and his incarceration is told of in the Mabinogion (q.v.) in
the story of Kilhwch and Olwen. He is the primal child who was in
existence at the beginning of things, and throughout the story is
sought for with this question: 'Say, knowest thou aught of Mabon,
Son of Modron, who was taken from his mother when three nights
old?' Birds and animals give testimony of him and clues as to where
he may be found, but this question is repeated over and over with
sad, liturgical inquiry. The mysteries of the lost child are closely
related to the Mother, the Matrona or Modron - the Goddess of
earlier times - and though no personal names come down to us, the
impact of Mabon and his mother is still strong. Maponus, or Divine
Son, is a Northern Romano-British variant, often associated in
inscriptions with Apollo. Gloucestershire is the place associated with
Mabon, and Lochmaben and Lochmaben stones, Dumfries, with
Maponus. Many inscriptions to him are to be found along the
Scottish borders.

REFERENCES: Ross (21.5), Mabinogion (145), Gruffydd (95), Ashe
(7).

Manannan/Manawyddan. He is the master of the seas, the pilot of
souls who seek the way to the Blessed Isles; but his interest does not
rest only in things marine. Although he is not originally mentioned as
one of the Tuatha de Dannan (q.v.), in later texts he is incorporated
into them. His title is Mac Lir - of the sea - and he finds his u7elsh

equivalent in Manawyddan, who in the Mabinogion helps lift an
enchantment laid on the land and is one of the Children of Don
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(o.v.). Both \(elsh and Gaelic figures are shape-changers' visiting

ih'ir *otld in the guise of travellers and craftsmen' Manannan's horse

;;h; ;i;;;boat;iil bea. the seeker to the otherworld' He also has a

il;?;..;;;;.'';-ilil;," k'pt in the crane-Bag' itself a receptacle

.i*itat-. His places are the isle of Man; Emain Abhlach or Emain

;;;;[ r.J* *t i.r, is identified as the Isle of Arran in the Firth

;i ei;u;;d any place J..,.h",r,*.,rt which has its resonance with

;hJijrhjfr,;iJl fil; Gbol is the three-spoked wheel or Triskel,

*tti.t *"y be seen in the symbol of the Isle of Man'

REFERENCES : Mabinogion (L46), Rees (200)' Ross (215), Graves

(e2).

Math vab Mathonwy. Archetypal god of wizardry and transform-

ation. Although he has some of the characteristics ot Merltn' he ls a

*".rt tiJ.iriE"* *rt"tl ut'"J of magic is at times both savage and

unrelenting. He acts u.ty *"ti' "toiding-to 
his own laws and as

ili'i,[;L 
^ 

grJ-itg"il ihr" 
" 

wizard.. FIe excels in the abilitv to

transform both himseii and others into the shapes of animal or,bird'

i;';;;Mr;;;;ir" h;i' ;;p".sible {or the rashioning of a bride

-"a. tro* floivers for the god Llew (q.r.). H.. is guide t", *,u,ly

-rrtaria, and seems indeed to represent a stage of wtsdom both otoer

,nd d..p.. than most of his fellows'

REFERENCES: Mabinogion (1,46)' Markale (150), spence (240),

Graves (92), Garner (84), Gruffydd (96)'

Merlin. Not a god, but one of the most important figures in the

\u;t;;;, traditiJn. ir. ip,"t both pagan and Christian mysteries"is

;;;;t;; ;or., b.hi,iiht "gt 
of '{rthur (l'v') and stands at the

il:"r'",';fi;C;;tl ;;.i; *'f"ont"t with him is to place oneself

.o,r"r.l, ,t th. ..rtii of both the ancient 'Druidic' mysteries (see

:ffi; il'r"d ,tre f,,sl' Christian magic of the Hermetic way (see

;iffi; zll iil. irrtti, tq.".l he is a co-ntact who opens malv dlols'

irr.t. i. iirr"ilt, ,r,. ott-.rworld, the country of ihe Grail,'"d 1!:
Druid way of which he is a part' There are ma,nl qaces Yllt:::tt
ftr;";;;;, u. r.r,lrra..iin", Caue atTintagel in cornwall "j_:h.
whole area of Marlborough in Viltshire), but nowhere as strongly as

;;;;;iii:.p ;i,; k;;fi as Dinas Emrvs in wales' Emrvs is the

""-. iy *r,iirt rta.tii" it rt"own i" certain parts of :h: 
tl-"I:Il:f"d

the hill is the suppor.Jri,. "t 
his first great advenrure in which he

revealed the *eanin! Jil. *a and whiie dragon which lay beneath

the earth, and from where he made his first great series of prophecies

i;;;;;;;;rd ,t,. whole storv and the text of the pro-p-hecie.s i1

Geoffrei of Monmouth's History of tbe Kings of Britain, 35)' A loro

of rirtho.. and cavedark, Merlin is a linl< between many dlver'se

forces. When sought he can be elusive, but he is prone to seek out tne

seeker at the most unexpected moments'

REFERENCES t Geoffrey of Monmouth (85), Spence (240)' Markale

(L50), Jarman (117).

Morgan le Fay/l'{imuelLldy ofthe Lake' ll.-'ry wa-ys one.of the

;;;i,"p;.,arLt figures of the Western tradition' As'Morgan le Fay'

,fr.lrr.'r., as a f6rce of chaos and evil in the Arthurian cycle (q.v.)

;ffi;f,. iltia..irgly enough, she is also-depicted as caring,for

Arthir (q.v.) when he receives his wound at the last battle ot Lamlan'

Ai;;;J;r; at this scene, where a dark boat appears,t t"Il-,t*1,:
to Aralon, is Nimud who is both another aspect of Morgan and atso

;h;l;;;li;;of Merlin (q.v.). Together wiih the mvsterious figure

i.;;ffi;;in. uJy of ihe Lake,"they form a tripliciry_-which dates

back to the character of the Morrigan in Irish and Welsh myth'

J.rr rh. is known as a battle godde'ss. Their roles, throughout the

6;,h|,[; ,rrythor, "..thor. 
of fr'tlper and hinderer' Thus the Lady of

,[. i"r.. foiters L"rr..iot and piovides Arthur with his magical

;;-il.;ii,;;; *hit. tutotg,n lt F"v frequentlv opposes both

itfJi" 
""a 

Arthur *i,h h.. da"rk magic"Nimue serves as a lure and

i;;;;;;;ny-,rr. ao*"rrll of Merlii,. but before this is a trusted

.t"frar"r. ,t th. R.th,rrian court. Behind all these figures is.a far

older, darker and more mysterious figure.- a.mother goddess otbotn

f;;;;;;d g.r,tl. rrp..,, a teacherlnd guide, and a ruthless slaYer

andrenderof-hopesinone.Asacontactshebrtngswlthtlerbotn
;i;J;;;;,;, ,ni ..quites careful handling' Sh; par b: l:y,1-*
ooen hiilsides, in thorn-trees and by the banks of rlvers, dressed.ln a

#;k.b;ffii i,;; ;"J sometimes keening for the souls of dead

h;;;;;;;;, 6ita, usuallv a raven, keeping watch from high trees or

outcroPs of rock.

REFERENCES: Graves (92), Spence (240)' Markale (150), M49ty

iiiti; Rhtt (2L2), Ross (zti), vtto Merlini (276),Knight (1'32)'

Rhiannon. Her story is to be found in the Mabinogion-(q..v.),'n
;i;;-r*y;a i*yll, brince of pvfed' Sheis deeplv linked with the

;;r;;;t .? Miut" and Modron (q'v') for she also loses a child'
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su.ffers a.heavy-punisbryg, and regains her former glory. She is
without doubt the r7elsh persephon-e. Her name h* b"..rrirk.n ro
lSni{r.'Great Queen' and her-cult is connected *itn tn"i oi-it.
Gaulish Mare-Godd.rj.Eqolr, which may itself derive i;;;;y
w9r$ip of the Greek Blaik Demeter. Rhiannon is also the mistress
of otherworldly birds whose song brings forgetfulness 

""d ;;h;;,
visions to the listener. Her places arel.beith, pembrokel ;h;:.
mound was an entrance to Annwn; and any underground ptr." 

""asites sacred to the mare, such as s7hite Horse Hill, drri"g[",
Berkshire.

REFERENCES: Mabinogion (1.46), Ross (215), Gruffydd (95), Graves
(e2).

Taliesin. chief Bard of the Islands of Brirain, one of the 'company of
the Noble. Head' (see Bran) and a magician second,;iy;;id.;iil i,
stature. The mystery of his birth, outlined inthe Mabin'oglon 1q.is is
one of transmogrification through bird and animal fo.m's, ,"a-nii.,
an initiation ritual at one time current in many parts of the *o.tJ,-i,
which the initiate drank a specially pr.p"..d dirrgl,r *hi.h ."ri.a
him to see visions and pass t-hrough iiffe.irrg stat.rif .o.rrcio;;;r.
From. this originate many of theiurviving-poems of rrri.ri", to L.
found in The Black Book of .Carmartben (8't), which i",ieali;; i;r-
describe^a journey. t[gySh all of history. 

-In 
prrt u"."u.tf,J Uy

Robert Graves in The tXyhite Goddess,-uih *oik y.,,.-ri* . 6!
done on them. Taliesin has the po*., to conduct tnl irairiJra *i.
establishesrappo-rr with. him thiough many dimenri."r ,r pr"* ""itime,.and through the elements themselvei. He is the .r;;";;;;;i
all who tread the difficult, solitary ,narrow way, of ""J;;,;;;;;through the highest elemental contacts.

R.EFERENCES: Mabinogion (146), Nash (17g), Skene (g1), Markale
(150), Spence (239).

Tuatha de Danaan/children of Donn. Names given resDectivelv to
the pantheons of Irish and Welsh deities of the"early-Cfil;;;il.
Native gods did not normally follow the classical *od.l "r"ii;k;family, but generally fell into separate and individu"l .ults ;Iil;l
provenance. 'sre must assume that the family of Donn or Danu were
the heredirary_gods of an invading peopr!. In the lrish giok- if
Inuasions, the Tuatha de Danaan 

".. fh. fifth body of inurJ.r, 
"n-jare themselves subjugated by the Milesians, bringing h*";;l
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chronology to the Christianization of Ireland. This shape is by no
means as clear in the rVelsh stories. Although traces of the Tuatha are
appreciable within the Children of Donn, they are by no means
identical in character or story content. This is pLrhaps ixplicable if
we look at the known colonization of Western'Wales, particularly at
the Pembroke coasr of ancient Dyfed; reminders of this time rernain
in the shape of forty ogham stones still standing in IDTales today.
Danu, Anu or Donn is a shadowy matriarch whose origins aie
unknown-to us; she has been equated with the Indian goddess D6nu,
mother of Vrtra in the R4g Veda (214). However *. se. her, she is a
titanic figure, comparable to the Greek Rhea who also founded a line
of gods.

The character of Danu or Donn's children is defined by their
mastery of the arts, skills of many kinds, magic and fighting. They
have no skills in agriculture and this function is relegatedto the
v_anquished lesser gods. Danu is the mother of the gods;bagda - the
Good God - also called Ruad Rofessa - Lord of Gieat Knowledge -
is the god of magic. His daughter Brigit (q.v.) is patroness of po-ets,
smiths and women. Diancecht is god of heiling. Nuadu (q.v.) ii king
of the Tuath,a. Lugh, called Sab d il D anach or prince of Many Skiilj,
is the Tuatha's champion who finally defeats the oldei gods.
Manaanan (q.v.), although older than the Tuatha, becomes one of
their number and bestows many immortal gifts upon them. Both he
and Lugh survived strongesr in folk-mem ory at[er the Tuatha had
been driven to the Hollow Hills when the Milesians vanquished
them: they appear as otherworldly helpers to kings and ireroes,
Manannan in particular having an interest in the fosterage and care
of unprotected children and women. Goibniu (q.v.) is ihe god of
smiths. Ogma, surnamed Grian-ainech or Sun-Ficed, is the god of
poetry and writing; the invention of the magical language kndwn as
Ogham is ascribed to him.

The N7elsh Children of Donn are particularly distinguished for
their magical skills. They appear within the Mabinogioain the story
of Math, son of Mathonuy, where their influence upon evenrs turns
the world upside down. Gwydion (q.v.), described is a son of Donn
and nephew to King Math, is the arch-mover and magician. I7ith his
brother, Gilfaethwy, he srarts an intrigue which kills pryderi,
Rhiannon's son (q.v.). This may well indicate the supression'of an
older family of gods, as Rhiannon's origins are of the Underwodd
and therefore closer to the beginning of things. Gwydion,s sister
Arianrhod (q.v.) gives birth to fwo sons, Dylan, son of '!7ave, 

whose
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nature is one with the sea, and Llew Llaw Gyffes, Lleu or the Skil-
ful Hand, the equivalent of Lugh Lamhfada, Lugh of the Long Arm,
in the Tuatha. Arianrhod puts upon him an insuperable geasa)

or prohibition, that he shall not marry a human of mortal stock'
As a result Gwydion and Math make a woman out of flowers,
Blodeuwedd, Flower Face, for Lleu. But she betrays him, and Lleu,
who cannot be killed outright, transforms himself into the shape of
an eagle. Blodeuwedd is herself turned into an owl as punishment for
her betrayal, while Lleu is returned to mortal shape' Owls are to this
day called by her name in parts of 'Wales.

A convention of early Christian Ireland had members of the
Tuatha appear to monks or hermits to relate their deeds and get
baptism so that they could pass out of the Hollow Hills into the
Christian heaven, showing how strong the hold of these archetypes
was even after their reign was supposedly over. Those who walk the
inner realms of the lTestern Way are likely to meet with any or all of
them, and may find them both helpful or hindering according to their
natures. They are, so far as this may be understood esoterically, our
native Titans.

REFERENCEs: Rees (210), Ross (215), de Jubainville (64), MacCana
(149), Garner (84), Mabinogion (745).

Wayland/Govannon/Goibnui. Three types of the one figure: the
Smith of the Gods. An immensely strong deep-rooted contact, he is

said to offer to shoe your horse if you have the right payment to offer;
and he may also open the door to the underworld where he is a King
in his own right. Wayland's Smithy in Berkshire has the strongest
associations with him. He is interesting in that he is almost the only
Saxon deity who has remained active, assuming the roles of both
earlier lilTelsh and Irish gods. This is an indication of the special
position accorded to smiths, who were the {irst Makers and knew the
mystery of iron - the origin of the folk-belief that witches and
fairy-folk cannot cross a threshold protected by'cold iron'. \Tayland
shares many affinities with the ancient Green King, the Man of the
'Woods, who leads always to the deeper levels of lore. He is also said
to have made many magical weapons, including, in all probability,
Arthur's sword Excalibur.

REFERENCES: Branston (28), Hayles (105), Graves (92).

Most of the beings discussed above have a place in the great
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mythological cycles of the West: the cycles of Arthur, of Fionn, the-

Ufster Clcle, and the Four Branches of the Mabinogion -Each of
these requires considerable study and really deserve whole books in
themselves. All that we can do here is indicate, however partially,
their essential qualities, which include some of the most profound
mysteries of the 'Jflestern Way. Knowledge of these cycles. is essential

for anyone wishing to follow that way: its characters and stories are

ail gatlways to othlr realms which the presen-t-day neophyte.should
be 

"able to wander in and out of at will. Some tried and tested

methods whereby this can be achieved will be found later on in this
chapter, but before that we append a brief discussion of the indi-
vidual cycles and their inner meanings.

The Arthur Cycle. The most familiar to most people o-f the four
cycles to be distussed, due to its enduring fascination for all ages.and

kinds of men. The stories of King Arthur and his Knights of the

Round Table are really a loosely-knit body of myth, legend and hero

tale drawn from Celtic, French and Germanic background, elabor-
ated and re-elaborated by countless authors down the ages. From the

height of the myth's popularity in the MiddleAges we have the image

of a-band of mall-clid knights,lead by a mighty king, advised by th9

wise seer Merlin, going iniearch of love and battle on the one hand,

and of the Holy 
-Grail on the other. They stand for many of the

noblest aspirations of human endeavour, the need to create harmony
out of chabs, to preserve what is most worthy, to aspire to the highest

possible ideals.^Thus the cycle as a whole- probably contains the

*id.rt possible spectrum of human love, folly, desire and-attain-
ment. Arthur is thi noblest of men and stands for the very stuff of the

land - indeed he ls the land and is thus depicted as sleeping in caves

beneath it until called upon to return and succour the human race.

Guinevere, rash and human in her impetuous love of Lancelot, yet

stands for an older, feminine mystery (see Knight, 132), as do many
of the figures of the cycle, some already mentioned, such as Morgal,
Nimue,Lunet, Lionors, Dindrain and Isolt. Their counterparts,-the
ereat knights: Galahad, Gawain, Perceval, Lamorack, Gareth - their
ir*.r, li-ke their deeds, are legion - each stand to some degree in
relation to the l7estern mysteries. As companions on the way they
can be powerful guardians, guides and exemplars, endlessly. fascin-

ated by the moJern world as by their own. They-have become

invested with timelessness by the unending interest lavished upon
them; and they respond well to direct contact in meditation or
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dream. Once contacted, you may find that a single knight or lady will
attach him or herself to you, acting as an escort throughout your
daily life, both magical and mundane.

Because the basis of the mythos is Celtic, Germanic and even

Atlantean, working with the Arthurian cycle can be particularly
rewarding, leading as it may to one or more of the inner realities of
these cultures. For those who become concerned with the mystery of
the Grail, knowledge of the Arthurian stories is essential. The
adventures of the Grail seekers and the intimate understanding of the
esoteric Grail kingdom possessed by many of the romances are

without equal as a guide to these often bewildering places. The
mystery at the heart of the Grail is service, and each of the knights
wiro achieved that mystery possesses the ability to help and instruct
us in our path to the place where the \07ounded King awaits our
coming as eagerly as he has for time beyond measure.

Arthurian iource-books. abound, and there are several good
histories and bibliographies to help the seeker into the dense

woodland of Arthurian Britain. A select list will be found at the back
of this book. Nor should fictional retellings be ignored: many
contain great insights from which we can learn, and are included for
this reason. A more detailed consideration of the role of modern
storytellers will follow later in this chapter.

The Four Branches of the Mabinogion and related stories, known
collectively as the Mabinogion (1'46) -'Mabinog' translates as

'youth-tales'- really consist of two separate though related findg oJ

material. The Four Branches themselves, Pwyll Prince of Dyfed,
Branwen Daugbter of Llyr, Manauyddan Son of Lyr and Math
Son of Mathonwy,form a loosely knit cycle o{ tales, written down in
the ninth century but incorporating material from much earlier
times. They are the earliest 'complete' myths of Britain - though they
were garbled and rewritten by Christian monkish scribes who made
such ihanges as are hard tcl reconcile w'ith original material. None
the less, thiy are a rewarding source from which to quarry the stuff of
the mysteries; for nowhere else will you find such complete delinea-
tions of the native god-forms.

The remainder of the tales grouped under the heading of
'Mabinogi' are more disparate, consisting of several Arthurian
stories, generally believed by modern scholars - Loomis (144),
Brown (31), Bromwich (258) - to be copies of Mediaeval French
poems by Chretien de Troyes (though this is by no means necessarily
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true), as well as a very primitive Arthuria n tale Kilhwch and Olwen'

whicir contains ,o-. of the earliest material extant of the whole

cv.l., ,nd two primary mythic stories: The Dream 
"-f \ofr"?

tittqiiiGrr.h;p;.. 2) andTb, D,"o* of.Rhonawbv, both.of yhi+
.orrofi.,'-*erial of a significantly early kind. The collection is

comoleted bv the ,tory riLludd and Lleuellys, which relates to the

;;;;;;;trt and to Merlin; and the very importantHanesTaliesin'
omiited frorn -or. ....ri editions oi thi texts because of its
;ii??il"i,, and fragmentary nature. It can, however, be found in.the

*igi""i .ai,irn U! I-ady Charlotte Guest (145) and should certainly

be iead for its magical and initiatory content'
- -Urfif.. 

the Arthirian cycle, the overall bias of the Mabinogion is

.;;;1h; h..oi.."tt.rihan the chivalric. Despite athin overlay of

i"*i.""i..ial; it is here that will be found the earliest and most

;;; ;rtter of the native Celtic mythos' In one of the three

il;i;;;ir; stories Peredur son of Eurawc, is to be found the most

pri*i,i* flt- of the Grail legend; in another, The Lady -of tbe
'r-iiii.li, the atmosphere is -very much more ma-gical th^an in
'Ch;;,*" 

h. Troy.r' .i.g".r, French version (54)' ln Ger-aint Son of
eriii,-ini ,trira'of theiieces, the same holds good'.However the

material came to be transmitted, it is manifestly older than the

..ai""A versions from which it is assumed to depend''.-E;;lly 
i"1fri, context mention must be made of ihe loose body of

n.,omic Laterial known as the Triads (258)' These are a form of
il;;;;.i; rt;d by the old storv-tellers and bardlto preserve the

principal themes of their extensive repertolre' I hus the -l nree

bir"rr.or^ Revealings', or the 'Three 
-Golden-Torqued. 

Bards of
[r-i*;,, would ir.,mediately recall the stories associated with them -
;;;;d.t tbrief, shorthand uersion was appended, and as many of

Ifr. ri".i.t t rue perished, they offer tantalizing glimpses of a world of

,"rri.r, we know all too little. Indeed one of the best exercises we

kno* of for becoming familiar with the native god-form-s is to take

one of the Triads 
"nd 

ut. it as a theme for meditation' You may pe

r"rptit.J rr,he amount that can be'recovered' in this way, and at the

insights it can throw up in your daily life'

The Fionn cycle is similar, though lighter in tone, to the Ulster cycle
(o.v.). Fionn MacCumhal is the capiain of King Cormac JvlacAirt's

illni of fiana or heroes. They roam the countryside of .Southern
ifi"d, and much of the cyc[e is taken up with their adventures.

ea*irtio" to the band is restricted to those who can achieve all kinds
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of ohvsical feats, such as when the candidate has to run through a

i;;;;;.J not displace a hair on his head or a branch of a tree, or to

t. ,Uf. i" ata* a thorn from his foot while running but without

rf".f.*mg [it'p"... The candidate was expected to be accomplished

i, in. ,.,i of poet.y as well as fighring. The parallels with Robin

Hood (q.v.) and his band are not hard to draw' As in the Ulster cycle

(;.r.i'ri. story is brought to a tragic close because of a woman:

E;;i;r;;h;lnl"a.a wlfe of Fionn'-runs 'yll Ylth his best ff:"9'
Diarmuid, to Scotland, where they live an idyllic if temporary Itte tn

,n. *ifa*tfte close links with boih the Arthurian stories and that of

iiiifr*.tt 
""a 

olwen (Mabinogion q'v') are particularly clear' as.are

ih"r. .,"ith the Tristan and Isolt legends. Fionn himself is an initiate

;?;;rh; M"nner of Taliesin (q.v'"), having touched the Salmon of

K;;;fu; while cooking it 
'flr 

hit. poti--uster' This gives him

;;;;;fi.om his enemiJs (poets.enjoved exemption {.1"- attack)

;;;ii;l ,...rr,o tt. Ott ei*orld, with which lie is still connected

i, toit -t."aition. Oisin, Fionn's ron, ir made to survive right up until

;h;A;iil. .rr, *h.t he meets St Patrick and relates to him the

J..a, "iit. ii""". Like all the more primitive myths discussed here,

,t. fr.i..t of the Fionn cycle make fine companions in the investiga-

tion of the native magical sites and areas of the country'

REFERENCES: Rees (210), MacCana ('l'49), Sutcliff (253)'

The Ulster Cycle. As the Fiana are to the South, so are the heroes o{

il *.1. to tlre North. Indeed the warlike character of Ulster, still

;;;;;;", iodry, has its roots within the Ulster.cycle of relatedstories'

riJ.;,;; ".. ,iiil connected to the high days of the Tuatha de Danaan

io.u.f, Ur, if the Tuatha represent the Golden Age' then the heroic

ilrai,i", of Ulster ..p..r.r,tt the Silver Age' High *"4t' h-onour'

i.roi.."a.r of behavi,our put us much in mind of the Troian lg(ars-as

J.t.tiU.a by Homer. tn ihe Ulster cycle people are placed under

severe geasa or are subiect to ill-wished enchantment which restricts

ih"i. 
"Ztiont 

to such " d.g... there can only be a tragic outcome'

Ulaidh, ancient Ulster, was ruled b-y Conchobar mac Nessa' whose

court was at Emain Miracha, near the present day citf of Armagh' In

hit ;;;., are the champions and herois who together form the Red

it;;;;h Knights: conall Cernach, Fergus mac Roich and, most

f;;;;; oi rTi, cr.rtulainn, whose exploits form almost a cycle in

;il;1ues (q.v.). The fate of Ulster ii tied_up.with tribal fgudgl',

particularly'with the rival court of Queen Maebh of Connacht. I he
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most famous tale is that of the Tain Bo C-uailnge' the Canle Raid

;'ie;1.y,;ri".-''"r,i.t"C"lt't"inn is killed bv the masic of the

Morrishan - th. primai'c"aifit*f i+' f whose *"litt stemi f rom the

ffi.'bt;il. .".i iii. r'atha de b'n"un reigned (q'v')' Related

;;.;;;;l;.y.1" ur. oiiii""atbe sons of iisnech'which has its

oarallels with the P,rs'it o'f Diarmuid and Grainne from the Fionn

:;"';""'i.'i; ;ili.h,i""u.jrr,t,f beirdre and the honourable and

:*;J:iil&;;;;;;;;;J;;;; about her rorm the basis ror the

;#;;;i;"g.av tiiir' rci' B'i"iu'' Feast and Mac Da Tho's Pig

#il;;;l"tn1'"riu j*' ii *fri.f, the 
. 
heroes have otherworldly

adventures and very t.liiu*ifi'iions' The former story has the'first

ilrr"":;;i ril. s.l,!rai"se;;,;t'ith later aDDears inthe medieval

Sir Gawain and the Ci'''iZ"-i"lght (233) 
"t"fitd 

to another C'u9hu'-

iffiffi; h.r.. if,. Uiti; dJ.'as a'whole remains one of dark

vengeance "nd 
p.o.'o-hJt"'i, "ta 

is perhaps the most difficult to

work with in the Present tlme'

REFERENCES: MacCana (149), Rees (2lO),Tain (255)' Sutclif f (254)'

Robin Hood. Probably better known to cinema audiences than to

students of the esoteri'c, ntUi" Hood or Vood is none the less an

il;ffi; f;r..in,nt tuytt[t" t"v"tries' originallva spirit of the

*.t,a'r"rlr'Bi gii*i., il-i; ; supremely english character. His

beginnings are Iost in-iht -i't' of ii-e' and hive become overlaid

wiih a doubtful hi;;;;i- f'gure known variouslv as Robin of

Huntingdon o, noutioii;;Ei;y. A series of ballads dating from

the twelfth ,rrd thi,t.ei-'tf"r tt"i"i"t outline the adventures of the

ilil;i;;';l ih;;; io""' a small cvcle of tales involving

such picturerq.r. .nuot"tl^ "t 
ilttf t l"hn' \flill Scarlet' Alan i D..ale'

and Friar t.r.t; -"n!-;;h ;ldtt and datker selves become little

more than ai- -..noiitt ilv 
'l'it 

iirr'e' .Robin 
is very much a man of

il';.il;,;cqualizer whose image still reappears in conte^mporary

il#;:;;h';;H; *l""rv maske*d avenser of iniustice' As a con-

tacted archerype h" ;;;;J tht tytttty oI woodland and shadowy

;;:;;;i'ri.'. nII' I"p '"J'q'i'L.'nd ""e" 
to lead those u'ho

follow him upon ..;;i;;6;if".o"l'. witf, uaid Marian a's his

consort he rules ou* nttt *o"dlaricls of Britain like a Faery King'

REFERENcES: Holt (112), Child (53)' Vansittart (272)'

ll

1lr'
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MODERN MYTHOGRAPHERS AND STORY-TELLERS

The Native Tradition possesses no authorized book, no Holy Scrip-
ture which succeeding generations may quote from, refer to and use
as an index to living. Instead there are the primal myths, archetypal
situations and themes strung together on a loose framework and
exemplified by characters in the guise of Gods and Goddesses, angels
and demons, heroes and lovers. Texts such as the Bible, the Koran,
the Popol Vhu (204) or the Vedas, once they are formalized, remain
virtually unchanged: they are there to be referred to at any given
moment in time. Myths, however, continue to grow and change.
They are open to endless reinterpretation. James Joyce can make us
see Ulysses anew by setting him down in modern Dublin. The seem-
ingly endless repetition of Greek or Arthurian myths from the
Middle Ages onward further proves the point. The themes contained
therein are endless and timeless and reach the most profound depths
of human experience - the same which gave them birth. These are the
roots of story, the preserve of myth and archetype, whether of the
Iegendary birth of a hero or an individual response to the crisis in
Northern Ireland. The art of the story-teller is to reach the deepest
possible level, and all true practitioners of the art can be recognized
in this way. By doing so they both preserve and add to the layers of
meaning which each successive generation finds in the bedrock of the
original story.

As we saw in the first chapter, the shaman/priest was the first
myth-maker - and the first story-teller. Drawing on their immediate
experience of the Otherwodd and its archetypes, and of their own
inner reality, they gave birth to the first myths. Thereafter the stories
and events relating to these myths became the core of religion, of the
mysteries and the tribe's place in the scheme of things.

But, as with any story that is told more than once, the myths
acquired accretions and additions, as more and more people
embroidered them into complex retellings.I7hile myth remained ihe
province of the shaman/priest, and was thus considered sacred, the
story was for everyone. Later this was to change, as the subject
matter became debased into legend and fairy story and finally into
nursery entertainment. But no one doubted the power of the word.
Ray Bradbury's famous Science Fiction novel, Farenheit 451 (26),
tells of a future time when books are forbidden as subversive
elements in society: they stimulate the emotions and give an entirely
different view of the world from that accepted by the administration.
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In Bradbury's story various people take upon themselves the task of
learning and remembering a whole book, word for word, so that the
story will not be lost. They each become a'living'book. This state of
affairs seems far-fetched perhaps, yet this is exactly what the ancient
story-tellers did - learned a story by heart, which could often last
for several weeks in the telling, and thereafter gave the story at
important tribal events. This tradition rernained until recently in
Ireland and the West of Scotland, when the demand for such long
stories ceased with the advent of radio and television. A particularly
sad fate for the story-teller became the lack of an audience:

There came a time when it was but rarely that he had an
opportunity himself of practising his art in public. So, lest he
should lose command over the tales he loved, he used to repeat
them aloud . . . using the gesticulations and the emphasis, and
all the other tricks of narration, as if he were once again the
centre of fireside story-telling . . . On returning from market, as

he walked slowly up the hills behind his old grey mare, he could
be heard declaiming his tales to the back of the cart (210).

This almost extincf tradition stemmed from the highly organ-
ized repertoire of the professional poet, whose duty is was to learn up
to a hundred and fifty stories in the course of training. These stories
were classified into categories which were considered suitable for
recitation at certain events. Classifications such as destructions,
cattle-raids, abductions, conceptions, visions, voyages, invasions,
and so on. As each story was considered to carry the element which
particularized,it, and which communicated itself to the hearer, the
story was usually told at an event in keeping with the tale related.
Thus the Wooing of Emer by Cuchulainn woltJd be recited at a
wedding or betrothal. The traditional blessing, curse or abjuration
often went with its telling and this element seeped into medieval
literature, where the reader was warned against altering a word of
the story or shortening it, and where a blessing is included to 'one
who hears these words and keeps them'.

The words of the story are therefore words of power which the
unskilled must beware of tampering with. Hence the opening of
many stories with the formula 'This story is a true story and I had it
from X who had it from Y. Whoever doesn't believe me had better go
from this company than hear the story unbelieving.'The power of
the word to this degree has remained with scriptures and sacred
writings of all people. Even today among unsophisticated Muslims a
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strip of paper with a surah from the Koran is considered more
effective lsi healing agent when bound about a wound than a piece

of sticking plaster. The Guru Granth Sahib, the sacred book of the
Sikhs, is tielted as a living being and consulted accordingly; while
Hindus still go to a priest in time of trouble to have some verses of the
sacred writings read over them.

We accord stories little of this respect. The word 'fiction' when
applied to stories has become a term of scorn. If it is fiction, then it is
n-oi factually true, goes the argument. Yet the lives of many are held
in thrall today by the power of the soap-opera - itself an immensely
long story which lasts many nights in the telling. When a character in
a soap-opera is about to marry or is killed, the audience feels delight
o. paln in proportion to the amount of identification shared with
that character.

The story certainly still has power when it is heard, read or
enacted. It is character-forming, as the hearers subtly alter their own
life-style to accord with that of the hero or heroine of the piece. The
story is nurturing, feeding our hours of leisure now as once it blotted
out the reality of the long, cold, dark nights of winter, when the
story-teller was a welcome guest, treated like royalty and given the
best the household could supply, or when the old ones with long
memories were called upon to tell again the stories of long ago:

One of the ancient wise ones of the tribe comes to take his
place. Around his neck hangs the string of bear's teeth, number-
ing the tales he knows. He may carry his own drum or an ap-
prentice may carry it, one who is learning the tribal tales and
ihe act of telling them. The drum sets the rhythm for the chant-
ing; it marks the pauses; it beats gloriously for the ending(224).

The literary or 'high' telling has always been a major part
of story-telling: the poetic lamentations of Deirdrui in Alba, the
intricate descriptions of Helen of Troy in Homer, the entrelacement
techniques of the Medieval romancers' or the multifaceted narrative
of Lawience Durrell's Alexandria Quartet (72) all share this style of
storytelling. Likewise, there is room for the family saga: from the
Nib-elungmleid (187) to the Forsyte Saga, they possess the same

attractio;. So too with the adventure story, whether of the Voyage of
Bran or the latest journey of Tim Severin (229).T alesof war from the
Tain Bo Cualigne (256) to the Battle for the Falklands, both stories
of reeving of one kind or another, show that the themes return
incessantly to the classical definitions of story.
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Truly there is only a handful of stories and all are variations of
THE STORY. The folk-tale, from'Get up and Bar the Door'to the

latest television situation comedy has a permanent appeal, dealing as

it does with the common experiences of life; awkward situations

always appear funnier to th; hearer than to the subiect, and the

story-1s11er has to make his audience laugh as well as cry'
Tlre po*e. of the story may well be discounted among the ranksof

the wise and powerful, but its staying power will outlast their rule.

They may try to bend it to the uses of propaganda, but the,result is

not Lf long duration. Governments that behave as in Farenbeit 451,
banning a"nd censoring the publication and dissemination of books,

discovei that the stor| has its way of escaping, as we s€e from the

experience of samizdat-underground literaiure - passed from hand

to'hand in rough photocopied format, or more subversively cir-
culated orally to be chuckled over at street corners.

Stories never die; they change. The new folk-legends, such as that
of the Phantom Hitch-Hikei or the UFO kidnap, are a well-
established phenomenon now - later versions of the mysterious

g".rt. I_ikdise the poltergeist-haunted council-house is only the

iatest haunted-house^story.-So, whilst we must not fear too greatly

for the demise of the story, we must beware of the passing from
memory of those orally-transmitted tales which are our heritage.

They aie easily overlooked or undervalued in an_age which writes

everything do*r, o. stores it on computer-disc, and as a result suffers

from a pio. -.-oty. But if a time should come when many are

unable io read, then Ray Bradbury's vision might well be-come

reality, and the ilassic.rouels and stories of our literature the subjects

of a new oral tradition.
A much greater fear is the loss of the miraculous dimension from

the literatuie of the future. If some cultural commentators were to

have their way this would have happened long ago' They have

,lr.rdy srrcceeied in banishing much-that Yas of great val''e .to the

s.ek.r to the realm of the childien's srory or the nursery tale. There is

at present an apparently endless demand.for pulp-fa-ntasy.and the

,"iio.r, g.rr..r'of Science Fiction. But these are pilloried by,the
.r,ublitlrir."t and those who write or read them are accused of
'escapism', of burying their heads in the sand and refusing to
,.knl*l.ige the 'rlal;world. Yet, as we have seen- rep€atedly, the

kirrd of ..uiity - perhaps of super-reality - offered by th9 endles.sly

"nfotai"g 
dimension oi the Otherworld, by.far transcends anything

to be gaired from watching a dozen episodes of the average soap-

iir

I'
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opera. The otherworld, of which the great traditions - both Native

,rrd H.r*.tic - are a major ."p..ssio., possesses a timeless and

Ji..nrionl"ss reality, in which ihe archetypes of th_e kind invest-

ieated by Iuns (123), itank (20S) and their like, range freely and have

t[eir being. ]rlodern mythographers such as 'A'E'' (219),l07'B'-Yeats

(iit), ci"rge MacdonatJ(rso), J.R.\. Tolkien (253) and.C.'S'

l"*ir tr+Zll h"rr. all written from a deep understanding of this

archetypal 
'ieality 

- hence the phenomenon of their popularity.

t"dirii"rlr react;iolen6y towardi such literature, loving or hating it
accordit g to their ,*u..r.tt of the reality. upon which.it draws'

Beneat"h this is a very fundamental problem. 'Mankind cannot

bear too much reality; said Eliot (73), while both Lewis (141)

and Tolkien (264) have written warnings of the way in which our

,.ry h,_,-"rrity is undermined by those who insist that to believe in

""y,fri"g 
thai cannot be seen, ielt, or heard is both childish and

J.*.rni""g. This is not the place to argue the point fully, but it
;[;"lJ be"said that those who bury themielves in the daily round of

one-dimensional realiry - whether in their living or their artistic
aooreciarjon - who cannot bear the reality of their inner lives, are

ie'a'st fitted to follow the way of the Western Mysteries - though

priudo*i."lly they stand in the-greatest.need to do so' As one of the

test *riters of contemporary fintasy literature, Richard Monaco,
commented in a note to a recent book (170):

Some of us confuse fantasy with escape from reality' ' -' '
Escape? But to where? Into your-own mind and images, in the

end. And you'll have to deal with the facts and fears, agonies,

frustrations and hopes . . ' the quest that leads towards inner

freedom and an intensity that brings more joy and real passion

than you'll ever find in any literature of daydreams'

He might have added that it is this confusion between escape and

escapis"t that lies at the root of much that is amiss with our present

sociity. In entering the inner realms we are not running away.or
f,iai"j from the ouier world, but rather seeking to deepen and enrich

or. ,=*rt.tt.ss of a multi-dimensional universe. Fantasy opens our
iiu.t. It is a laboratory where the alchemical possibilities are tested

and tasted first. It is the magical waking of our lives. This is the quest

of *t i.t Richard Monaco-speaks: the search for the reality behind

the Gods and inner archetypes of the otherworld. srhether you
.o-. ,o them through the myths of Greece or the adventures of the

American folk-hero-coyote, through the legends of Arthur or the
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strange wild myths of the Celts; or become attuned through the

;;efi -yth-bls.d techniques of Psvchosy,n-thesis (10)or the dJe.1n

*.rf.rn"pt of Progoff 120tri,'lhitmont.(285).or Spiegleman (242)'

vou will ii.,d vourielf led inevitably to the realm of the Otherworld

lnJ *. figrres of the gods who ruleit and their servants. There are as

;;;;;;;?;;t "t 
irt"... are stars in the heavens - indeed some of

i-f,"r! t,".t are themselves entrances - some of which we will be

;i;ril; i. ih..r.rt.hapter. The way of Story is one entrance only'

but an irimeasurably valuable one: for through it you.may make

your first encounter with the landscape and characters to be met wlth

lsain and again on your quest. Someday you may even encounter the

L6rds of Stlory themselves, to whom tradition glv.es tfe. orrgrn and

shaping of all stories, myths and tales, told in the light of the cam-pttre

Lr rlrria in the pagei of an ancient book or some new myth.-oriented

saga of sword 
"t 

d'to.cety. -ltis they who control the destiny ot the

creative artist' constantly shifting and redefining the.perimeters of
the archerypal worlds. They are guardians. of expertence and.tne

shapers of 
'beeinnings and endingt.lo rnttt them is to encounter fear

il't"y i. ,ffii"rirfi. same breaih and in equal measure: not unlike

ifr.Ji,.ii"g *hen one takes the firct step beyond the boundaries of the
;J;*"ria into that endless and timeless place where all adventures

,"J "r*t Uegin and end, but where paradoxically thereare.no final

beeinnings orlndings at all, only a timeless flux in which all shapes

;;ei;;;", h*. tfi.ir"o.igi", and where the mysteries of creation itself

;;; i.;p;. As the Irish 
"mystic and visionary '4'F.',*.t9tt, .of .'h"

-o-.nt .When inner and outer first mingle; as'the bridal night of

the soul and bodY':

A germ is dropped from which inevitably evolves the character

;;'J,h; pty.n.. It is a seed as truly- as if.it were dropped into

.""n ot iro.nb. Only what is born'from it is a spirit thing' and

it srows up and takes its abode in the body with its other

inliabitants, earth-born or heaven-born (218)'

These are things still far from the start of the quest' Perhaps you ha.ve

k;;;;iil; Xlr"udy without recognition; P!-rha.ps you never will'
;;;;;;;;y u. t"t.ir'u. the search ivill be endlesslv challenging' and

ilirl'tho"gttyou grow weary in its pursuit, you will never really want

to give it up, once You have begun'



EXERCISES

EXERCISE 5 MEETING THE GODS

In this exercise you are going to attempt to establish a rapport with
an Otherworld character. Begin with a figure for whom you feel
sympathy. It need not be one of those listed in the gazetteer. It can,
for example, just as easily be a saint as a god or hero; but whoever
you choose you should begin by reading as much about him or her as
possible. Become familiar with his story and, if you can, any sites
especially associated with him. (\7here possible, indications of this
have been given in the gazetteer.) If there are no sites, try to think
what kind of place you would expect to find him at: by a river or
lake, on mountain or hillside, in woodland or on cliffs overlooking
the sea. But always remember that he or she can be anywhere - in
your own front room as well as in a wild and desolate place in the
open. (Your Otherworld character may be male or female; when we
use the male pronoun it is for clarity only.)

Begin to use your imagination to visualize how your chosen
character would look: how he would be dressed, what colour hair or
eyes he might have and so on. Gradually build up a picture in your
mind - draw it if that helps - but take your time: these things do not
come easily and you have all the time in the world at your disposal.

'\U7hen you feel that you have a good visual image that can be called
to mind at a moment's notice without ef.fort, go to the site you have
previously selected. It may be necessary to go there quite often to
begin with, until you get the feel of it. Preferably it should be deserted,
apart from any friend you may take with you; but if this is not possible
(as for example at one of the major sites which are seldom deserted,
even early or late in the day), do not worry. All you have to do is sit, or
stand, quite casually, and bring to mind the character you have been
building up over the past weeks. Do not be surprised, or disappointed,
if nothing happens at first: these things take time. You may, if you
wish, make up a chant containing the name of the character you have
chosen, repeating it silently or aloud as circumstances permit. Or you
might read over some familiar passage, or a poem you have written or
enjoyed which is to do with the subject in question.
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After a time you should begin to get'flashes' of insight about the
character in question, who may even begin to 'speak'to you. But, if
you have taken your time building up the image in your mind, this
will seem quite natural. Because there is always an exchange between
inner and outer worlds, some of what you have put into your
visualization will have been supplied from the inner reality, and this
will make the image all the more vital. You should find that after a
time you build up a consistent rapport with your chosen subject, and
that he will begin to guide you further into the realm of which you are
a part. This can be one of the most rewarding experiences open to us

today, and is in fact an exact correlative of the way in which our
ancestors worshipped. In this way, you are establishing a bridge or
gateway between the worlds which will ever after be open to you.

However, a word of warning. Many energies are being unleashed
in this way which ha.re been unrepresented for centuries: earth
energy, Native W'isdom links, and ancestral potencies which bring
with them remembrances that can be helpful to our present time (see

chapter 2). While it is perfectly allowable to make contact with the
vital energies, there is always the danger that unregenerate forms
may emerge also. These have to be allowed to depart, and should not
be held onto for the sake of native traditional old times. Many of
those old times were not good times, despite memories of the lost Age
of Gold. Life was too near the survival point for highly evolved
energies to manifest. Those energies and their representative god-
forms which can still operate have been listed in this chapter: no
element of pagan worship need necessarily be applied to them.
Mediating their energies is, however, of prime importance. Those
who visit ancient sites often remark that the stones are lonely, or that
the earth is hungry - subjectively perceiving the kind of rites per-
formed there once. It is one thing to awaken a site and another to
close it down again. Our suggestions are concerned with awakening,
purging if necessary, and operating these centres effectively for the
good of all comers.

First contact with an ancient site may be frightening or at least very
powerful. S7hatever your religion, whatever the energy you are used
to mediating, invoke its protective influence if you feel threatened or
that something is out of balance. It often happens that after initial
contact and awakening a huge rush of primeval energy is released.
You should concentrate on this dispersing harmlessly into the
atmosphere as a vapour. The ancient sadness of some sites is due to
loneliness or isolation of an important energy and this will be willing
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to co-operate with the initiate who is able to mediate it objectively.
This mediation will often be felt in small, insignificant ways through-
out the months which follow your visit, and it should be carefully
meditated upon to sift for its real usefulness for this time-scale.

Finally, always remember to dismiss your contact after you have

spent howeve. iong you desire in his or her company. This can be

easily done by somi formula of your owndevising. But never leave

the impression of your chosen figure behind, as this can be disturbing
to othir sensitive visitors, and may make the continuation of the

rapport you have begun to establish difficult'
Any impression that you have picked up a compulsive or obsessive

contact sfiould be swiftly acted upon. If you are experienced you
should be able to patiently sift the contact and control its impatience
to get working. The less experienced should ritually sever the contact

"rrl 
r.tr.t itlo the earth - it is possible that a more experienced

person will be able to synthesize this energy at another time.
To sever such an obsessive contact, take a cleansing bath of salt

water, make contact with the god-form or energy which you are used

to working with and ask for assistance; request the troublesome
contact to leave you, firmly and compassionately, remaining
emotionally objective. uflith a small glass jar or cup-shaped stone
before you, imagine your breath to be a circle of light which
surrounds your when you breathe in, your circle of surrounding light
is flooded with blue; when you breathe out imagine the contact and

any other negative energy leaving your system, beyond -the 
pale of

your blue circle of light. See it enter the. container b-efore you:. a
circuit of ten breaths should be quite sufficient. Carefully take the
container outside and bury it in the earth where it will be neutralized.

Vith these precautions in mind you may pursue a rewarding
relationship which will teach you a great deal and help you in your
quest for further knowledge of the Western Mysteries. .But remember
t-hat the gods, as we have tried to show, are also formalized'pictures'
of archeiypal energies. To contact them also means to contact the
energy they represent; arealiq beyond the outer god-form. This also
has to be worlied with and assimilated before a full understanding of
the gods is reached. lWhen once you have made a direct contact with
on.-of th. rulers of sea, sky, or earth, these elements, which surround
us but which are often seen as separate from our daily existence, will
never again seem other than an essential part of experience. To know
them iJto be initiated, in a way both ineffably simple and hugely

complex, into the mysteries of life itself.

CHAPTER 4

Voyages to the Otherworld

Facilis descensus Averno;
Noctes atque dies patet atri janua Ditis;
Sed revocare gradum, superasque evadere ad auras,

Hoc opus, hic labor est.

Aeneid vi,1.26

Smooth the descent and easy is the way
(The Gates of Hell stand open night and day);
But to return and view the cheerful skies,

In this the task and mighty labour lies.

trans. Dryden.

How beautiful theY are,
The lordlY ones
Vho dwell in the hills,
In the hollow hills.

From libretto of 'The Immortal Hour' by Rutland Boughton,
text by Fiona Mcleod (r0(illiam Sharp)

THE ANCESTRAL PARADISE

\07e have spoken about the Otherworld throughout this book, but
what do we really mean by this? Our perceptions readily inform us

about the physical reality of our world, but they are less capable of
telling us much about other realities, especially metaphysical ones.

This ls a lacility we have lost or neglected since the Foretime'
Shamans, mystiis and visionaries have always had access to the

Otherworld, iust as unsophisticated, 'primitive' people- have been

aware of the Dreaming. The truths of the \07estern IUflay do not lie in
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the self-evident reality of this world, although those truths are

exercised in Middle Earth, as we can term the phystcal plane or

;;,;;;;,;h. *irao- of the west lies deeper than surface reality, in

,h. i;".; or Otherworld, which has its correspondence. in inner

rirt.t "f consciousness. The Otherworld is a reality' but each

".".r",i.* 
fr"s found its own metaphor to describe its existence:

i"..tit"f pfr.. oithe dead, earthly. piradise, heaven' h'ppy hunting

-r.r.J. fiaf, the land of 
'taery, 

ihe astral plane' heightened con-

;;irr";;;t and the collective unconscious - all these terms are

;lt;;;l; to describe the otherworldly reality which..has,been

fil..ir.d in many cultures as a place, condition or after-ltte abode'

Because exposure ," 
-..opftytical 

concepts leads to a sense of

""i.i"r.a 
ctnfusion we *o.,ld like to mike a broad distinction

[Li*.." ,t. kinds of reality as we will be viewing t!em'."-iil;;;;;; 
such a multiplicitv of iargon connected with psvcho-

l"*i;;f 
-,i"t.r 

,na cosmoiogical conieptualization relating to

;ff*#;irirr"ir.n..i, of th"orght, that we have avoided the usual

;;;;i;Cy io, tt. rrk. of simplicity.'$7e would wish to distinguish

il;;":;; worldsr the world of here and now, or physical reality,

;ii;h;; ;;; vrlaar. Earth; the metaphvsical world' or. psvchic

ir.irdr *"iitv, cafleJ the oiherworld; and the Spiritual. Realm

;[i.i,.'ir-rh.-"'bod. of imageless Deity. These are crude distinctions

;iri;-h Jo,o, trke itto 
"c.?unt 

the overlapping and.interdependent

,",rrt. of humanity, the ancestorsr- angels ald gods' but let them

stand first of all as iepresentatives of a many-layered understandtng'

In the Foretime, Otherworldly concepts were bounded by tle
realm of the ancestors, the Undeiworld' This chapter is headed by

,n. frrnom warning oithe Cumaean Sybil-to Aeneas as he attempts

;l;;;;.y ,";rt"[., to consutt with his dead father: the descent is

"rJy, 
U"iltt. ,.ror. rroi* (116)' Shamans trained long years t9 ma.ke

this verv iourney ,o ,h. "n.t"ot', " 
journey that was fraught with

dangerandfromwhichtheymustreturnwithancestraladvtcetor
,h;'il;;f* "f ir,. ,.iu.. The dangerous encounters were so real that

;-h; th;;;.'s drum, like the '{borigines' 
tiuringas mentioned in

.;;; 2. often depicted an Underiorld map, charting the land-

rnrit t, showing botir helpful and unhelpful spirits and' imPorfaqlll'

the way of reiurn, often indicated by a personal .t{-P:t-l-, il'
Underworld *r, r'r.rJ.ir,ood to have'an entry which bordered

Nifiil erttf,; often this was a cave-mouth' or a semi-dormant

volcanic fissuie such as Aeneas descends into at Lake Avernus' tlre

birdlessentrancetotheclassicalhell.Asthebonesofthedeadwere

buried in the ground it was natural to assume that -they 
took up

;;a;;; undei it, in the Underworld' Most native cultures have an

ijra.i*"ria tradition of their own: Norse mythology, which is

closest to northern shamanic practice, has Niffheim; Classical'

Crt 
"r"ir. 

and Sumerian mythologies shared the view of a miserable'

a-r.r* Hra.s. full of twitteii'g gh6sts; while the lyelsh Underworld,

A;;;.,;;l .tir,""i., po*.if-ul place full of mightv ancestors' The

idea of the Underworld as a place of judgment for an evll llfe was

foreien to the Foretime; it was merely ih. p1".. to which all the dead

;;;;:;;l;t;,1,. infri.tg.-ent of some tribal law condemned the

J;;t;a to wa.rder as a'lonely ghost, outlawed from the tribe even

bevond death.""il;";;rlul 
and effective interaction of the Underworld with

fufffi.'i"r.n-t r. U.." persuasively argued by-the_writer and

musician Bob Stewart in his book, Th| lniiiation of the lJnderworld

rZ+-fii. H. fr"s explored the British Underworld tradition by means of

;#;;t; .ri.y-'rr.ai,arion over the course of many years. and has

;i;;r;a his experience on a tape, entitled The Underworld lourney

iSrZ). fn. immediacy and power of this primal experience Puts one

i"i.r.ft with the arr..rtorc in a manner which cannot have been

"oralled 
since the Foretime. The Underworld is the basis and

;;;;;;.; ;4,r,. o,h.r*orld realitv: it is the deepest stratum. of

native consciousness where we meet with the most uncompromising

irrhrbit".ttr. Stewart prefers not to call them 'archetypes".because

|h";ffiit;; ;r., or pry.r,ological personae, implyingunreality. Like

;h; C"i; ir...hrpt..31,,h.b,h.r*orld and iis inhabitants are real

ii-tiiii oi:" *oildr, in'tbeir own right, they are not the result of

imaeinative or mental states; for although, as we shall see, therr

i;;;f*; vary between cultures, there iJa close correspondence in

the ways in which they are perceived''^'brnJr*orldly 
cosmology it not easy to grapple with' lt,is depend-

ent upon the manner of its perception. !7e rely on travellers'tales,

those reports of the shamans' journeying: we remember that'peoPle

iiri.".J'. the poets and heard the versions of those who were

ihounht to have penetrated the veil' (116). One factor emerges from

il;;."";;;; ;h.r.i"l.r, otherworldlv travel was at the heart of manv

mythologies.- 
io ,"tL Underworld descents, for example: these formed a genre

"f 
it.ii o*" in Classical Greece, the katabaseis (115), but accounts

of such descents are present in every tradition' We have afteady

;"r;; "borrt 
A..r.as" descent for information, but visiting the
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Underworld is for a deeper reason than mere curiosity. Ishtar, the
Babylonian goddess, like her earlier prototype, the Sumerian Inanna,
descends to the Underworld to release her beloved from the realms of
the dead where she undergoes a ritual stripping and death herself.
Ishtar's experience is like that of Norse Odin who hangs nine days
and nights on the ash-tree, Yggdrasil, as an offering to himself:

Myself given to myself
On that tree
'Whose roots
No one knows .. .

Into the depths I peered,
I grasped the runes,
Screaming I grasped them,
And then fell back

This is the experience of the shaman and is at the heart of
the mysteries: a costly self-discovery which brings knowledge and
power by means of initiation in the Otherworld. The'!(orld-Tree,
Yggdrasil, has its roots in each of the three levels we have spoken
about: in Middle Earth, in Hell, and in Asgard, the place of the gods
(50) Odin learns eighteen runes in all, giving him knowledge from
each of the three levels, but especially from the realm of the dead. The
central tree is the axis about.which the Otherworld, in all its
appearances, is set out. The tree appears, in different guises, in many
of the exercises in this book and is a vital image for both Native and
Hermetic Traditions (59). It is the tree of life, death and rebirth; it is
the shaman's pole or ladder (100) and the qabalist's ladder of light
(93); for Christians, the Tree of Knowledge in Eden and the Tree of
the Cross are of one wood.

Parallels between Odin, Ishtar and Christ are easy to point to: each
suffers death and transformation upon a tree, gaining knowledge of
the dead or release of the dead by this means. The Underworld
visitant's passport is desire for another's good: love kills death.
Gilgamesh and Orpheus both journey to the Otherworld to release
their friend or wife, respectively. Quetzacoatl returns from the
Underworld with the bones of previous generations in order to create
a new race, at great cost to himself (138, 40). Christ harrows Hell in
apocryphal tradition (4), which is consistent with native Underworld
traditions throughout the'S7estern world. The toll of Underworld
visiting is high, as old Vainamoinen, the Finnish hero, found. He
visited the dead in order to learn charms which would magically
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finish the boat he was building. He says nothing about his visit but
warns:

Do not, future people,
Do not, former people, set out to get charms from Death's Domain

. . . many have gone there,
not many come back . . .

from the eternal cottage of the Abode of the Dead ('1.26).

What can be achieved in Middle Earth must be done by ordinary
means first: curiosity is no passport to the Underworld.

The gods and heroes who visit the Underworld to redeem the dead
are frequently written off as fore-runners of the later saviours of
revealed religion, but it is important to remember that each of these
figures embodies tribal responsibility at every level of history and
consciousness, fulfilling a task, outside of time, which is vital for
every people, in every age. The place of the ancestors is not seen in a
fearful light. For the Jews, to die was to be gathered to Abraham's
bosom: this expression found its native level in the Christian era
when to die was to go to Arthur's bosom. Sleep and death are but the
first impingings of Otherwordly travel; but they are exploratory
journeys and, unlike those of the trained shaman, undertaken
without control. The ancestral abode of the Underworld serves as the
basis for further exploration, but it should not be utilized as an
excuse to contact the recently deceased, as in spiritualism; rather it
should serve as an opportunity to contact the vast reservoir of
collective ancestral wisdom. The Underworld is powerful and
potentially helpful to anyone upon the 'W'estern Way, if it is
approached in this spirit.

It is easy to think of the Underworld as 'down', but we must never
forget that directional participles are inapplicable to Otherworld
realities: we merely employ them with regard to metaphysical planes
in order to give us some relation to the Otherworld. This confusion
over the Otherworld's positioning appears in many cultures. Hy
Brasil, Avalon, the Hollow Hills, the Blessed Isles, Summerland,
Faeryland are all conceived of in these relative terms - they are
distant, but not so distant that it would be impossible to travel thence
(8, 175). In the Foretime, heavenly and paradisal places were not
conceived of as somewhere in the sky; they were firmly situated in
the earthly sphere, in the place beyond the sunset, ever-westward,
where the light is always that of twilight. The Celtic Otherworld
tradition is particularly rich from internal evidence of mythological
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texts and folk-story, but it is significant that the Greeks referred to
the British lsles as Hyperborea - the Land Beyond the North ]U(ind -
where the Titans still lived, the place to which they had been exiled.
The Greek poet, Pindar, spoke of these islands in connection with the
initiate's journey:

All who have endured three times
In a sojourn in either world,
To keep their souls utterly clean of wrong,
Go by God's road to the Tower of Kronos,
IUThere the Airs, daughters of Ocean,
Blow round the Island of the Blest (200).

Plutarch's description of the Fortunate Islands:

Rain seldom falls there . . , they generally have soft breezes
. . . the air is always pleasant and salubrious (165)

was enshrined forever by Tennyson in his ldylls of the King,wherehe
puts these words into Arthur's mouth:

I am going a long way . . .

To the island-valley of Avilion;
'\07here falls not hail, or rain, or any snow,
Nor ever wind blows loudly (259).

It is a place to which not only the dead go, but where heroic mortals
live still in the fullness of their powers; it is the place of traditional
learning and wisdom, where springs the well of inspiration. \Vhile
none of the Celtic Otherworlds has an exact geographical location,
they are thought of as somewhere in the Atlantic. But neither this nor
the strong Atlantean tradition which has exercised its fascination
since the time of Plato need imply a physical island which fell in some
historical era, but can point rather to Otherworldly remembrances
which have slipped from psychic into earthly realms (77, 132).
Atlantis, like Eden, was a place of inspirational knowledge which
was kept in potentia. The F'all of Man is concerned far more with
banishment from or cessation of communion with the Otherworld,
than it is with the consequences of sinfulness. This realization has
been the impetus for interior exploration in every time and place,
among every people; a realization of an essential birthright which it
is possible to contact. For, alongside official pronouncements about
heaven and hell, there have ever flourished the Everliving Realms
which have been preserved within the native tradition. The official
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way to heaven is often cold and legalistic, but the Native Tradition
has ever preferred its own familiar anccstral places and ways.

Paradise is not synonymous with heaven, however. It has its roots
in the Persian paerodaeza, meaning park or enclosed garden. But
paradise is an apposite synonym of the Otherworld - an inter-
mediate state between incarnation and bliss. The enclosed garden
and island-paradise are there{ore primal states, interior realities
where every vital component of life is in potentiality. It still has its
first wildness, yet it has its own grace and rules of governance. There
is no human trickery or deception here - nor will such debased coins
serve in our transactions with the Otherworld. It is a waiting place, a
place of learning and nourishment. The h"ppy Otherworld is an
earthly paradise in many legends, a place where feasting and love
continue harmoniously. The Celtic Otherworld tradition is distin-
guished by the fact that it has no Hell, nothing parallel to the classical
Hades with its grey emptiness. Although the Underworld is present
in good measure - represented by the Hollow Hills and the Faery
Realms - the Celtic Otherworld retains its ambience of joy. It is aptly
described as the Fortunate Island, the Honeyed Plain of Bliss, the
Apple Island and the Summercountry: all set somewhere West of the
sunset in the mighty ocean.

Otherworld travel to these islands was such a noticeable feature of
Celtic life that the poets coined a special genre of stories about them,
calledimramd, or voyages. The most famous of these was the Voyage
of Bran, son of Febal, to tbe Land of the Liuing (155), which
describes the travels of Bran and his companions, their arrival at an
Otherwordly island and their sojourn in the Land of S7omen. It tells
how, after a short time, one of their number becomes homesick, and
they prepare to go home. As they reach the shore they are hailed and
asked to identify themselves:

'I am Bran the son of Febal', saith he. However the other saith;
''S(e do not know such a one, though the Voyage of Bran is in
our ancient stories' (155).

The man who leaps ashore becomes as dust, leaving Bran and his
companions to sail away. As in Keat's La Belle Dame Sans Merci, the
traveller who seeks to return from F-aery wakes from too long a sleep
'on the cold hill's side'. We will be speaking more about Other-
worldly travellers, and this time-discrepancy.

\fhy did the voyaging stop? The Otherworld did not go away,
though conceptions of it narrowed or accommodated themselves to
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beings are perceived. Althou-elb there is. a definite interaction

"rrd 
"co*-union bet*een Middle Earth, the Otherworld and the

ipiiii"A Realms, the five phyqical senses ar€.not employed: rather a

sfut. of inner visi,on is required. However, this should not imply that

otherworldly beings, the shining ones, are unreal. As the seer says,

,t.y U.to.tg iit tnlii own world and nature'. But what are they?

ih6r. hruieen many theories; they are alternatively conceived.of as

" 
ioi[-*.-ory of a small native people,-a remembrance of a mighty

pii.rttt"oa, .i,,,rrrrrr, of forgotien 
-gods, 

immortal heroes, or the
'ancestors. As we have already seen, the ancestors play a great partin
Underworld theology, and, like the gods, they are a force to be

reckoned with. More recent psychological theory, particularly
j;;rt theory of the Collective Unconsiious, has suggested that

ih."shirring br., "r. nothing more than archetypes.- collective,

formalized"energies which inhabit our psyches. There is some truth
i" ,iiifi.t. theor'ies because it is normafand natural for every ngople
to find their own metaphor for a condition that is understandably

;;fiil; ;xpress in human rerms. We leave it to the reader to find

*. ,,,otr r..eitable method for understanding's sake, as.long as each

remembers that archetypes may inhabit the otherworld as well as

t[. pty.tt., that the Shining Onis-ary1e{ in.their own world and not

iii" i"i."tilns of a disturbJd -i.,d. While it is currently acceptable to

,p."t ruou, the possibility of life on other planets, life on other levels

is dismissed as nonsense.
rpf;li;r. suggested in chapter t how deity is formalized: a gradual

l*rg.-b"itaini"wf,ict grows in p-9*:. and.effect in relation to the

"lr"Ziir"ti." 
Jf th. grJ"p-soul. Similarly, in our discussion of the

nod-for-, of the Na-tiveiradition, we saw the importance of the

i"i.r,, po*.r of the elements which crystallized into the synthernata

oi,tt. goat. Deity or pure spiritllas no form and for it to have any

."-t ri"i.r,ion with hrr-rt kit d it must assume an acceptable form

;;-ry,"b;i. ihere is no way auy of u: :aL escape the language of

ilfiiir- which lies, sometimei deeply hidden, within our.cultural

#d genetic *.-o.y. In the Foretime the world was visited and

guaried by homely and familiar spirits. whose manifestations came

i., .,r.n.rol, formi and varying giadations of intensity' The Other-

*.rlJ U.irgs range from ti',e pty.tl. equivalent of animals - the

elementals i .ighiup to highly evolved_spirits whom we know as

!"ar, *l*, ma.r! v".iatio.rt i-n b.t*.en which we migit call angels or
irt.lr.y spirits. Some native Otherw,orld traditions have lost access

;; ;h.'full .ung. of the Shining Ones through a shifting religious

christian cosmological patterns; we can say that the otherworld
went literally .rndIrg.o,rnd, sometimes fusing with the ancestral

Underworld, sometiires withdrawing itself, as it did in Scotland

and Ireland, into the Hollow Hills, where the Otherworld and its

inhabitants carried on interacting on the level of the folk-soul, but
,r.u., qrrite disappearing from ionsciousness. The voyaging, the
walking-betw...t-ih.-*oilds continued, but secretly -and in.fear
of periecution or ridicule. The energies -which had once been

woishipped in the Foretime, and which had-engodded streams and

t ittr, p"i on ragged clothing as disguise, while in the Otherworld
they'were t.u.ilEd as they ieally were - the Shining-Ones whose

,o*., was still respected, whose help was still sought by those who
Lnew them. The Otherworld might shrink to the appearance of a

grassy mound, and its inhabitantsio rustic elementals, but the reality
6{ Ealryland was more virile than anything envisaged by those who
iook.d hop.fully for diminutive fairies at the bottom of their garden

(130).' 
When the Gods speak of themselves, a different picture emerges:

'S(e are from the beginning of creation
'!flithout old age, wiihout consummation of earth,

says Manannan mac Lir, the Otherworldly king-in the Voyage of
Bian (1,65). He speaks about the inhabitants of the Land of the

Living: it is to these Shining Ones that we turn next'

THE SHINING ONES

I have always made a distinction between.pictures seen in the

memory of nature and visions of actual beings now.existing in

the inner world. '$(e can make the same distinction in our

wodd: I may close my eyes and see you as a vivid picture in

memory, o, i *"y look at you with my ph-ysical eyes and see

your aciual imagi. In seeing these beings of which I speak,. the

physical .y., -iy be openLr closed: mystical beings in their

Lwn world and nature are never seen with the physical eyes

(283).

So speaks an anonymous Irish seer, interviewed in the early part of
,tlr'..,r,"ry by Evans-'Syentz for his book, Fairy-Faith in Celtic

Cirnirll"t. h. p.rfe.tly describes the method by which Otherworld
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the Foretime. This is where the Othcrworld journey can help us: here
the essential energy of the god-forms is available and contactable.

The gods may not choose to manifest themselves and should not
be commanded in the same way as elementals who are our younger
kindred. Similarly their energies should not be allowed to overwhelm
you. !(hen travelling in the Otherworld it will be noticed that there
are no blurred edges to reality there. The inhabitants are, if anything,
realler than in Middle Earth. To a weak personality the gods may
appear as distillations of everything known and experienced, a
primal pattern to which they must submit. Or there may be a
superimposition of one reality upon another so that the traveller is
bemused as was St Peter on the occasion of the Transfiguration (St
Matthew 1,7:1,-1,3). He, a human being, had been taken up Mount
Tabor by Christ, an incarnate god, and both were visited by Elijah
and Moses, two Otherworldly entities: no wonder he was all for
setting up camp for the four of them! Levels of consciousness, or
different world realities, can be confusing. As we have already said,
the uncharted realms of the Otherworld demand a good guide or
inside contact, and this is the prerequisite for Otherworld travelling.

There are as many means of perceiving the Otherworld as there are
guises of its inhabitants: these depend upon the Native Tradition of a
people. '$7e cannot hope to cover the full variery any more than we
can present a complete map of Otherworldly travel, although we
want to help you contact your own tradition. Every potential
traveller needs a guide, and these are available and contactable. Call
them angels, spirits, guardians or daimons, we each have access to a
personal guardian. Suggestions on how to contact yours appear in
exercise 7, Contacting the Guardian.

'!7e do not all aspire to become shamans, magicians or mystics -
for most of us the duty is to fulfil our vocation within the boundaries
of a job, home and family. But something of a collective respons-
ibility is being felt more generally - call it a pressure from the
Otherworld to an inner evolution. The way to inner, spiritual growth
is greatly desired and though many methods are available, not all are
suitable or practical. A personal grounding in Other or Inner world
living is the most precious experience which can promote spiritual
growth within its own limits or serve as a basis for a more collective
religious adherence or spiritual evolution. The inner guardian is the
initiator for each of us. It need not be Mother Bunches in her rags or
Black Elk in his rain-cloud suit, but someone familiar to whom we
have never given a face; an inner voice or secret companion may be

focus: elementals are usually the first to suffer. It is a truism to state

that the gods of an outgoing religion become the devils of the

incoming-one, but it should not be forgotten. The potent god of the

hunt or of the Underworld was associated latterly with God's
opponent, the Devil, although the magnificent antlers of Cernunnos
were derived from a totally di{ferent symbolic basis than those of the

Devil. Horns, once synonymous with power, became associated with
evil (58). The female spirits of wells and springs, conceived of
originaliy as beautiful women, became dragons, water serpents and

sirJns. The guardians of the wood became malevolent ogres, iust as

the potent eirth forces as personified by the dragon became.debased.

Whlnever people neglecitheir dependence upon nature, this inver-
sion of symboiism oicu.s. The elementals go wild and cannot be

persuaded to give help.
Mechanised instruments of slaughter and harvest now complete

the picture and typify the degradation of the Shepherd of Ilocks and

John Barleycorn, it is no wonder that field and forest are haunted by
neglected elementals, and that wanderers are prey to ghosts which
.a.rrrot find their ancestral abode. But there are more evolved beings
within the Otherworld. !7e have spoken at length upon the gods and
the many forms that they take. Some have made more successful

translations to the modern world than others because their aspects

and symbolisms remain vital to our world. The gods, as well as

elementals, are dependent upon humankind, but after a different
manner. 'W'hereas elementals misbehave and run wild, the energies

which have been formalized under the appellation of gods withdraw
themselves for a time. It is impossible to say whether or not these

energies return to the source of Deity ready to come again under
diffeient guises, or how long they remain in abeyance awaiting-the
restimulaiion of human attention. We believe that they are available,
on tap, to those who familiarize themselves with their 'call-sign',
their Jymbolism. The true gods are those Lordly Ones on a higher arc
of evolution within the Otherworld; the opportunity to meet them is

now rare and the encounter often frightening. Like Platonic forms,
these are the primal forces personified: vast storehouses of a par'
ticular kind of energy. Exposure to the gods has left many mad or
deranged, which is why contacting the primal forces is best left to the
priest or shaman, or through the medium of earth-contact and
iarefully programmed meditation as we have suggested in chapter 3.
It is also important to contact only the regenerate forms appropriate
to modern Consciousness, rather than the unregenerate forms used in

:!,
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the link for you. The ancient teachers may be dust, but our voyages
need not be rudderless. The inner guardian is our true North, the
keeper of the charts, and the way shower. He or she is one who has
already trodden the paths we are walking for the first time. Just as the
shaman in the Foretime made Otherworld visits to his totem-spirit
or ancestor for teaching and guidance, so can we draw upon the
wisdom of the guardian. The seemingly modern notion that after
death and a suitable number of incarnations humankind progresses
to the angelic condition to become teachers in the psychic world can
be found in many traditions of some antiquity.

'Poets say truly that when a good man dies he has honour and a
mighty portion among the dead, and becomes a daemon, which is a
name given to him signifying wisdom' (201,'Cratylus'). The word
daemon means'he who apportions' (115): the guardian who allots
experience to each of us. But does this imply that Otherworldly
inhabitants have already plotted our course - that we are not free
agents? Each individual has a destiny to fulfil, a task, a spiritual
purpose which is nothing to do with hoarding up pious devotions but
about bringing through, by individual effort, that work of creation
which is still to be achieved. The Otherworld borders on the Spiritual
Realm from which emanates the blueprint of creation: the guard-
ians, like the angelic hierarchies we shall be meeting in volume 2 of
the 

'Western Way, are those who promote our creative potential,
feeding us with the life-experience each of us needs to be an effective
human being. This still leaves us free to co-operate with our potential
or to avoid it. There is no fixity of destiny, we are free to make our
own way.

The guardian acts as an ambassador of the Otherworld; his or her
task is the Otherworldly equivalent of the shaman's - to explore
Middle Earth and consult with individuals in this world. In volume 2
we shall meet this interpenetration of worlds again.

Contact with the Otherworld changes one's life forever. Once a
paftern of communication has been established the inner life is vastly
enriched and this, correspondingly, has repercussions on Middle
Earth, and the outer life. But before we go on to discuss how we can
travel, let us look at some Otherworldly visitants and the methods
others have used to travel there.

Many have used a special symbol or token as a passport: Aeneas
plucks the Golden Bough which he has to present to Proserpine in the
Underworld; similarly, Bran, son of Febal, has a Silver Branch of an
apple-tree. These are obviously both scions of the axial tree of life
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around which the Otherworld rays out. In Irish poetic tradition the
gold or silver branch was actually an item of shamanic regalia borne
before a poet of high status, signifying his connection with Other-
world wisdom and teaching. The silver branch of Rhiannon brought
sleep and respite from Middle Earth, making mortals forget how
long they had been in the Otherworld. Very often music is a factor in
Otherworld transactions. The Faery Folk often teach faery music to
musicians who sit patiently near their dwellings in the hollow hills.
This aspect is particularly strong in British faery lore where Other-
worldly tunes presage the arrival of the faery host: mysterious music
is often heard near the haunts of these potent Otherworld beings
who bear no relationship to Victorian fairies.

Music and dancing are often linked. In the Algonquin story of
Algon the hunter, the hero finds a circular pathway on the prairie,
worn as though by many feet, although no footprints can be found
outside this area. Hiding himself in the long grass he hears music
which becomes louder and he sees descend from the sky a host of
star-maidens in an osier chariot. They alight and dance, and he
captures one to be his bride (241).The Otherworld parallels befween
America and Britain are readily apparent as we see also from the
story of another Algonquin brave whose wife dies. Like Orpheus, he
determines to find her. An old man tells him, 'To reach the Island of
the Blessed, you must cross yonder gulf you see in the distance' (241).
He finds himself in a glass canoe and his wife in another: they row
towards a wooded isle set in the middle of the water like an emerald
set in silver. This glass boat features also in Celtic Otherworld travel.

True Tbomas, or Tbomas of Erceldoune is a border ballad which
tells of how Thomas the Rhymer met with the Queen of Elfland who
conducts him thence, pointing out the landmarks. He is so apt an
apprentice that

He has gotten a coat of the elven cloth,
And a pair of shoes of velvet green,
And 'til seven years were past and gone
True Thomas on earth was never seen (53).

He is not the only Scot to have vanished. Michael Scot, the twelfth
century scholar, also vanished after a life of seemingly fabulous
length and achievement. His posthumous reputation as a magician
was so widespread he entered the folk-imagination as a type of
Merlin. A seventeenth century clergyman, Robert Kirk, who docu-
mented the experience of seers and faerylore of the Scottish Gaelic-
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speaking people, never returned from an expedition to Faeryland;
although his gravestone is exhibited at Aberfoyle, there is nothing
under it (130). These were, of course, Master-Men - those who had
contacts with Otherworldly beings and who were seasoned travellers
in other realities. They were the inheritors of the shamanic tradition,
long after the Foretime was over. People are nowadays kept alive for
years on life-support systems, or are refrigerated against the coming
of more sophisticated technology, so who are we to say that these
men have disappeared? Years in Middle Earth are but days in the
Otherworld - perhaps their visits are not yet oyer or, like Elijah and
Enoch, they have not tasted death but have passed on to the role of
Otherworldly helpers.

Visitants from the Otherworld have also been reported in Middle
Earth. The legend of the Green Children tells of how two children
with green skin were found wandering in the vicinity of a cave during
the reign of King Stephen: they would eat nothing but green,
vegetable food. The boy died but the girl learned to eat ordinary food
and so lived. She said that the land of their origin was a place where
the sun never shone but where the light was that of twilight or sunset
(30).

More often, the Otherwoddly visitant is taken as a lover. The
ghostly or demon lover is a theme which runs throughout world
folklore. The dybbuk of Jewish legend, the medieval incubus and
succubus, the seal-woman of Scottish and Scandinavian story all
testify to close communication between the worlds. The Other-
worldly lover and the earthly partner must observe certain
prohibitions if the relationship is to work: the true appearance of the
Otherworldly being must never be revealed, the earthly lover must
never speak unkindly or demand that the other eat of or dress in the
sacred totem animal. To mix physical plane sexualiry with astral
plane polarity, to confuse the worlds or to fall in love with a shadow
is disastrous (see chapter 5). The misplaced fantasy of Otherworldly
origin causes trouble in human living, so a clear understanding of the
levels is necessary. Ife will be seeing later on in volume 2 how the
partnership of Otherworld and Middle Earth beings acts as a
positive device of visualization and power. Let us now examine the
ways in which we can travel. The Otherworld level is rising into
consciousness once more: it will prove a vital link between tribal and
cosmic consciousness, enabling the necessary evolution to come
about and facilitating the speedy release of unregenerate forms from
the Native Consciousness. Learning to become a traveller in these

realms will connect our spiritual and heriditary yearnings, as well as

li h.lpi.rg us to cope more effectively with the experiences of Middle
. Earth.

PASSPORTS TO INNER REALMS

The Otherworld reality stands at the centre of the \Ufestern Way. Its
appearances may shift, the traditions merge, yet the way stands open
for you to join those who have conversed with the dead, had the

,, knowledge and conversation of their holy guardian angel, or been
j given the means to spiritual wisdom. This can be done through
', meditation and we urge you to find your own metaphor for the

Otherworld, and to eipllre yorrt o*n inscape. Beciuse of each
person's unique background and ancestry there will be as many
approaches and entrances to the Otherworld as there are indi-
viduals: you already possess your key or symbol (see exercise 1), and
the Two Trees entry-meditation (exercise 8) will lead you further
into a landscape which is your own, where you can work on getting
to know your guide (see exercise 7). Your iourney will be both
unique and at the same time similar to that of others. Comparing
notes may not be helpful as every person enters at their own level.
There can be no 'right way' to travel. Lone individuals take their own
risks as well as having their own adventures, while others may prefer
a package holiday under the auspices of a mystery school which
supplies maps and ready-made guides for the cautious.

'\07hy travel at all? This is hard to justify to the pragmatic and
self-determining realist who acknowledges no world beyond Middle
Earth and no other evidence than those of his five senses. The feeling
of self-delusion can be very strong. Guides and gods may turn up in
confusingly modern guises. The right amount of control is some-

, times hard to establish at first, but aim for a waking state of
consciousness, with controlled breath and breathing. lfith practice
you will enter the Otherworld and meet with your guide and others.
You will discover your destiny, your guiding theme, your inner
impulse to act creatively, which you can then experience and fulfil
within Middle Earth and your everyday existence. The images and
encounters will be elusive as dreams at first, but you will learn to
record and remember. The concentration required to make and hold
contact can be wearing at first, you may even go to sleep. But because
your experience of the Otherworld fades between sessions it does not
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mean that the Otherworld is a shadow, any more than familiar but
long-absent friends are shadows without reality.

There will be days when Otherworld travel is easy. At other times
it will seem that the two-way swing door is jammed and will only
open outwards onto this side of things. The doors do shift, of that
there is no doubt, but you will always find them. As the children in
C.S. Lewis's Tbe Lion, the Witch and tbe Wardrobe are told:

I don't think it will be any good trying to go back through the
wardrobe door . . . you won't get into Narnia again by that
route . . . don't go trying the same route twice. Indeed, don't try
to get there at all. It'll happen when you're not looking for it . . .

and don't mention it to anyone else, unless you find that
they've had adventures of the same sort themselves (142).

Some times are more suitable than others, but when you have
mapped out the approach, you do not need to go through the whole
customs procedure again. Ifhile Otherworld travel has been
described by us in terms of meditation, it can equally well happen
during sleep, in day-dream, initiation, vision, astral travel, durlng
loss of consciousness and near-death states. Two famous examplei
of this latter experience occur in Tbe Vision of Aridaeus (153) ind
the 'Vision of Er' (201, The Republlc), when experiences of the
Classical Otherworld, both Hades and Elysium, are described by one
who is thought dead and afterwards revives to tell of this. Modern
examples of this kind of recollection are manifold (107). The many-
textured mantle of consciousness can be both waterproof and
workaday, or become an invisible cloak, depending on our needs.

Contacting our natiye Otherworld is not to neglect our own
world, but to sensitize the whole being to its requirements, seeing the
earth as a living entity whose interdependence is as much upon the
Otherworld as ours is in Otherworld beings, the Shining Ones. The
scale of evolution is vaster than we ever realized, as the new science is
beginning to discover: as mystics, shamans and philosophers have
been teliing us for ages.

To co-operate with the Otherworld fully we need first to look ar
ourselves. The maxim, 'Know Thyself', stands squarely irl the front
of each individual bent on walking the'Western I7ay. This injunction
is essential: it is a task which will never be finished. If we fail to clear
ourselves and attempt a deep exploration of the Otherworld we will
inevitably meet with our own worst qualities personified. If we are
capable of recognizing and working with our own worst traits we

may explore the deeper hinterlands of the inner worlds. 'S7e cannot
be glamoured if we know ourselves, but we will begin to appreciate
how we fit into the scheme of things, and how the Otherworld can
help us to achieve our destiny. But human nature being what it is, no
sooner have we cleared our psychic attics of the lumber stored there
than we start accumulating more. The Augean stables will perhaps
never be entirely clear, but we can at least try to keep them to
manageable proportions. Some suggestions for self-clarification can
be found on p. 151.

The primal importance of Otherworld travel is to go and to return'
There have been many wh<i have been lost in the mazes of the
Otherworld, who wander beglamoured, no longer in touch with
themselves but led by the will-o-the-wisp. The glamour of spiritual
and psychic work leads many astray (15). Unless we are well-earthed
in the physical plane, unless we first of all make our commitment to
the path of the hearth-fire and organize our lives to a satisfactory
standard before approaching esoteric paths, we have a tendency to
drift off. This is why many esoteric schools insist on the attainment
of a mature age before accepting candidates. Unless the individual
character has first developed in Middle Earth to be an effective
human channel of communication, the Otherworld traveller is apt to
be weak and easily swayed by everything he or she meets. It is as

important to make a stand against anything which seems contraryto
oni's o*n integrity in the Otherworld as it is in Middle Earth. The
Otherworld is peopled by archetypes whose energy is distilled to
great strength. The help of the inner guide and the use of one's own
io*mon sense will guard against coming totally under the control of
one of the Shining Ones for, while we should never forgetthat we can
help achieve the Otherworld's purposes for spiritual evolution, we
m.rst nere. lose sight of our earthly responsibilities. The touch of the
Shining Ones is sometimes inhuman because their purpose does not
take into account the individual: their collective energy is towards
a common end, a cosmic purpose. Any Otherworldly attempt to
influence your life-direction in a sweeping and off-hand manner
should be met with firmness and integrity. Refer to your personal
guardian and to your highest spiritual resources.- If we look at examples of Otherworldly travel we will see that, if
certain rules are observed, the traveller will meet with no harm.
Those who fall into Faeryland by mistake are saved by their posses-

sion of salt or iron - the elements of earthly life which are not the
common coinage of the Otherworld. Boasting of their offspring's
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and purpose: this is how Otherwordly teaching is dtt::11"5L. ::j
Ui &.ri teaching methods,, but through so.ng and ""tI' !l1l-1i:
fiim. These innocuous methods of transmission have a sweeplng

ili;;;;" ,tt t.rr"t, of .onsciousrr.ss. It is therefore imperative that

itr", ii""t-ission is in the hands of those who know what they are

doing.
The seedbearers within each generation receive the impulse and

""^t"iirt 
ti, 

"rt 
by .r..y *t""J"f creativity known to them: so the

il[;;;;i;- [""J; hand. The vocation of the artist is truly a

i,;1y;;;;h".. *tt" i"rilr in,i vocation with humble awareness of

it.'a.u, they owe,"-it. otherworld are rhe true artists of our

*:.:ll;*zukt 
jff*.::x1",?,Tll:T[',"tn:';lnJi:,T;1 j

ffi;ilr il;;"iiill.d. The sudden insights which arise without our

L;;di;;.ih. overwhelming urge to create some new thing out of our

il'il;"r:;;;";;. "f 
fufiti.a"aestiny resultanr from these urgings -

il;;; "t; clear signs oi o"t allegiance to the common work'

For the gods have hidden and keep hidden
llfhat could be men's livelihood (109)

and it our dury to find out for ourselves what we can best do in

Middle Earth.

PARADISE LOST AND REGAINED

Without access to the Otherworld, Middle Earth becomes a sad'

iLrJ ,rr... Todav in the West our common P.tltgpjign oJ it, is

;;;r;;J;" ,l.uei dictared by both classical and christian funda-

;il;;il;;;p; - J;;"', gl'o"',.'vil spirits and witches are the

;;i;;h"bi;"it, of ,tt. *"a"tt" oiherworld - one whose iovless'

;;;l;i;.. can be J;;;il;" anv night as represented on videos of

Suir"i. manifestation and alien inter{erence' This is not the true

6il;;;;;ld L"t sn"a"*i'nd, " mere mirage of an inner realitv

;ilt;g;;,1., h.rli,g po*tt is defletted, represente* b']1,'f:t^"f
violencl and sickening horror' The way berween the worlds nas

;;;;;;;;iy .tot.i, Etrt obstructions have been put in front of it

;;d;;.y .6 longer'believe it exists' Those for whom heaven is a

Vilii]j -y.tr ,ria Hell an ever-pres€nt reality are cut off fro.m the

suidins mvthology "i,t. Ort.r*trld. Withoui trust in the Spiritual

ffiililii; d;ii*"rra ""a 
the underworld, we become a prey for

talents or beauty - gifts of the Otherworld - causes incautious

;;;;; i" r"r. it.ir.f,ildr.r, to the faeries who leave in their place a

t.r"ttrt, changeling as a lesson. Attempts to avoid hard work are met

;;ffi";. h;J*irk o" the Otherworldly side of things by the elder

;;;;il;ish to share their younger iister's good fortun:.Y!:3
,ii. *or", home from Mother Aolle'i house covered with gold (9.5).

Piid., .rr.iority, improvidence' ingratitude and dishonesty disqualify

the tiaveller; *h.r."t obeying the rules,- observing common-sense

,r*uu,io"t, behaving wit[r humiliry and straightforward. courtesy

:;;bl; the iraveller f ;ou.r.y far. Most often the impediments to

r"f. irr"Jti"g lie with ihe trareller. Aragorn's advice to Boromir

*frl airr*"sihe idea of going to the paradisal realm of Lothlorien in

iiiioytni, nings is soun"d. \flhen Boiomir complains that'few come

out who orr.. g-o in; and of that few none have escaped unscathed',

Araeorn repliei, 'Say not unscathed, but if you say unchanged' then

-ryi. you speak the truth. Only evil need fear it, or those who brtng

some evil with them' (253)."-C;;; f""t,t are'amplified in inner work and can create

"Urir.i.r-et 
with the hero of a folk-tale, we have to face a series of

;;;t iasks which reflect our unprepared. and untrained nature,

L-rf., *t i.t, must be accomplished befo.e the hand of the princess

;;; il adhieved. But any achievements we make are not to be

reserved for our own use.'This is revealed nicely if we contrast the

."r-pr. of Galahad, the later Grail hero who, after his achievement

of the Grail, is assumed to a spiritual state at the city of Sarras and

;i;; tt 
" 

*o1a for ever, with Peredur or Perceval, the-earlier Grail

hrro, *t " after his achievement returns to the world, becomes a

M;;i";;i Grail tradition, one who teaches others' To travel and to

,rtrrn with the gifts of the Otherworld is our destiny (152)'

it. idea of ihe Otherworld providing mortals with gifts, the

fr.ru-Coa*other who bestows 6lessings and creative propensities

"p"ri 
,fr. 

".*born 
child - these are valid concepts which pro-vi$g.t1s

*'irh frrth.r clues to the Otherworld's abiliry to recharge Middle

Earth with vital and redeeming energy' We are each gttted. wrth the

,Uifi* or apritude to do certiin things. Some of us perfect these

,[iiiii.r, U.[o.ir.rg the creative artists who fructify-the folk-soul of

,fr.^ n..bt., oth..! never work with their aptitudes so that they

becomeitale and unmanageable. Our lives are only eftectlve ln so tar

as we bring through energiesfrom the. Otherworld and earth them by

.r.rfr. .ifrrt inihis w"orld. In each generation artists make this

-y"ii.a journey into themselves and .eturn charged with new life
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'$(e as a people are too young to have cultivated stories like
those told of Arthur, and perhaps too self-satisfied to have felt
the need of any. Certainly none are told of the so-called fathers
o{ our country; the idea that one of those gentlemen is not dead
but asleep, say, in the Ozarks or the Rockies is funny but not
anywhere held. Only the despised ghost-dancing Red Man has
a history and a memory long enough to supply such a hero (51).

But the rediscovery, begun in the last century, of our folk heritage
and its Otherworld tradition continues. The movementknown as the
Celtic Twilight produced at one end a never-never land woven of
unrealistic yearnings, and at the other a broad and informed picture
of the Otherworld whose proponents included the great poet, W.B'
Yeats, and the mystic, 'A.8.' (George Russell). Their genius and
vision inflamed the whole Celtic world and is still the basis for many
fantasy novels whose authors glimpse, through them, the gleams of
paradise. In other countries folklorists collected the last remnants
of native traditions before the last story-teller forgot his craft.
Antiquarians and poets began to realize the importance of their
heritage: in all too slort a time the living links with the past would be

dead. Iil7e must not imagine that professionals and experts on folk-
lore will record all this for us. The Otherworld traditions of many
living cultures are in danger. In the last century and well into this,
many Red Indian tribes lost their own links, were hounded into
extinction or second-class citizenship. The vital impulse of these

traditions has, fortunately, been preserved or revived, but in the face

of unprecedented opposition and systematic rooting out of cultural
identiry. The move is on in Australia, motivated by the Aborigines
themselves, to transmit their life-style and their access to the Dream-
ing to those members of their people who have no place in the white
min's ecology. And everywhere the guardianship of native earth-
sites and holy places is taught, along with transmission of the
Otherworld tradition. This is heartening, but we cannot afford to be

complacent about our own traditions.
An understanding of the Otherworld is essential within the con-

text of the 
.W'estern 'Way, or, indeed, any spiritual tradition. It is

the basis from which all mystical writings grow. The Otherworld
focuses the spiritual experience of seers, prophets, shamans and
visionaries, who in turn inspire followers. Without a vision the
people perish, yet there is never any shortage of a spiritual vision.
The rediscovery within each generation of Otherworld reality has

threadbare doctrines, of despair: and their increasing hold on the
world spreads still, counselling doubt and destruction. '$[hen we
stop praying for the dead, for those in purgatory, for those in the
ancestral places, we begin to fear ghosts and unhoused spirits (32).
When we cease listening to the voice of our inner guide, we hear the
temptations of o,u1 worst side. !7hen we cease to fulfil our spiritual
aspirations, God becomes Devil.

Into this vacuum of doubt and uncertainty many new Otherworld
scenarios have sprung which have been grasped despairingly, hope-
fully, longingly. God as an astronaut and intersteflar, supLruisory
visitants seem to be new metaphors of the Otherworld for the
modern age. Others grasp at psychological discoveries which seem to
parallel shamanic experience but which often remain theoretical in
their application to life. Some, grown weary of the bland Other-
worlds proclaimed by Church, Synagogue and Mosque, look East to
find more satisfying paradigms. But though the native Otherworld
tradition looks dead, it is far from defunct. It informs each of the new
Otherworld concepts still, from the same source.

Those who look to alien intelligences to help our world overcome
its mistakes and save them from the tentacles of technological
disaster, may find the old Shining Ones rerurning. If travel to- the
Otherworld is nou, confined, in popular imagination, to space-rravel
- the new imrama - may the paradisal islands not relocateln the stars
as we look outwards rather than inwards for help? !7e may consider
the constellations as the star-gates of the Otherwbrld, whiih mediate
its archetypal forces, and which also have their mundane correlatives
upon the earth itself (see exercise 5). It is possible that the purgative
experience of psychoanalysis may put damaged psyches-in iouch
with their own inscapes again where they may converse with Other-
worldly archetypes- There is no doubt that Eastern techniques,
themselves derived from valid spiritual disciplines, can stimulate our
own Native Othcrworld Traditions, although these need to be recast
into fhc appropriate Western rnetaphor.

Otherworldly realms and their inhabitants can rranslare to other
countries and cultures, by means of spiritual heritage and blood-
lineage. Celtic immigrants brought their faery folk,lhe people of
Peace, with them to America and Australia, aithough each of these
countries have their own native Otherworlds in Red Indian and
Aborigine cukures. It takes a long time for the Otherworld tr>
establish itself, as John Crowley says about America in his novel
about the Otherworld, Little, Big:
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The path to inner enlightenmcnt and .the iourney. outwards to

^riialiie 
the realization iI a long, painful one, fraught with manv

failures. But the iourney is worthwhile' It-is the.only iourney'
Take ship for your blessed islands, go thcre, learn wonders and

mysteries. Voyage, but come bach.

been the impetus of spiritual life. Spiritual wisdom does have a
common source, even if its Otherworldly apparatus is perceived and

interpreted in so many diverse ways, according to cultural require-
ments.

Our part in this transmission of tradition is vital. rife travel to the

inner tiome, to which we are silently called, and from which we
journey out again into our ordinary lives,- bringing with us that
which we have experienced. It cannot be spoken about in words, but
it can be communicated by gesture and attitudes which are apparent
to others on deeper levels than any of us reali2e. Without the

influence of the Ofherworld, the Western'S(ay would be a dead-end,

its travellers merely armchair esotericists. The Otherworld call is
heard by -any wiro have no means to come to it consciously,
although they visit it in dreams, day-dreams and visions. They re.ad

about It and'yearn for it: 'Jerusalem, my hrppy home, when will I
come to thee?' It is the longing of the heart to have a permanent
home, an interior place which is bright and unfading in its delight.
The longing for an earthly paradise has led many to explore the

unknown Middle Earth, to stake a claim in holy places, just as

Muslims, Jews and Christians have all claimed Jerusalem as their
own. But the earthly paradise cannot be secured by armies; it is an

exploration which ieids in a totally different direction (152) And
at its finding a dif{erent kind of homage is rendered. '\J(e are

apprenticed to the Otherworld, just as the Shining. Ones themselves

"i. but journeymen to the Spiritual Realrns which lie teyon.d.
The native Otherworld tradition is generally overlooked as a

means of spiritual realization, but we present it side by side with th-e

ways of rwealed religion and hermetic.esotericism which we will
examine in volume 2. ns Dante explored his three worlds of
Purgatory, Hell and Heaven with his guide, Virgil, so with our guide

*. J"r, piss through the seemingly complex time*scales of the Other-
world, meeting a;cestors, archetypes, gods, angels, faeries, people

dead and thoie yet to be incarnated. We can exclaim, with the

seventeenth century English mystic, Traherne:

A stranger here
Strange Things doth meet, Strange Glories See;

Strange Treaiuries lodg'd in this fair \{orld appeat,
Strange all, and New to me,

But that they mine should be, who nothing was'
That Strangest is of all, yet brought to pass (255).
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EXERCISE 7 CONTACTING THE GUARDIAN

T'he beings you meet in the Two Trees meditation (exercise 8)-are

guardiani, but they are also general guides who post you.onwards to
ih. .r.*t experience; they do not assume any-responsibility for.you'
The personal innei guardian is perhaps closer than you think,
alth,ugh many are no1 in touch with theirs. \We all have one, call it
daimoi, inner companion, guardian angel or guide: the guardian's

role is not to keep you from experience but to initiate 
-yo-u !1t9

experience which wiil stretch y,u. Each guardian acts on behalf of
his'or her own guide - an innerieacher of great spiritual wisdom who
has his or her bling in the spiritual realms, but who can sometimes be

encountered in tf,e Otheiworld. The collective wisdom of these

teachers can be contacted within the Two Trees meditation, as well
as within other spiritual disciplines. This interlinking chain of
responsibility is seliom taught in the We_st: angels, like {aeries, hav.e

become optional within theipiritual ecology. And although it is still
common to appoint godparents to a new-born child, creating a

spiritual kinship and huiual obligatio,, the function of an inner
guardian is now almost entirely lost sight of'
" The golden age of childhood gives us our first introduction to the

guardiin when i secret companion is formulated, visua_lized as active

i"itt in times of quiet play. This image retreats at adolescence to be

replaced by whai thelungian school call the anima or animus: the

female and male psychic counterparts of man and woman resPeg-

tively. Not .r..yorr" is aware of these inner influences which
formulate themselves within the imagination according to cultural
and experiential colouring. Everyone finds his or her particular

-.tnphtr, symbolism and imaginative clothing, for the guardian,

although ihey might not refer toit by that name. Others are aware o{

a., ,rnf6r-,rlatedlnner voice or conscience, or of a watcher' If you

have experienced any of these within your life you are already in
touch with your guardian. But if you have not?

Sit in meditation. See before you a full-length mirror in a frame'

Approach it. Its surface does not reflect you because it is opaque like

milkv opal. Within the mirror somcone is sealed away from your

uiiioi.,. Iireath upon the surface; see your breath as a flow of rainbow

,o"it , of lieht. This is life-giving-breath. Slowly see the frosted

s,rrface melt-away under your breath. The figure of someone comes

clear in the mirror' It may be male or female, old or young, but it is
never an animal or non-human entitity, nor is it someone known to
vou in life. If the figure is still indistinct, concentrate upon your

ti."rn and the rainblw sparks of light. You are not giving life to

v"ur gr"taan so much ai giving liie to yourself. Your guide has

lf*ryi waited at this door-to gi..t yo,, and now you create the

opportunity of your own volition. The surface of the mirror is now

c[.ar "t 
day; the frame is as a doorway.- 

Greet your guardian and ask his or her name. In all your dealings

*itt ih.'g""rii".t yo,, must always-speak first: your guardian will
not speak-to you unless you first make contact. This is importantto
,.-.i"U.. so'that you will not become dependent on or deluded by

it'," ,pp."tr.r.., of the psychic world. If you cannot catch the

grrr.dian't name, establisl a mutual .recognition sign which y.o.u cI]
E*change on future meetings - a small hand gesture will do. This will
immedi-ately establish the being as your own guide and not some

stray contact in future meditation.
N"* that the door is open between the worlds, you can meet and

talk to your compani6s-guardian whenever you.want' You may

wish to'do this privately in your room by speaking aloud, or by

conversing o., pap.r. otherwise contact can be established by

visualizati-on ,nd i.rn.. listening. Find your own level and be p-atient.

As with all relationships, friendship and understanding will grow

together in time.
?ow guardian can be a sounding boal{, adviser and guide, not

i,rst of li.l, i., the Otherworld but in Middle Earth also' Good
'rrppor, wiih the dajmon or muse is still considered valuable among

.riitiu. people whose livelihood 49nena; on inspiration, technique

"nJ 
io".'""riated effortr the {riendsliip of the guardian enables them

to fulfil their destinies by interpreting otherworld concepts _into
crafts, arts, performarrcei and music. One does not have to be a

creative ,.ilti in order to live creatively at every level'

If you have a tendency to follow wonders or be dependent upon

stronger personalities in your everyday life, beware' Do not act on

.r.r,it i.rg your guardian rells you but reflect whether this advice is

riehi for ior., ut ihis time. Test the guardian's advice against- your

ffi.r, princrples, submitting it, if necessary, to the source of your

EXERCISES
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spiritual focus. Don't totally surrender yourself to the guardian, but
try to be responsible for your own actions and thoughts. Don't
worship your guardian like a god; he or she can be seen as an older
brother or sister, a companion with a little more experience than
yourself.

This contact is intimately personal and can take many forms. \il7e

can only broadly hint at the variety of relationship to be had, but it
will be found that further contacts will come as a result of practising
it. Both inner and outer life are enriched and fructified by contact
with the inner guardian. Flexibility of personality results together
with a new self-awareness which will promote confidence and
humility in good measure.

EXERCISE 8 THE T\TO TREES MEDITATION

This meditation is not just another guided imagery game but an
initiatory entry to the Otherworld, the inner world whose reality
runs parallel to our world, but which can be entered at any time
because it is timeless. This ritual entry has been orally transmitted
from teacher to pupil over many generations in the native tradition
of Britain: it has been guarded as a hidden treasure and never before
been written down. Because of its importance and because the
Native Tradition is coming into the forefront of consciousness once
again, the authors have felt that the time has come to give it out.
Within it you will meet certain images and characters; they will teach
you and show you certain aspects of yourself. Those who don't work
at it will get nothing from it: as an initiatory method it is safe-
guarded. Those who work with it and benefit from its practice are
the ones for whom it is intended: for in the work of oral trans-
mission, the living spark of the teaching must seed in the heart of the
hearer.

Like an unfinished story, this meditation stands as a challenge to
all who have felt the vital impulse of the inner levels in their blood.
There is no end to this inner exploration, no correct way, no right
order of events: each finds the journey tailored to his or her needs.
The landscapes, the events and characters appear different according
to the individual's perceptions, yet common images recur in assorted
experiences which the authors have collated. This is not an easy
journey to take because you go alone here. As this oral device was
intended for use within a teacher-pupil relationship, with at least a
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minimal amount o{ supervision, certain things should be borne in

mi.rd, if you ."n g.t.ro ?rrther than the bcginning or.you get stuck or

encounter recurrent lmages, stop. The time is not right for you either

to start or continue yorr inne. charting. It may arise latersome may

find that they do not do the meditation - it does them. This can be

disconcerting, but manageable if you keep a sensible balance in your

life. If it is nJi possible t6 retire for the kind of retreat outlined on p.

154, to complete the journey, then strenuously block any.images

which try to'intrude on your daily life, following the gYidelines.set

down in ihe basic instru.iio.rs to the exercises on p. 15. This exercise,

like much in esoteric exploration, can become obsessive but you will
find that once the initial 'blockbusrer' effect has manifested, the

meditation continues at a more even rate.

In many ways, the Two Trees meditation is a compendium of the

"rt*i.".i..ises 
in this book. Some seekers have emerged from this

.*p..i..,.. alternately shattered and enlightened. Its effect is deep, so

do not approach it facetiously. Those you meet beyond the two trees

take .na.ry forms: recognizable religious leaders, animals, interior

.o*prrrion, and guidef as well as-what.appear to be. m,isleading

characte.s w-ho set obstacles in your road. These should be firmly
ir..J rra challenged if they threaten your integrity' However, they

;;;il a ,alrrta."y effect on those who have been avoiding personal

issues and who seik to hold on to cherished and mistaken precepts.

over a period of time the images and teachings will integrate

themselves inro your lives, becoming part of your 'interior furnish-

ing'. It is good to keep a written record of your journeying tor tuture

..i"."rr..I!trhen attempting to compare notes rvith a friend or gl9yp

;h; ;.; working this mfiitation, remember that results will be

variable and thai no qualitative judgments can be made on one's

prolr.s here. Even the teacher is not in a positiol l-9 i-"dgt-."t
i"L'*.nr, except to help and advise in the event of difficulty. The

authors aie wiliing to help in this regard if such difficulties are met

*iit. r"y.o,orn.rii.rtions should bJ addressed to us c/o Routledge

& Kegan Paul.

Tbe Tuo Trees

you are standing at rhe top of a low hill. Below you is a shallow

,"1i.y u, the centle of which lies a lake. Beside it are two trees - silver

birches - which are reflected upside-down in the water. \iflalk down

from the hill and around the margin of the lake until you pasq
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between the two trees. As you do so focus your attention on the sky
well above the horizon. There you will see either the sun or the
moon: is it day or night? When you have established which, lower
yovr gaze andsee a figure approaching. It may be male or feinale,
veiled or unveiled. This is your guide. Follow the instructions he or
she gives to you. Your guide may accompany you or appoint a

companion, or you may be sent on alone. Remember that no actual
harm can come to you. Follow the way laid down for you and seek

the goal to which you will be led.

You may return from your journey at any point that you choose. You
will probably find that you slip in and out of the landscape of the
journey at unexpected moments, and that after a lapse of several

weeks or months you may find yourself taking up the journey again.
Sometimes it may seem to continue even though you are not con-

scious of it, so that you may re-enter the landscape at a different
point but in full awareness of what has passed, like remembering a

dream. It should be understood that this inner iourney may take
years, possibly a lifetime and that, once begun, it will continue to
r."pp.ir in your life. You need not start the journey from the
beginning each time but simply follow its course.

CHAPTER 5

Th e S e cr et Commonw edlth

For you took what's before me and what's behind me;

You took east and west when you wouldn't mind me'

Sun and moon from mY skY You've taken,
And God as well, or I'm much mistaken.

'Donal Og', traditional Irish folk song

There are nine and sixfy ways of constructing tribal lays,,-
And - every - single - one - of - them - is - right!

Rudyard Kipling: 'In the Neolithic Age'
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NATIVE WISDOM

The Foretime is no more. lrhile that historical era is over, its native

wisdom survives, intact within the otherworld, but fragmentedly

within folk tradition and esoteric revival. Revival presents its own
problems, often representingthe values.of the Foretime in the rosy

glow of a Golden Age rather than in the liglt of the Secret Common-

ilealth which it repr"esents. Robert Kirk (130, and see chapter 4).used

this iitle to describe the land and manner of living of the Faerykind.

ih. *irdor., o{ the Native Tradition, from the Foretime up until the

present, is literally our common-wealth, the treasury upon which we

.u, dru* for spiritual nourishment. Intet its storehouses_ go every

"rp.o 
of tradiiion, both pagan and.Christian, oid ald new-: its

.ol"rg. is freshly minted a.,.i eu".y time one aspect of it is validlv
exch#ged in Middle Earth. Oniy when the treasury is_viewed.as

some klnd of museurn do its coins rurn to leaves, like faery-gold.

Revivalists who seek to employ traditions 'authentically' have to

lang warily if those traditions are not to petrify under.their touch.- Tiadition is ncver static, endlessly reproducing itself to the last

detail; it must change, adapting itself in different circumstances.
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The transmission of the native wisdom is a miracle, although the

;;bi.ti; of it, ,rl,r., is often overlooked by revivalists who either

;'";;f,r1ril.* ;".|i."f tradition or who overstate_fragments of it,

;;;;"[r*t their meagre method around its dimlv flickering

il;;;:-\r;har. ,ho*tt"how the traditions of the Foretime have

..-,"t".i, frtw the god-forms re-emerge, how the earth's energies

il;;; b;;" ;..ortr.t".d and how the otherworld is the kev to native

;il;. i;;.1,,, the course of the old Religion is less easy. Its path

h;; b.;; .rorr-i.".k.d and overlaid with confusion; without the

confirmative resonance of the Otherworld, theories of transmission

;h;I;-;;;h other like weeds. Any consideration of traditional trans-

-irri"" must be necessarily short, so within this chapter' we.will

;;;._pii",t"* how this'has been effected by the tribal unit as

,epresented by shaman, lttisr.and people' 
,^-'ffr. 

-"ar* p"g"t, ievival mo"emet't, known within its own

.ir;i;; iiii CrLft", is interesting in that it claims descent from the

A[-Ii.lici;" of ti,e Foretime. It?isclaims any correspondelce yith
what is pipularly known as witchcraft, which is seen to derlve trom

;;iJ;"J .'r,trr.,Ld under torture in medieval and Jacobean times'

and from the excesses of public imagination. Revivalist witches who

oroclaim their uninter.rpted linea[e from the Foretime are often

il#;;di" .-piri. how their iadition has survived untainted

Lu ,.."rr,i"ns of iursing, child-sacrifice, orgies and devil-worship.

If there seems to be an unexplainable hiatus between the Ioretlme's

6iJi[i;ir" and the -odern Craft, it is because the links are either

invisible"or plainly were never there' Yet if there is any successor.to

;il;il;;"'then ihe most likely candidate is the revivalist witch.-"fVtif. 
if,. legend of 'old families'keeping alive a dying trad-

ition has been iruch embroidered by those commentators seeklng

;;;fiir;,il" r", their claims, there were and still survive certain

i;;lt* *h;i. the old Religion was transmitted in some form. one

;;;;; rrri e"gtir" *itcfr', George Pickingill (18t5-1909)' who

*m-."*rfred b'y Masons'and [osicruciins from Europe and

;;.i;;J*..a frit d".."ttt from Julia of Brandon' a witch who died

i"-fOV{'dii. fftr hereditary t.idition descends through the nine

.""*, *ili.h he founded over the course o{ sixty years, and so may

;;;;r,c to be operative today. Insrances of hereditary succession are

;;" f;;gil t^iy fo, u.,y .",1 to be made, however' Just how did the

native ihu-rt become a witch?^^"A; 
dr"ie succeedeJ shaman, so priest succeeded druid. Spiritual

t.ra.ttt ip is always exercised by th" mystically percipient who are
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drawn towards the priestly role; yet the priesthood became increas-

inolv involv.a ir, ...i"ti"tti."f administration and theological

iliilft.ooji;;. ri;"rJh; ,piiii"rr needs of those enmeshed in tribal

consciousness were ".gi.#J' 
Oespite-the intermittent snipingof the

il;h. ;;;;.,irrr, rrridh,istianiry rubbed along: priest' peopleand

-i.t "fi.i" 
Jxercising their dual membership of old and new relrgrons

in much the same *r"".t as modern Japinese still avouch them-

,.f*,6rif, i ii"l" o"ig;adhist. By thii time the shaman had either

il;;;;;;;[rt of th. n.* itligion or continued to function in the

old one, albeit secretlY.

At the Renaissance'a new wind began to blow' The Reformation

.f 
'th;'P;ri"rt 

.h,tt.hes was an attempt to restate the Native

Tradition in Christian ,t t"ttt as nadonal tti-s' It is at this point that

,h.;;i;; p.ir..,rti""t of Ota Religionists' now called w]1ch9s'

i,.""t.''ftf.hieval Catholicism had itot'g links with the Native

i"r?i1;,"*"nip. C."g.ry it. c..ur had. Incouraged the siting of

churches on pagan ..,iittit of worship and the continuation of pagan

i;;;i;"l, in cir;tian juise. The Mother and Father of the Foretime,

;i;'i;;J;.J Lady o? the old Religion whose aspects 1'9 "Yi11'
*.t. th. gods and'goddesses of paganism,-were present ln the torms

;ii;t;il;J 
"r,d 

d,rt i,dv - Jeiul and Marv'.Under Protestantism

;;d *;ftpti.,g, rrritr.ritL, it" reverence to the Virgin was banned

and the celebration .i"",i'i f"tdvals outlawed' Those whose dual

;ii;g;;;;", ""tr,i.r.*g 
ioun_d themselv.es forced to take sides. The

Protestant rer,"r.,,'.rri of"'he Native Tradition did not include pagan

;.';;i;i;;;.rgh, ,o ,**. ilt native character of the pollution o{

both pagan and Catholic influence'" 
i.h; dii Religion as a Foretime survival was forced into extinc-

,i.",'1", u.rrrJi, ai"a it showed its ugly side. Revivalists like to

iiri"f. "i 
the 'burning iitt"t', as they a'e kno*n in Craft circles' as a

oaraileltothep.rr..u,i''n'ofthe'earlyChristians:small'fervent
[;H;H;J;;-;;;;;s striving to keep the old wavs alive'

,n..ii"g secretly at nigh*or-fear of spies' and virtuously gotng about

their daily burin.rr, lii-wishing no'one'.The reality *"-t-:l:T.lit
,no..h.rrnrn.Tohaveone'sspiritualiryderided.'toloseonesllvell-'h;;,';;'J; 

orr.', rrrniii s*rer.aia noi inspire feelings of goodwill:

,'frrt.'*irf, th. po*.i'to heal and hurt-often chose to hurt in

;;;;";;; 
"nd 

ret.ib"tit"' iht" were few on either side of.the

;;:;ffi;;; Eil;;; o' p'g"L who maintained the highest

;;;;ipi;;;f ,t .i, r"iih l" p'"'1i'! 1t" notion of the Devil as God's

;;;#;; 
-ha; -b;;";;il;;i;i 

rrom purpits both catholic and
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Protestant. Under threat of persecution by their opPressor, some did

turn for active support from the Devil: if God allied himsett to the

persecutors, let tliem ioin the opponent of God'

The basic compatibiliry of pagan.and christian was overturned in

, hrrtericat pu.e.. Christianity, shamed by its pagan beginnings

"nd 
i* urg.i f.5* the tribal consciousness, eradicated offendtng

;;il;r;. "iet the fascination with the earlier levels of religion

i.*"i".a voyeurisrically embedded within the hearts of Christian

parra.",o.t. it has been observed, that, at this time, 'treatises on

inritchcraft came near to being a pornographic genre' (278)' The

spectacle of rwo sets of shaman-s fighting each other is not-a pleasant

;;.-ih; o"i.ay of two religions.turning sour might have been

. ,""ia.a, Uu, ih. ug. was not n-oted for its tolerance. Yet all was not

dark.- i" fri, introduction to Carlo Ginzburg's Tbe Night Ba-ttles, a

studv of paqan survival within the context of agratian cults, E.J.

ff.U'rU"*L"remarks of this sixteenth century Italian phenomenon:

here we have not Margaret Murray's subterraneanold religion

hostile to christianit"y but rituai practices which had long

"trrUfitfr.a 
a symbiosis with the dominant religion - the

ieiardanti (literally,'those who go well') originally r.egarded

Il,.-t.it.t as champions of Chiist against the devil - but

*ti.t are forced into opposition ' ' ' by Church policy (87)'

These benandanti, ordinary country folk, went forth at night to.do

b;;i;;i,[ rhor. *ho threatened the crops. Doubtless some families

retained this ancient guardianship, while isolated individuals with

;;il;i;; tr,rn ,h"I" of their .ontt*pot'ries bore witness to the

;li;;t. Btt the impetus of the Old Religion was broken and its

shamans dead. There survived certain wise-women and cunntng-

-.", fif.. George Pickingill, at the tribal level of belief, whose-role

*^ """t.t, 
t,, i'h" ,hr*ittii one; apart from them, the story-tellers'

fo.rr, *uri.ians and craftspeopie ietaitred the ancient themes and

If.iiit, ,f,f,trgh usually in *ayt superficially unrelated to that of

religion.--n"rt 
irrt as ancient sites were discovered by.gentlemen.arche-

"frgrr,l 
,"Jil. .fa mvthologies aired by bored divines, so the Old

n.figio" was investigated. foe owe a debt oJ gratitude .to the

.t'.""-""arr"rs, colleJtors and amanuenses who recorded what

*-r"ia .rt ..#se haue been lost; as pausanius recorded ancient

c.."t ."rrrms and religious sites before the coming of christianity
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(192), so did Stukely and Aubrey rc-cord the British landscape b^tf"I:

ina"rtintirrtion (251, 11). Ce;il Sharp and Sabine Baring.-.Gould

?igJj .oll..tecl folk ,o.,gr, stories und d"tt"t before radio and

i.i*iril, .r.. to ,.plr.Jth"-. But we should ever be aware that a

;iri, il;; the anthropologist is often a visit from the undertaker as

traditional customs become self-aware'

A number of theories about the survival of the old Religion as

*ii.fr.ruft began to tertllize and stimulate the native consciousness

i;;;-;i;t.gfinirg of this centurv onwards' Charles G' Leland' an

G;i;, fJtnor[t and himself a descendant of John Leland the

Roval Antiquarv in 1553, uncovered evidence about ltaltan wltch-

:;;i,-;;; ;;bli'[Jr'i' findings in Aradia: the Gospet of tbe witcbes

(137). The anthropologist, Margaret Murray,,wrott I*9.?t:5,t: ',":
Witch Cutt in Western Europe (1921) andTbe God of the.Witches

r iSj3f . Wnile Leland's findings were an isolated instance of survival

i."-1'fi.*irr"J info.*ant -"a witch called Maddalena - and only

;;;.;";J with Italian practices, Murray's books attempted to take

*ii.fr..rf, seriously as a survival of the Old Religion' There were no

*ii.f,., to come forward and gainsay their findings' Persecution.had

;;;;il;d i., "n 
,r.,d..standabiy deep-dyed secrecy, and the laws

,nuinr..ir.hcraft were still on the siatute books in England. It.was

"3l'r"iii 
iiii *ft." the \trTitchcraft Act of 1736,under which those

l.r..t.rdire to be witches'were liable to imprisonment, was repealed

,i#;;il;[t"d.tf evidence began to turn up (270)' The spearhead of

the new evidence was C.irta s]C'rdner, an amateur archeologist and*;h.;;;i;;i;i;h" 
had formed links with a coven in the New Forest

i"'s;;ri;dEngland; he was subsequently initiated into the group

;il, ;f*; ,h. t.i"rf of the'urit.hc.afi Act, he began to publish q"*t
about the Old Religion from within' .Witchcraft Tgday and I be

l,trrrirs ,iwitchciaft exploded the old misconceptions surround-

i"_ *ir&., ,r,d p.opt.rnded a cult of shaman-like practidoners of

ilr,E cjia iiJtei;;;[; kept the old festivals, worshipped the old gods

and who worked only beneficent magic'*'e;;il.r,; 
ciaims have perturbed both those inside and outside

neo-oaganism. Doreen Vaiiente, who knew and worked with him'

i;;; ,'hfi; ,ay, .the rituals he had received were in {act fragmentary

.-. . ,"a to fnk them together into a coherent whole ' ' ' he had

;;;Jil *ord, which seefued to him . . . to strike the right chords in

."'.I, *ira;ilZOl.ln would indeed be astonishing if anyth.ing.like a

coherent t.*i hrd survived through oral transmission of old rttuals'

ifr. Ota Religion, never a codified whole even in the Foretime' was
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fraemented and obscured. The tradition which Gardner contacted in

;'h;"i.i;F";.* *r, different from thosc pagan.surviv.als in other

parts of the British Isles or in Europe.'\trThatever the leaders ot other

i"r."t *rgt t say, Gardner's ideasiparked.the dry, tinder of 
1 
t"i*;

inely dead-tradiiion into a great conflagration. Individuals who had

i;rur-;;; of o.thodo* reigion were attracted to ioin Gardner's

.orr.r, and soon a Sreat mu"shrooming of neo-paganism. occurred'

the C.aft of the !(ise, so called from ihe etymology which derives

Gtchcraft, from the Saxon word 'wicce' or wise, grew at a

ohenomenal rate. Growing covens soon exceeded their autonomous

;;i;;-;i ;[itt..r,, und seit off daughter covens' The craft soon

..os.d the Atlantic where the boom was even bigger'* 
G;;;";;as not alone in his attempt to spread the old Religion;

oth; individuals, some with inflated.got, *ttt soon claiming witch

;;;;il;,il.i ,na special powers' Neo-paganitf ]''.'{ become

Iultist. Margot Adler discusses this phenomenon in the Untted States

in h., b"ok" Drawing Down the Moon. All the ingredients of the

Foretime,s OId Religion are present within the Craft: the worshtp

;i;;;li g.ar, i.flU.ation of _agrarian and calendrical festivals,

;i."1;;;t",*tnr.a "r men and io',,ttt, but why was this revival

necessary?--ih; 
6p"lar response to neo-paganism.has been overwhelmingly

l"rg..i.n in ", ,gi which turnslo new religious cults to fill the gaps

J[irfr"ao" faitli. It is likely that the push towards a reitrtegratiort

oi th. Nrtiu. Tradition is being experienced. In the thirty years since

C"rd.r.. began his revival in ill good faith, a significant pattern is

;;;gr"g. \frhile the.e are still those adherents who play at witches

*itft ?pltt.tically unadult enthusiasm, with plastic flowers in.their

t rir, it'.i. middle'-aged spreads ashake and their feet planted.firmly

in ,'".rut-"ever laid o{ prg".t peace, there are others who are

remembering the old *ays by analeptic means and who are prac-

,irt"g ift.-"seriously as mode.n-iay- shamans' They may-be

""rrir-.dty 
revival, yet their effect is directly influencing the New

Age to appreciate some native wisdom'
iVt itri ievival Craft will always attract the childish adult, the

f.r',r*i lorrrlly male) servant of the Goddess and the- power-seeking

iiigf, p.i.r,.ss, as well as the sexually immature and the religiously

""!..ia.J, 
it is a force to be reckoned with when it is truly_in touch

with its native potency. Yet here also lies the danger of revival.

what was common .,rrto- in the Foretime - blood-sacrifice, ritual
;;i;g, .i.. - do.t not obtain today. And while the Craft as a whole
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does not subscribe to these practices, those for whom these memories

r*g;;;;G;n be easilv seduccd from thcir spirirual :t:llit]llitt
inaoorooriat. 

"t"uirn1.ihe 
esoteric dictum oi evil being misplaced

;;;?il htlds eood here. What is correct in the Foretime is not correct

;;;:'i;;&-t"i r. 
""t.generate 

forces demands great personal

i"i"g.i.y. rftot. *fr" havei taste for the nasryor the naughry-donot

,r."ito loit the Craft to get their kicks, b-ut those who 'brrng thelr

.ril-*i,r, ,t em, do it no" good service. If the Native wisdom is

.o.,tu.t.d via the Otti..*oria, then the dangers are minimal, yet the

;;;ir" still needs io b. 
"r,r*..ed, 

'does this revival tradition work

THE SECRET COMMONIX/EALTH

r ouestlon stlll neeos fo Ds allswttsur uv\
& ;;;;;'h;;n,iott .."r"ty?' If ttre answer is no, then it is a form of

t olav-actins, not a road to spiritual development'
u "'\irh;;'^#:-t.Ln *.itt.n he.e about the craft applies equally to

t other neo-pagan group.s..ln so far as they are genuine attempts to
4 contact thi N-ativJTradition and bring it forward into the New Age,
'il t6;;; a"i"g the work of the aeon. In so far as they are living in an
t' ia."r pasq th;y are a waste of e{fort' These hard wolds apply to any-

. "". ,,it o i, *ulki.rg back down the inner spiral of the W-estern Way

_ f;;h;llar"r - if,."past with no intention of returning. If the Craft
: ;;;;;" ri.r. irr. irrlgritv of' sav, the Christian church' where are the

;;; *yr,i."t i.,tJrpi.t.i, of.the Christian tradition? Although

. neo-paganlsm works irom the grass-roots up,. at least it is sending

.outsomescoutstoexplorethepossibilitiesofitsowntradition'
, But while 'modern neo-mystics ' ' ' have been drawn b-y ' '' ^' 

.e6"i.if, 
"?ti"r...r, 

in mythology and especially British mythology; by

,t. lil-defined belief in a New'Age . . . uy a reiection of christianity

' *ftl.t lt "", the old atheism or humanism, but -a search for an

., alternative spirituality, often with magical and occultish aspects' (7),

,h., ;;n'ot'"ltog"thii igno.e the myitical cohesion of Christianity
' *t i.f, has preser"ved aspicts of the Native Wisdom quite as success-

' i;it;;inJc."rt has done, as well asimparting rts o:vn wisdom as a

,* ,rilir""l path. Geoffrey Aihe has written that 'The Strong Magic is

$, ;;;;i;;;t;;ll as demoralizins' (7)' If the'strong magic' is able to

$ ;;;;; i"t;.;; as 'miracle', tf,en ihe old and new religions need

: #;il.'" ri"*Ufi"g-block to each other as they have been in the

I ;;;;. fhe ..r,e*al oi the Secret Commonwealth happens by many
'-.r.t, and its mediators may not necessarily be those occupying the

,ll"*r.rl. or priestly role any longer'-Ultimately it does not matter

' ;il;;Jirt", tt it r.r,.*ul, 
"i 

tot'g1t factionism can be avoided' The

p"ta it :".i,ft", prgrr, ,o.'Chtitti-un, it belongs to no nation and no

ilass, it is universal' (202).
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THE SECRET PEOPLE

They have given us into the hand of the new unhappy lords,
Lords without anger and honour, who dare not carry their swords.

They fight by shuffling paper; they have bright dead-alien eyes;

ffrey look 
"t 

out laboui and laughter as a tired man looks at flies.

And the load o( their loveless pity is worse than the ancient wrongs,
Their doors are shut in the evening; and they know no songs (52).

That quotation from G.K. Chesterto-n's poem 'The Secret People'

might well stand with that of the lrish folk song'Donal Og'-which
hea'ds this chapter as an indictment of the people of the- Native
Tradition, wheiever they may be. Those who have followed us this

far will perhaps have glimpsed the reasons whyrve think the Native
Tradition is as imporiant as the Hermetic in the formation of the
'Western'07ay. Those secure in their religious fastnesses, who have

fixed and reassuring views on all aspects of life, can afford to b-.:g'"g
about the secret pe6ple from whom sun and moon, East and li(est,

and any approachable concept of God have been riven.
To speak of the secret people in this regard is not to bepatronizing

about ihe 'lower-class' oi p.rtat t stock, because each of us is one of
the secret people exiled from our tribe. The Western'07-"y'l Native
Tradition irt-.r.r.t gone in for autocratic priestly leadership-: the

spiritual well-being of the tribe has been exercised collectively by
pri.rt, people and ruler - the priestAhaman being the.expert in
ipiritual *att.tt. \Ure have seen how the shaman survived as either
pri.rt ot witch, iust as the shamanka had the dual option of nunor
*ir.-*o-rtt. The ribal rulers survived as feudal barons or else

perished in the internecine squabbles for tribal leadership.'Families
Lf priests and noblemen, blessed with family trees as old as the

Creation, were oblitera ted' (202) with such vigour that one is tempted

to consider Margaret Murray's theory concerning the. sacrificial
divine victirn which was demandecl evcry seven years for the good of
the land (175). Theories of Divine Kingship were upheld most

strongly by the Stuart Kings - notably insisted upon by that same

IameJ I who had written a denouncernent of witchcraft, the

bor*orologle (Edinburgh 1'597). After the demise of the Stuart
cause and tf,e institution of constitutional rnonarchy, the sense of
tribal leadership was diminished. The cohesion of the tribe was

broken ancl the iecret people were leaderless or in the hands of those

who cared only for their physical well-being - those 'new unhappy

lords' who were so out of touch with thc urgency of the Native
Tradition that'they knew no songs'.

The secret people may have been like lost sheep, yet they werenot
fools. They linew that the high-sounding names of God, the alien

rituals and'political theorizing were not for them - that there was a

homelier and easier way than this. Yet, equally, they often let them-

selves be duped by alazy dependence on tribal consciousness and

were manipulated'to fight in foreign wars, to go hungry and landless

- anything save find the salvific story, the essential spiritual destiny

whiih wis rightfully theirs. Rather than seek for the Secret

Commonwealth they sank back into the fleshpots and superstitions
of exoteric religion, clinging fondly to the worn-down and vitiated
customs of their ancestors.

After the Foretime had receded to a faint memory and under

successive invaders, the secret people continued, adapting them-
selves as minimally as possible to the new ways. Yet there rose from
within their ranki ceitain individuals - not esotericists or those

whose names spring to mind with regard to the Hermetic tradition -
but continuato.s, co.tt.ction-men and women, marginal shamans

whose names we shall never know. These hidden shepherds acted as

seed-bearers on the marginal thresholds of experience: they had no

part in political exhortation, nor did they employ their charisma to
L..o-. popular figure-heads. They were the, poets, story-telleqs,

folk-singirs, visioniries, craftspeople and synthesizers of the inner

vision .nihor. hidden duty was to transmute the Native wisdom into
something more immediately usable. If we mention the names of a
handful oJ these continuators but brie{ly, it is not in disrespect of
their wisdom and insight.

The Native mystics i.. t.pt.t.rted by Mother Julian of Norwich
(c.1.342-1,420) whose insighl into the nature, of-Deity was expressed

in both masculine and feminine imagery, and whose concern was for
her 'even-Christiatts' and the immediacy of love's action within
humanity (122). Iifhile across the Atlantic, the- non--conformist
vision oi Mother Ann Lee (1736-54) founded the Shakers who
employed an ecstatic tradition of dance and song as a means of
worship (286).

The'Native visionary poets William Blake (1,757-'1,827) and
George Russell, or'A.E.' iSeTtglS) are both in the tradition of
Kirk'i Master-Men, walkers-between-the-worlds whose visitations
were recorded in their poetry and other writings (22,21,8). rU{rhil9

the Native nature mystics and poets, Coleridge, Wordsworth and
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Shelley, are bemer known; Walt \Whitm an (1,g19-92) and Richard
Jefferies (1848-87) both explored the pantheistic response with
cosmic insight (284, 118).

As embodiments of a dead culture we have the testimonies of
Black Elk (1853-?) who spoke of the Lakota Indians of his tribe
and their demise under white culture (180), and peig Sayers (1g73_
1958), an illiterate Irishwoman who had no English, yei who was a
fund of traditional stories (180).

we spoke earlier about the skill of poet and bard: the degeneration
and revival of the native poetic tridition is amply dea'it with in
Robert Graves's The white Goddess. Long aftei ihe great celtic
poets had sunk to the level of horny-handei itineran" !tyi"g1h;i.
songs and stories through an impoverished land, the ancieni trad-
itional tales and ritual scenarios were remembered and sung by
nameless folk-singers on both sides o{ the Atlantic (175, 1-93f

The shamanic skills of healing fell to the village wiich whose
practice of folk-medicineis now being revived in a world impatient
of orthodox-healing methods. Strippid of the old healing .hrrrtr,
techniques of balancing-the subtle psychic body and its eneigy fields
are dismissed as witch-doctoring -they are, but still effecti# for all
that.

The crafts-tradition of creating an object and fixing it in Middle
Earth by means of w-ood, clay and iion is " pr.Idig- of the
esotericist's art. Eric Gill (1882-1940), the sculptoi, remiids us that
'art' originally- meant 'skill' and that ttre artist 'is ihe person who
actually has the skill to make things . . . ro bring into physical
existence the things-which abide in-the mind' (g5). Throug'h the
craftsperson many religious and mystical truths are transmitt.i f..r.,
one generation to the next, without need for concealment, because
they are 'self-evident truths' and open mysteries. The analogy of
craft-work has been absorbed by both the Craft, ,, 

^ 
,r"o-p"rgr.,

movement, as well as by Freemasonry, as a Hermetic revivai. ihe
strength of the crafts-guilds enabled the traditions to be transmitted
in a unified way which was appreciable to all at many levels. yet
more often the continuators were inspired individuals who were the
leaven in each generation, engaged in the cyclic action ,rf restatins
and rediscovering the truth of-the Native Tradition. Their ,,".i
namelessness is unimportant - we have mentioned only a scatte.ing
of these marginal shamans whose work has informed ow o*i
century - for it is said:
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Every cycle has its prophets - as guiding stars; and they are the
burning candles of the l.ord to light ihe spiritual temple on
earth, for the time being. When they have doire their wort, they
will pass away; but the candlesticks will remain, and other
lights will be placed in them (285).

THE MOTHER-COUNTRY

Yet in some eras rhe light burned less brightly when the continuators
were less skilled or their influence absent. Alihough the secret people
never ceased to be psychically sensitive, without triining or some kind
of shamanic supervision their efforts often failed to r.rirt in anything
more than a low-level psychism which runs after signs and portenti
rather than concerning itself with the spiritual -.tt-U.i"g of the
world. The Otherworld communicated iis messages still, liet these
were cast into the immediate language and symbolism of everyday
life. There was no shortage of communication between the worlds,
just a shortage of e*peri-e.,ced decoders. ih. ;;;ltil;;;;il
interest in what might be called 'low-level' ocCultism -1-surfacefascination with astrology and divination - might lead one to
sp_eculate whether indeed occultism was not the pornography of
religion. Yet, as H.P. tslavatsky has commented:

occultism is not magic, though magic is one of its tools.
Occultism is not the acquirement of pbwers, whether psychic
or intellectual, though both are its seivants. Neither is-oicult-
ism the pursuit of happiness, as men understand the word; for
the first step is sacrifice, the second, renunciation (24).

We shall be discussing the split between religion and magic in
volume 2, yet 'tampering with the occult' is regarded as dangero"us by
the conventionally religious who quite happily digest kiracles,
propitiatory prayer to the saints, the existence of guardian angels
and the s.angtily of church precincrs. It is worth juxtaposing thijist
with the beliefs currenr among esotercists of many kinds: tf,e use of
magic, mediation of god-energies, the protection of the circle-
guardians, and the sanctity of ancient temples both of stone and
earth. Spiritual bigotry results from fear of the unknown and the
threat to one's own comfortable ride to heaven. However, spiritual
progress is full of such challenges and threats -without them there is
no progress.
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Yet the negative examples of occultism are always being stressed
by those who seldom or never examine the short-comings of theil
own tradition. Two pictures emerge. The Native Tradition is
exemplified by the Witch, stirring her cauldron, cursing all and
sundry: a woman of evil intent whose sexualiry is of a disturbing
kind, unless she is portrayed as an ugly hag. Significantly, she is a
woman. The Hermetic Tradition fares no better, being portrayed by
the Black Magician, safe within his circle, wrapped in his emblematic
cloak and hat, invoking demons and commanding elemental power:
significantly again, he is a man of malicious intent whose devious
brain threatens the well-being of the world. These fearsome pro-
jections are frequently trotted out of the esoteric cupboard by those
who are ignorant of the complementary opposites of these pictures.
While it would be a gross simplification to identify the Native
Tradition with the feminine, and the Hermetic with the masculine,
there is a symbolic truth to be uncovered here. The witch is more
often the wise-woman or sibyl, personifying the integrated wisdom
of the earth, mediating natural magic and prophetic insight; just as

the black magician is more often the alchemist who transmutes the
perennial wisdom into a way of spiritual evolution. This identifica-
tion cannot be pressed too far since it fails to take in the subtler level
at which gender ceases to have any importance. Yet the fact that the
negative images of the $Testern Way constellate around the feminine
and masculine in this manner should remind us of the fact that the r'

older 'feminine' mysteries of the Native Tradition have suffered from
neglect iust as the 'masculine-oriented' mysteries of the Hermetic
Tradition have been over-stated and become rigid.

We spoke in the introduction of the fact that we are aware of our
patrilineal heritage - our exoteric side - but that we have neglected
our matrilineal side - the esoteric side of ourselves. The Native
Tradition is very much the mother-tradition in which we are born
and to which we fail to succeed. The secret matronym of our mother-
country has been withheld from us and to discover it we must go on a
long journey of self-discovery.

How each of us interrelate with our secret mother-country, our
esoteric selves, is a measured reflection of how we respond to the
Mother herself - the Goddess, whose re-evaluation within the
twentieth century is an attempt to trace the first inward spiral of our
spiritual journey. The re-evaluation of eady modes of worship has
produced at one and the same time some of the most profound and
the silliest concepts in popular consciousness. The primal under-
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standings of the Foretime were uncomplicated compared with those
facing any revival of Goddess worship today. The same problems of
reversion to primitive modes of behaviour apply again, as a variety of
groups are spawned, all concerned with re-establishing the Golden
Age of Matriarchy when the Mother ruled and women were treated
right. The Craft has had its feminist variants in the shape of Dianic
Craft - covens for women only (1). The radical wedge of feminism
has split old understandings of sexuality, gender and their applica-
tion to the archetypes of Deity with greater or lesser skill (53, 244).

Within the field of esotericism and spirituality - and indeed
throughout this book - there can be no differentiation of intent
between the men and women who walk the inner path. On the inner
levels there are no such political problems as those now facing us on
the outer levels of life. Certainly, work on the inner levels is experi-
enced differently by men and women as Dion Fortune implies in her
enlightening essay, 'The Worship of Isis' (78):

Isis is the All-woman, and all women are Isis. Osiris is the
All-man, and all males are Osiris. Isis is all that is negative,
receptive, and latent. Osiris is all that is dynamic and potent.
That which is latent in the outer is potent in the inner; and that
which is potent in the outer is latent in the inner. . . . This is the
law of alternating polarity, which is known to the wise.
'$7omen are potent upon the inner levels, acting as sibyls, seers,

bringers of spiritual fertility - yet artists of both sexes operafe upon
this principle also. Men are potent on the outer levels, acting as

directors and synthesizers, reflecting inner inspiration and earthing it
- yet researchers of both sexes also actualize inner confirmations of
their theories in this rnanner. There are no hard and fast rules, yet this
circuit of polarity is a fact of inner working. While we can say,
generally speaking, that women tend inwards on the spiral path and
men tend outwards, once the principle of polarity is understood
these directions can be accomrnodated in reverse: thus women can
operate as directors of inner work, while nren may act as mediums
for the inner levels.

Con{usion is rife on the levels of meaning surrounding sexuality,
polarity, and the gender assigned to Deity. ivlale and femaleness are
the symbolic masks worn by Deity for our comfort and understand-
ing. Although the female mask has not been exhibited in the West for
many centuries, it remains a valid working form for those who are
willing and able to rnediate the energies of the Mother. Although
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female, emerge soon before the Western Way is lost in a welter of
misinformation about its own traditions both Native and Hermetic.
The neo-pagan movement has opened the way for both sexes to
re-experience the Mother in a practical sense. But perhaps more
importantly, the essential symbolic yerities of the Divine Feminine
have been intelligently presented for the first time in this century -
mostly by female psychologists. The work of Esther Harding (102),
Sylvia Perera (1,96) and Helen Luke (145) has gone a long way to
educate the twentieth century consciousness. Before the century is
out the response to discussion about the Goddess will not be 'which
goddess?' - a question unthinkable if applied to God - but an
acceptance and understanding unparelleled since the Foretime when
the earth herself was first called mother.

REDEEMING THE TIME

A great renaissance of neo-paganism and shamanistic techniques is
abroad. Modern consciousness has latched onto something old and
primeval. For many it is an escape from the present; for others it is
a welcome alternative to the watered-down versions of orthodox
religious practice remembered from their youth. This neo-pagan
upsurge has brought with it an understanding of our belonging to the
earth, a discovery of the Mother-country and of the native wisdom of
the Secret Commonwealth; but it has another dangerous side - one
which would apply ancient principles to modern consciousness with
no regard to the passing of time and circumstance. Thus those who
walk the'Western lVay through its Native Tradition should bear in
mind that:

the mind of the student must be clearly focused in objective
consciousness. Deuelopment on top of an atauism is the cause
of most of the difficulties that occur in [esoteric] training (236,
italics ours).

As we have tried to point out throughout this book; the Native
Tradition's soil is fertile for present research and future growth, but
it does need to be weli-turned first. Those who seek to use its images
and its ancient wisdom undiluted with common sense will come to
grief.

The regeneration of old forms through modern consciousness is of
prime importance. The coincidence of ancient resonances with
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there were women-only and men-only cults - those of Bona Dea (13)
and Mithras (274), for example - and while there will always be
male and female-oriented mysteries, the present concern is not with
exclusivism. The archetypes of God and Goddess are common and
powerfully effective energies, flowing from the Spiritual Realms,
which are for all people - not limited in application to man or
woman only. We should beware of projecting our repressions and
longings upon the divine archetypes, nor should we confine their
operation within the limits of historicity.

Sexuality merely determines our gender function as human beings
who have the potential to physically reproduce themselves. It is
frequently misapplied and confused withpolarity. The sexual circuit
is made between a man and a woman. The polarity circuit is made
befween outer and inner levels - or between the Otherworld and
Middle Earth. When'horizontal' and'vertical' circuits are crossed,
the result is confusion of intent, and its effect can be traced through-
out the history of the esoteric world where sordid little episodes
cloud the clarity of inner working. If there ever was a form of
'Western Tantra, its principles have been mainly lost sight of.

These definitions need to be borne in mind when discussing those
hackneyed designations: patriarchal and matriarchal religion.
W'here feminism has successfully campaigned for women's elevation
from subservient or slave status to the level of a human being who
has equal rights, it has done the work of education. If its occasional
stridenry grates upon the ear, it should be considered that sexual
equality is far from established in many areas of the world, both
West and East. \0fhere feminism has claimed exclusive rights over
spiritual areas it is as guilty of spiritual appropriation as the so-called
patriarchal religions.

Yet there should be no cause for concern: women have held the
guardianship of the mother:-country, acting as the repositories of
religion during the dark times. But it is important that their instinc-
tive knowledge should be disseminated freely now and not held in
stasis where it is liable to decay unused. If patriarchal trends have
kept the wisdom of the mother-country of the Native Tradition in
check, then the compassion of the Divine Feminine should be applied
as an antidote not as a blindfold. The automatic rejection by women
of anything masculine - whether it be symbolic or actual, god or man

- is childish in the extreme.
Both sexes have a lot to teach each other. \J7hile each may retain

their orvn mysteries, it is vital that skilful initiators, both male and
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In time they made new lives, preserving their native tradition and
weaving its threads into the new weave of America. Likewise, those
who were transported to Australia were to form the nucleus of a new
civilization in the Southern Hemisphere. Both sets of emigrants were
partially responsible for the disruption of then existing native trad-
itions in America and Australia. This is but one example of the
pattern of migration and invasion underlying the development of the
'$festern world. It is being currently re-enacted again in our own
time as waves of migrant workers and refugees arrive in search of
work or a new home. Those who object strongly to this movement
conveniently forget the karmic debt of l7estern colonialism. Racial
bigotry is the last bastion of the deeply-rooted tribal consciousness
which strives to remain in its territorial past.

Side by side with racism is extremist nationalism which stresses
ethnic cohesion at the cost of world-peace: sometimes engineered
and orchestrated by political leaders who have the charismatic
power of tribal leaders, the nationalism of the terrorist is the last
attempt of the native folk-soul to establish itself unequivocally on its
own terms. These dual errors can only be corrected and balanced by
a study of world-citizenship and universal fellowship. The group-
soul will not pass away, nor will distinctive national characters be
erased: they can be regenerated by contact with other traditions and
made to resonate more strongly by that contact than would have
been possible otherwise. The inward spiral of the maze has been
walked to its centre and only the threading out will release the true
ancient wisdom of the Native Tradition.

The Native Tradition can be used as a tool for progress and
integration: the Otherworld insights can help bring into manifest-
ation the evolutionary impulse which will facilitate the process of
regeneration. For, of the two methods of easing new ideas into
consciousness - that of political persuasion, or that of inner
realization - the latter means has the more immediate effect.

In his Futwre Shock, Alvin Toffler posits that:

ll the last 50,000 years of man's existence were to be divided
into lifetirnes of approximately 52 years each, there have been
about 800 such lifetimes. Of these 800 fully 650 were spent in
caves. Only during the last 70 lifetimes has it been possible to
comrnunicate effectively from one life to another - as writing
made it possible to do. Only during the last six lifetimes did
masses of men ever see a printed word (262).
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present understanding should alert us to the fact that the inward path
of the maze has been threaded as far as it can go. The work of
manifestation and return as inspired by the cosmic rhythm, belief
and acceptance of reincarnation, the growing concern with the
planet's survival are all currently symptoms of the Aquarian Age
consciousness - or of its crankiness, depending on your standpoint.
Certainly the paradigm-shift (74) whereby one set of concepts is
exchanged for another, proven over periods which are not appreci-
able within the context of one lifetime, is occurring before our very
eyes. The actual shift of ideas may seem chaotic from a subjective
viewpoint; indeed, as old forms break down and are replaced by
others, the transition seems disordered. It is safer to cling to the
forms we know, easier to subsist within a framework which is
predictable, but the imposition of a new set of values is really more
like moving house - we decide what we will pack and what we
discard. It is then a question of seeing where our old possessions, our
ancient knowledge, will sit most harmoniously with the new within
our house.

The image of movement, change and exile is implicit within the
Western !Vay, often expressing itself in actual movement. The image
and the actuality are superimposed on each other as the inward
impulse to seek Otherworld realities are expressed by means of
physical journeying. The Heavenly Jerusalem cannot be established
in any place but the heart: to seek a location for it on earth and
then people it with all-too-human people is to build the Profane

Jerusalem. Yet the'W'estern !(ay has grown up among peoples who
sought for new lands during the great migrations of the Foretime,
Those invaders who migrated !7est across Europe, those whom we
call the Celts, reached the utmost'West in the British lsles: they in
their turn were invaded. Their brash entrance into these islands can
be contrasted with their sad leaving of them. During the Irish potato
famine and the Scottish Clearances during the eighteenth and nine-
teenth centuries, boat-loads of disconsolate people, their spirit
broken and bereft of their adopted soil, mourned and lost heart
when they sighted their new homeland on the Eastern seaboard of
America:

Thig iad ugainn, carach, seolta, I'hey come to us, deceitful, cunning,
Gus ar mealladh far ar n-eolas; In order to entice us from our
Molaidh iad dhuinn Manitoba, homes;

Durthaich rhuar gun *TlrT: 
I'.Txr:'"Hllllno.1,l".jji, *,.,

out peat (231),
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do we find ourselves in the present age - either retreating into the
ancestral past or projecting into an unknown future. The turning of
the age is upon us and we will need the tools of the Hermetic
Tradition to help us thread out of the maze again and enable us to
assess our present situation.

lf the arc of the Native Tradition can be traced starting in the
Foretime and extending to just beyond the Renaissance, so can the
Hermetic Tradition be traced in an arc starting in the Classical
period and leading to the present time. Of course, both traditions
extend further in both space and effect than these approximate
historical eras, contactable through the agency of the Otherworld.
Both traditions are harmonics of each other, as well as being echoes
of a larger cosmic scale. f'he Hermetic Tradition harmonizes around
the basal chord of the Native Tradition.

S7e have already mentioned the reviving shamanic traditions of
the American Indians and Australian Aborigines: the 'S7estern

shamanic revival is looked on with less favour by those who fail to
comprehend the underlying reasons for revival.

The revival of modern western magic and the renewed interest
in 'native' cosmologies and shamanism as found among the
Amer-Indian cultures, for example, show that a 'mythic back-
lash'has taken place. It has proved to be unsatisfactory, and
indeed, possibly pathological, to atrempt to repress the vestiges
of mythological thought in modern man in the vain hope of
eliminating'superstitition' with the advance of science. Clearly
we humans require domains of mystery; we need to know
where the sacred aspects of life may be found and how to
understand the intuitive, infinite and profoundly meaningful
visionary moments which arise in all of us at different times
(5e).

The present resonances with the Foretime's traditions are clearly
being made available at this time for good reasons. Rather like the
storm which in 1850 exposed the Stone Age village of Skara Brae in
the Orkney Islands (133), complete and perfect as the day it was
evacuated so many centuries previous, so are we being permitted a
rare and unparalleled glimpse into our ancestors'inner life. There is a
rising sensibility that our sophistication and civilization are perhaps
gauche, that our computer technology is not the best preparation
for the coming millenium, and that we have lost something both
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The advent of education has opened up the whole world to our
generation: 'The heritage of any race lies open to another; the best
thought of the centuries is available for all; and ancient techniques
and modern methods must meet and interchange' (14). \flhile many
have progressed to individual consciousness and seek to take the
next step to cosmic consciousness, there are still those who exist in
tribal consciousness despite access to education; yet mere book-
learning is so much rubbish unless it can be applied to life. The
progression from tribal to individual consciousness has been, for
the most part, effected. People are now aware of themselves as
individuals with rights but are as yet unwilling or unable to go
further than this. This self-complacency is being challenged on a
global scale.

As we approach the year 2000, many prophets of doom arise or
are resurrected to prove that the world will end in -1.999, 

as prophe-
sied by Nostradamus; that nuclear war will wipe out humanity; or
that the population explosion will exhaust the world's resources. A
great deal of false gloom and despondency has overcome many as a
result of these prognostications. Those for whom this lifetime is seen
to be the only one fear deeply for themselves and their families,
whereas those who believe in reincarnation wonder whether there
will be another opportunity to reincarnate again. These fears are
only the latest formalization of a recurrent tendenry to despair when
faced with change (57).

Certainly we have any number of doomsday projections which
explore the possibilities of apocalypse in detail. But [there is]
revealed another possible scenario - that crisis may be an
evolutionary catalyst in the push towards a higher level (221).

Is the millennial panic merely a fear of change? The Chinese word for
crisis, 'wei-chi', means both 'beware, danger' and'opportunity for
change' (ibid.): which thought may stimulate new hopefulness for
those who fear the end of things.

The forecasts of a New Dark Age, the 'W'estern resonance of the
Hindu Kali Yuga - the last age wherein moral decline, lack of
devotion and apocalyptic destruction takes place - can be seen as
projections of the inner and outer turmoil now taking place (97).
These forecasts are not ineuitabilities, although neithir should their
message be ignored, but treated rather as salutary warnings. As when
an inlet of water is injected into a pool of still water so that a complex
of opposing spirals is created with ripples and opposing vortices, so



EXERCISES

EXERCISE 9 SELF-CLARIFICATION

over the door to the temple of Apollo at Delphi was the inscription
, Gnotbi seauton, - knowibyself . This dictum has been at the heart ot

th. mvste.ies of all nations and it is one which the follower of the

{t;;;;;;'07ry would do well to take seriouslv' The work of the

rnurr.ri.t is to bring through light to dark places; each participant in

,fri, *"it stands irirelatioi tolhut light aJ a lantern does to the sun,

so that if the lantern is obscured the light cannot shine. But to'know

"".r.fi; 
r"J clear these obscurities is io easy task: it is the work of a

lifetime. Access to a format in which we may begin the work of

self-clarification is even harder, especially for those outside an

organized system of belief and practice . This exercise is an attempt to

[;rdo that'gap in a way which is adaptable according to personal

circumstance.--Ir;", t. argued that so much self-pondering is unhealthy.and that

the besianswe-r is a trip to the psychoanalyst. Yet self-clarification is

;-;;;;"ken with'r.,y t.ifiih motive' As any initiate of the

.ytr.ti.t knows, in ordei to be of service each has to be aware of

[.i,f, i"a*iaual potentialities and limitations. There is also another

;;;;;i ;tiit *ttk is avoided. There is a famous picture bv the

pre-"Raphaelite painter, Dante Gabriel Rossetti, entitled H-ow They
"M;;iir;t"luis. k depicts a medieval couple walking thro-ugh a

*ooJ und encountering their doubles'who glo* trpet.,aturally and

appear to assert " ,t."orrg., right to exisience'' It was probably

p'ui"t.a to illustrate the concept in Elizabeth Barrett's poem,

'l7illowwood':

And I was made aware of a dumb throng
That stood aloof, one form by every tree'
All mournful forms, for each was I or she'

The shades of those our days that had no tongue (257)

It is a fair illustration of what may befall the traveller in the

iirt.r*orra if he or she has neglected the work of self-clarification:

a -".r oneself coming on th; inner levels can be a considerable
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precious and vitally useful for survival somewhere along the road to

progttts, that premonition haunts us.
' y?t, as Dion Fortune writes in her Aualon of the Heart, these

,.rorr"n.., of the Native Tradition are stepping stones on the path of

the'!(estern WaY:

things come home to our hearts, and we feel the unbroken line

;a;;. national life stretching back into the remote past, and

kno* thut it will reach into thi far future and that we ourselves

are a part of it (79).
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shock, but one which is nullified if the unassimilated and forgotten
aspects of the personaliry have already been recognized and
accepted. Indeed such a rneeting in the Otherworld would only occur
in the case of someone who was attempting to run before they could
walk.

The ability to master outer circumstance before attempting inner
work is often a prerequisite of the mystery schools today, as
imbalances quickly show up in magical work and render the opera-
tion useless. Indeed many people are in such a rush to get to the next
life that they ignore this one entirely and launch themselves upon the
astral only to end like Icarus. It is important to realize that this
exercise is concerned only with your present incarnation, not with
past lives. It may be that certain past-life problems will be resolved
thereby, but it is not important to know anything about them.
Everything that you need to know about yourself is near to
hand.

By a closer look at ourselves, our motives, limitations and
potentialities the clear thread of our destiny is revealed, allowing us
to find our way through the self-made maze,like Theseus through
the labyrinth. Some unwind their threads quicker than others. Some
have tangled their thread so thoroughly that it will be some time
before the turning point is reached. I7hile we must be conformable
to the pattern of our present incarnation, our fate is not fixed or,.
predestined. To some extent we each make our own circumstances
and while self-clarification may highlight and partially explain them,
it does not justify them. Whatever responsibilities we have taken on
cannot be off-loaded because we suddenly discover a 'spiritual,
destiny. It may be that the path of the hearth-fire, which is parallel to
the Hindu concept of the way of the householder, must be under-
taken first.

Self-clarification requires that we ask ourselves certain ques-
tions: the ones listed below are merely guidelines and can easily
be adapted or expanded according to your needs. Rather as the
shaman goes aside to wrestle with him or herself, so must we.
Some of the questions will be exceedingly painful ro answer
honestly, and because the mind avoids pain by sliding round it
like water round a rock, it will be necessary to have a notebook
and pen to hand to note down your realizations so rhat there is
no escaping the issue. You need not show this to anyone;
indeed, you can destroy it. The importanr thing is that you have
thought about the painful areas without hiding from yourself.
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In this way self-clarification becomes an initiation of fire.

Sit in meditation and visualize a door before you. pass through it and
go down the corridor beyond, at the end of which is anothir door.
This opens into a library. No one else is here, only you. Although
there are countless books on the shelves around you, there is only oie
which you seek. It is before you on a lectern. On the cover is insciibed
The Book of (your name). This is the book of your present life, from
your birth up until today. Go through it as objectively as possible and
see what is written there. Certain episodes will leap oui at you, but
keep turning the pages to acquire an overall impresiion of iis shapes
and patterns.

What experiences have you had? \fhat did they teach you? How
far have,you created the circumstances which now govern your life?
VThat relationships have you had with {amlly,friends, colleagues and
lovers? How have you behaved within them? In what degiee have
those you disliked been responsible for revealing aspects of yourself
which were obscured? What has been the qualiry of youi life in
physical, emotional, mental and spiritual terms? What are your
potentialities and ralents ? \What are your limitations ? How far have
the former been employed usefully? How can your negative aspects
be made positive? Are your presenr circumsrances balanced? In what
way could you exercise more self-discipline?

__ 
p,xam!1e your spiritual or inner life from birth to the present.

Sfhat influences have you experienced? Have your inner promptings
fallen into a discernable pattern? \Mhat religious affiliations have yJu
had and what has been the quality of youi commitment to them? If
you have never subscribed to any religious or spiritual movement,
where are your spiritual faculties committed? If you are aware of a
destiny, in what way does it relate to your spirituai path ? Are they the
same thing?

You need not answer these all at once, but take a few each time and
work through tl,ese or any other questions which may occur to you.
As soon as you have realized an answer, or a lack of one, return the
way you came and write down your findings.

This is very hard work and the first sessions may be emotionally
exhausting ones. Once you have been through the Look of your hfb
to th€ present time, you need not keep immeriing yourself inthe past
- unless a specific problem warrants it - but pay attention insteah to
your daily life. A lifetime's habits cannot be broken overnight, but
the very fact of self-awareness will begin the work of letting ihrough
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the light in your lantern. Controlling or rransforming your limit-
ations is less about cleaning than about composti;g: All life's
experiences teach us something: nothing is waited. Experiences,
good and bad, are the compost which we spread on the ioil of the
soul. Even major problems can be turned into strengths in this
manner, so that you co-operate with your tendencies iather than
working against them.

This exercise is not all gloom and doom, however. Make a list of
your aims and correlate them with your potential. We seldom use
our potentialities to their Jullest extent: by maximizing them and
working with them we are doing the woik of creatio-n. Creative
expression is not about doing allthe time, but is inform edby being-
listening in to the pulse of creation by contemplative reflection]

The evening review is p_erformed by many initiates of the mysteries
and while it is not really an extension of self-clarification, it is
related- This is an objective observation of the day's activities which
is run through the mind backwards, like a film in reverse. you can do
this in bed and, if you fall asleep before you arrive at the beginning of
the day, it doesn't matter. The purpose of the evening .e-view ii'to
clear the consciousness of the day's ictivities, leaving it ready for the
refreshment of sleep. Dreamswill be correspondingly cleareiof daily
accumulations. No moral judgment is to bi exercised. Just aim at a
straight run through of events in reverse.

i'

EXERCISE 10 THE RETREAT

A retreat is associated in many minds with a Christian retreat on
which prayer, meditation and a special celebration of the sacraments
are practised, interspersed with pious conferences given by a retreat
leader, but there is no reason why anyone should not undeitake their
own retreat as a time away from the world, modifying it to their
special needs. Most of us live so tightly packed togetlier that the
experience of being alone is seldom had; moments of introspection
are rare and prolonged meditation upon our relationship to the
Otherworld, the Spiritual Realms and Middle Earth is irnpoisible. A
retreat is not an escape from the problems of life but an important
breathing space in which those problems may be clarified, a-time in
yhigh our true potential can be realized. This 'holy hiarus, in rhe
headlolS course of life can have lasting effects: our ability to cope
with life improves, the psyche is stilled and the deep impuljes within
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us are free to rise unfettered. Those who belong to no tradition will
have had no experience of or opportunity for a retreat, yet the Native
Tradition gives us examples in plenty: the sweat-lodge or kiua of the
Red Indian, the vision quest of the shaman, the tribal descent to the
ancestor's burial-place, are sealed-oft temenos in which such a
retreat was undertaken from the Foretime onwards. In later times the
retreat of Abra Melin urges a six month preparation and withdrawal
in order to contact the holy guardian angel; the cell of the medieval
anchorite constituted a more permanent retreat, as did the cave of
the hermit.

Obviously, considerations of time, Iocation and costenter into any
preparation for retreat: the longer the retreat, the longer the prepar-
ations. No more than three days should be attempted at first or you
will need a considerable back-up team to support your efforts: any
longer is a strain on those unused to long periods of solitary survival.
Where is the best place? Ideally an isolated spot which is a known
sacred site, preferably a little-used one. (Vell-known sites attract
some intrepid hermits, however, according to one report recently of
a single be-tented individual discovered on top of Silbury Hill, the
small earthen mound in populous tU(iltshire!) This is fine if you are an
experienced camper and have your own transport: you can take off
when you please. But, be warned, never go anywhere alone where
you are likely to be in danger - mountains, mists, bogs, disused
mine-workings or collapsing caves must be taken into consideration.
If your retreat is likely to end in exposure, sickness, injury or
the services of a mountain rescue team, you had better stay at home.
If you decide on a spot then at least inform someone of your
whereabouts so that you can be found in an emergency. Keep your
equipment to a minimum, keep your body temperature from
extremes of heat and cold and you have the beginning of an interest-
ing retreat.

But what of those who aren't hardy enough for such exploits in the
open air? Surprising though many might find this, both Christian
and Buddhist retreat centres are very sympathetic to individuals who
wish to have a quiet time away from the world: you need to pick a
time when an organized retreat is not in progress and, so long as you
observe the common code of courtesy and do nothing which is
strictly contrary to the tenets of the centre, a good retreat can be had.
Some centres have a hermitage-like hut which can be used by self-
catering pilgrims. The advantages of a retreat-centre or monastery
over any holiday hotel or camping village are apparent from the



you are camping, then you can sing or chant, walk or dance, weave
iitual patterns through a maze traced on the earth, or make a small
natural shrine out of stones or wood as a focus for your retreat. It
is entirely up to you. You may wish to undergo the Otherwo-rld

Journey in the form of the Two Trees Meditation, or attempt other
exercises outlined in this book. Make this time work for you.

Should you fast? Only if you have previously attempted a fast and
know how your body is likely to react. Fasting is bad enough in a

busy day at work but, when faced by acres of empty time, the body
starts demanding more food at frequent intervals. By all means,

reduce your intake so that the retreat doesn't become a cordon bleu
holiday. Stick to simple foods: eggs, cheese, bread, soup, fruit and
fresh vegetables, with spring water or fruit-iuice to drink. Campers
may need some hot food but the home-retreatant should not suffer
from a simple uncooked diet. Retreat centres inevitably serve quite
spartan fare.

If you are interrupted explain politely but firmly that you are a)

conducting an experiment in survival technique, or b) on a silent
retreat: if it home, you will have to use your ingenuity or arrange for
someone to answer your phone for you. The help of a sympathetic
partner or friend can be engaged to give you time and space, and
provide the necessary support should you need it. While some friends
may regard your actions as downright antisocial, you will find that
others will be sufficiently intrigued to try a retreat for themselves' A
group-retreat is feasible, but it needs organization, a good retre_at

leader and plenty of self-discipline. A group-retreat can give the
necessary support for those who are uncertain of themselves in a

solitary condition: the retreat-leader should be experienced and able
to supply the right kind of impetus for self-motivating discovery.

It is not necessary to repeat the retreat very often - once a year, or
once every {ive years for an organized, get-away-from-it-all one' At
least once a quarter we need a small space of contemplation and that
can be undertaken at home. The only equiptnent required is a
blanket or long cloak with a hood which can be wound rottnd you,
shutting out all distractions. Like the shaman wrapped in his skin-
hide, totally absorbed in the inner workings of his being, we can

experience the communion of the Otherworld and keep in touch
wiih ourselves. Those who go within and contact their inner
resources are better able to make the ourw-ard journey in the world of
Middle Earth. Remember, the shaman does not make his or her
vision quest for self-glorification, but to be a source o{ help to others.
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quiet and holy atmosphere (although, unfortunately, many more
people are discovering monastic holidays and some places may be as

noisy as a seaside village), and the presence of experienced explorers
of the spiritual realms whose attitude to guests is coloured by their
perception that every guest is sent by God is an advantage. They are
often willing to talk to genuine seekers of the spirit and will not press
themselves upon you.

'!0hile it is better to get totally away {rom everyday life for a

retreat, others cannot leave home so easily, either through commit-
ment, age or handicap. The home retreat is perhaps the hardest: life's
problems are all too present and the distracting stimuli of television,
radio, books and tape-recorder are temptingly within reach. The
home retreat is best accomplished in a day or, if you can manage the
time, a long weekend. Telephones are perhaps the worst problem if
you wish to be undisturbed.

So, you have decided on the place of your retreat and made your
preparations: what will you do on this retreat? We are so well versed
in filling our day with activity that the retreat can become a trap at
first as we attempt to pack every minute with soul-searching medita-
tion and strenuous inner exertion. The state of contemplation is not
busy but very tranquil. The self-clarification exercise could be
attempted as a beginning, to enable you to revise your aims, seeking
to see how the retreat can be used as a springing-off point for them.
But, most of all, you are attempting to get closely in touch with
yourself. Get used to the feeling of being alone; sit and breathe
quietly and evenly, letting all the tensions out of your body. Set aside
mental distractions and nagging worries. This is your special time
which you are entitled to: it is not selfish or time-wasteful.

If you are frightened of coming to the end of your resources, take a
helpful and thought-provoking book which can help you spark off
meditation points. Take a notebook and a couple of biros to record
your thoughts and realizations in: this can be the start of a spiritual
journal which can be kept up after the retreat is over. If you prefer,
take some craft or hobby which occupies the hands, but let it be
something which is manually absorbing only and not a time-passing
distraction. Russian Orthodox monks make prayer-beads while they
meditate, and Cistercians hoe vegetables, just as shamans tap their
drums and shamankas work their spindles. All these actions are
rhythmic, allowing the body its motion, but by-passing it so that the
psychic faculties are free to engage in other matters. There is no
reason why, if you are totally alone, you should be still and silent. If
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Whatever the shape of your retreat you will emerge refreshed and
spaced. You will be distanced from the problems o1 hving, so that
they-seem,less threatening and easier to cope with. If t(. ..tr."t
has been less successful,,don't despair: it will have taught you
many useful things, and shown you which areas of your li"fe need
adjustment or rethinking. Take away the home-enviionment, your
favourite food and television programrnes, your cigrrettes or
whiskey, the company of other human beings, and you ire reduced
to yourself. If you are incomplete without these stimuli then you are
not in touch with the real you. The retreat is a revealer undei whose
challenge even seemingly strong personalities are brought up short.
Don't expect the effect of the retreat to last for ever: we are none of ,r,
practised in the skills of inner awareness to a very high degree.
l7ithout.daily meditation, results are slow and, even thei, you"can
never afford to rest on your laurels.
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Below the surface of Western culture run the hidden sprlngs of a secret
tradition that has lts source in the ancestra/ past. /ts lore is transmitted
by guardians of the earth-wisdom and the powerful energies which are
called gods. We are each potential guardians of this rich and deep tradi-
tion, which is carried within our ancestral bloodlines. Within this book
are practicalexerclses relattng traditionalwisdom to everyday life: ways
to put you rn touch with your native roots, to help you dtscover your.
personal totem, to take the journey to the Otherworld, and to experience

for yourself the ancient earth mysteries.

With the experience gained from travelling the Western Way, we can
learn to understand the patterns of evolving consclousness, becoming

skilful mediators on both inner and outer levels.
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